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SpinHcoating" is" a" facile," straightforward," solution" processing" technique" for" the"production" of" uniform" thin" films," which" has" been" utilised" for" a" wide" range" of"applications" including" organic" electronic" and" photonic" devices," sensors,"membranes"and"optical"coatings."Many"of"the"applications"of"spinHcoated"polymer"films"utilise"the"propensity"of"polymers"to"selfHassemble,"resulting"in"the"formation"of" wellHordered," intricate" morphologies" that" evolve" towards" thermodynamic"equilibrium." Understanding" the" interplay" between" processes" such" as" phaseHseparation" and" crystallisation,"which" control" the" final"morphology," has" therefore"been" the" topic" of" intense" theoretical" and" experimental" studies" in" the" field" of"polymer"science."In"particular"the"potential"of"spunHcast"organic"electronic"devices"to" help" alleviate" the" world's" dependence" upon" fossil" fuels" in" terms" of" energy"generation"and"energy"efficiencies"has"driven"the"need"for"greater"control"over"the"final"morphology,"in"order"to"produce"more"efficient"devices."I" have" developed" the" technique" of" stroboscopic" microscopy," which"facilitates" direct" imaging" during" spinHcoating," allowing" us" to" directly" observe," in"realHtime," the" processes" of" selfHassembly" at" the"microscale." I" have" advanced" the"technique" to" operate" in" three" different" modes," which" allow" observations" of"topography,"composition"and"crystallisation.""This"thesis"presents"the"direct"observations"of"selfHassembly"processes"that"occur" during" the" spinHcoating" of" model" polymer" systems"[polystyrene:poly(methyl"methacrylate)" and" polystyrene:poly(ethylene" glycol)],"systems"relevant"to"organic"electronics"[polystyrene:poly"9,9’Hdioctlyflourene]"and"polystyrene" colloidal" dispersions." A" number" of" key" parameters" have" been"investigated"including"the"effects"of;"rotation"rate,"composition,"polydispersity"and"
  
!
the"interplay"between"crystallisation"and"phase"separation."The"observation"that"of"have"been"made"may"be"utilised"to"either,"rationally"design"processing"conditions"that"will" allow" targeted"morphologies" to" be" attained" or" information" obtained" in"realHtime"may" be" used" to" direct" and" control" selfHassembly" processes" in" order" to"achieve"desired"morphologies.""
The" work" presented" in" this" Thesis" concentrates" on" the" development" of" the"technique"of"stroboscopic"microscopy"for"the"study"of"the"selfHassembly"processes"which" occur" when" polymer" blends" are" spinHcoated." Specifically," I" looked" to"understand" the" role" of" the" quench" rate," composition," polydispersity" and"crystallinity" on" selfHassembly" processes." Chapter" 1" gives" an" introduction" to" the"theory"of"selfHassembly"processes"and"gives"an"overview"of"the"progress"made"in"conducting"in#situ"studies"of"spinHcoated"polymer"blends."" In" Chapter" 2" I"will" explain" the" technique" of" stroboscopic"microscopy" and"how" I" have" developed" the" technique" to" provide" information" regarding"topographical,"compositional"and"crystalline"development."" In"Chapter"3"I"will"present"results"of"the"direct"observation,"in"realHspace,"of"the" phase" separation" of" high" molecular" weight" polystyrene" and" poly(methyl"methacrylate)"spunHcast"from"orthoHxylene"utilising"stroboscopic"microscopy"in"an"interferometric"mode."By"varying"the"rotational"rate"of"the"spinHcoating"process,"I"am"able"to"alter"how"the"polymer"blend"is"quenched"and"the"subsequent"effect"on"morphological"development."Importantly,"I"am"able"to"show"that"the"mechanism"by"which"the"final"phase"separated"structure"is"formed"is"through"domain"coarsening"when" rich" in" solvent," before" vitrification" occurs" and" fixing" the" phase" separated"structure."In" Chapter"4" I" will" present" the" direct" observation" of" compositional" and"corresponding" structural" development" for" blends" of" polystyrene" and" poly(9,9’Hdioctylfluorene),"at"a"range"of"compositions,"producing"a"range"of"different"phase"separated" morphologies." I" initially" observe" domains" formed" by"spinodal"decomposition," coarsening"via# Ostwald" Ripening"until" an" interfacial" instability"causes"breakHup"of"the"bicontinuous"morphology."Ostwald"ripening"continues,"and"depending" upon" composition" a" bicontinuous" morphology" is" reHestablished."
  
!
Further,"by"observing"compositional"and"morphological"development"in"realHtime,"I" have" developed" a" method" to" direct" and" control" morphological" structure"development"through"control"of"the"spin"coating"parameters"via#in#situ"feedback."
! In"Chapter"5"I"will"present"results"showing"the"role"of"polydispersity"play"on"the" phase" separation" processes" that" occur" during" the" spinHcoating" of" blends" of"polystyrene" and" poly(9,9’Hdioctylflourene)" using" stroboscopic" fluorescence"microscopy." The" data" indicates" that" increasing" polydispersity" shifts" the" critical"point,"altering"morphological"development."
! In" Chapter"6" I" present" results" showing" the" direct" observation" of"crystallisation," phase" separation" and" Marangoni" instabilities" for" blends" of"polystyrene"and"poly(ethylene"oxide)."This"data" illustrates" the" interplay"between"different" processes," the" complexities" of" which," result" in" the" formation" of" highly"intricate"morphologies."
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Chapter 1.  
Introduction !Parts!of!this!chapter!were!published!in:!!Toolan,! D.! T.! W.! &! Howse,! J.! R.,! “Development! of! in! situ! studies! of! spin! coated!polymer! films”.! Journal( of( Materials( Chemistry( C! 1,! 603F616! (2013),! DOI:!10.1039/C2TC00026A.!!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "
1.0$Introduction$
Since!the!discovery!that!the!semiconducting!polymer,!poly(pFphenylene!vinylene)!(PPV)! exhibited! electroluminescence! by! Burroughes,! Friend! and! Bradley! in!1990,(1)!a!tremendous!amount!of!research!effort!has!been!invested!in!the!field!of!polymer! electronics,! which! has! lead! to! dramatic! increases! in! device! efficiencies!within!a! relatively! short! timeframe.! !This! research!effort!has!been!driven!by! the!potential! of! organic! light! emitting! diodes! (OLED),! organic! field! effect! transistors!(OFET)! and!organic! photovoltaics! (OPV),!which!may!help! to!mitigate! the!worlds!energy!dependence!upon!fossil!fuels,!through!increased!energy!efficiencies!(OLED!&!OFET)!and!providing!a!clean,!renewable!energy!source!(OPV).!!! One! advantage! of! organic! based! electronic! devices! over! inorganic! based!electronics! is! that! the! semiconducting! polymers! may! easily! be! processed! from!solution,!which!opens!the!potential!of!reelFtoFreel!continuous!processing!methods!for! high! throughput,! lowFcost,! device! fabrication.! SpinFcoating! is! a! solution!processing! technique! for! producing! highly! uniform! thinFfilms! and! is! commonly!employed!for!the!fabrication!of!photoresists,!optical!coatings,!synthetic!opals!and!organic! electronic! devices.! The! process! involves! depositing! a! solution! onto! a!substrate! that! is! then! rotated! at! high! speed! (typically! 1000! –! 10,000! rpm),!resulting!in!the!formation!of!a!highly!uniform!thin!film!within!a!matter!of!seconds,!as! solution! is! ejected! from! the! edge! of! the! substrate,! due! to! shear! forces! and!solvent!is!removed!by!evaporation.!!!Organic! electronic! devices! such! as! OPVs! are! fabricated! by! spinFcoating! a!blend!of!two!different!polymers!from!a!common!solvent,!and!posses!a!rich!variety!of! accessible! nonFequilibrium! morphologies,! which! form! through! selfFassembly!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "processes,! such! as! phaseFseparation,! stratification! and! crystallisation.! The!performance,! and!hence! future! economic! success!of! organic! electronic!devices! is!highly! dependent! upon! the! generation! of! a! wellFdefined,! interconnected,!crystalline!morphology.!Despite!the!effort!undertaken!so!far,!as!yet,!we!still!do!not!fully! understand,! and! nor! are! we! able! to! fully! control,! the! processes! of! selfFassembly!that!occur!during!spinFcoating.!The!aim!of!this!thesis!is!to!develop!new!in(
situ! experimental! techniques! to! further! our! understanding! of! the! selfFassembly!processes!occurring!during!the!spinFcoating!of!polymer!blends.!!It!is!believed!that!the! information! gathered! from! such! studies! will! facilitate! the! development! of!rational! design! approaches,! so! that! targeted! morphologies! may! be! obtained,! in!order!to!produce!more!efficient!organic!electronic!devices.!
1.1$Thermodynamics$of$polymer$blends$
In! order! to! understand! the! phase! behaviour! of! polymer! blends,! we! will! first!consider! the! simpler! case!of! two! liquids,!which!may!be!described!by! the! regular!solution! model.! This! model! is! a! MeanFfield! theory,! which! is! to! treat! individual!molecules! (or! polymer! chains)! as! if! they! where! to! experience! a! uniform!environment!wherever!they!might!be!in!their!particular!medium.(2)(3)!Using!this!model!we!will!derive!an!expression!to!predict!the!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing!that!!will!enable!us!to!determine!whether!the!system!is!miscible!or!phase!separates.!If! two! liquids!(a(and!b)!exist! in!two!distinct!separate!unmixed!states!their!free!energy!may!be!written!as!!! + !! ,!whilst! the! free!energy!of! the!mixed! state!may!be!written!as!!!" .!The!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing,!∆!!"#!may!be!written!as:!! ∆!!"# = !!" − !! + !! ! (1.1)!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "In!order!to!make!predictions!of!the!phase!behaviour!of!the!species!a(and!b!we!must!be!able!calculate!the!change!in!∆!!"# ,!as!a!function!of!both!composition!(in!terms!of! the!volume!fraction,!∅!and!temperature,!T.! In!order!to!do!so,! the!change! in!the!entropy! of! mixing,! Smix! and! the! change! of! energy! upon! mixing! Umix! must! be!calculated.!! To! find! the! change! in! entropy,!we! imagine! that! the!molecules! of! the! two!liquids! are! arranged! on! a! lattice,! with! each! lattice! site! possessing! z! nearest!neighbours.!The!volume! fraction!of!a(molecules,!∅!!is!defined!as! the!volume!of!a(molecules! divided! by! the! volume! of! the! system! (with! the! same! applying! for! b!molecules).! We! assume! that! the! volume! of! the! system! remains! constant,!independent!of! composition,! so!∅! + ∅! = 1!(as!will! be! the! case! if! the!mixture! is!incompressible)!and!that!a(and!b(molecules!occupy!the!same!volume.! In!order!to!derive!the!free!energies!we!will!introduce!a!simple!statistical!model!that!enables!us!to!predict! the!probability!of! finding! the!molecules!a(and!b!on!a!given! lattice!site.!Given!the!volume!fractions!∅!and!∅! ,!we!do!not!know!whether!a!particular!lattice!sites!is!occupied!by!a!or!b!molecules.(2)!The!entropy!per!lattice!site!may!be!written!using!the!Boltzmann!formula:!! ! = −!! !!!"!!!! ! (1.2)!where! the! sum! is! taken! over! all! the! states! of! the! system! i,! with! each! state!possessing!a!probability!!!! !and!kB!is!the!Boltzmann!constant.!!In!our!system!of!two!liquids,! where! either! site! being! occupied! by! either! a( or! b( molecules,! with! a!probability!of!∅!and!∅! ,!Equation!1.2!may!be!written!as:!! !!"# = −!! ∅!!"∅! + ∅!!"∅! ! (1.3)!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "This!equation!gives!us!the!entropy!of!mixing!and!is!based!on!the!assumption!that!neighbouring!sites!are!independent!of!each!other,!i.e.!if!one!site!is!occupied!by!a(b!molecule! it! is! neither! more! or! less! likely! that! a! neighbouring! site! is! similarly!occupied.(2)!In! order! to! find! the! energy! of!mixing!Umix,!we! assume! that! the!molecules!only! interact!with! their!nearest!neighbours! in!a!way! that! is!pairwise!additive,! so!the! energy! of! interaction! between! two! neighbouring! a( molecules! is!∈!! ,! two!neighbouring!b(molecules!is!∈!!!and!neighbouring!a!and!b(molecules!∈!" .!Using!a!mean! field! approach! we! assume! that! a! given! site! has!!∅! !a! neighbours,!!∅! !b!neighbours,!independent!of!whether!the!site!is!occupied!by!a(or!b(molecules.!Using!this!assumption!the!energy!per!lattice!site!may!be!written!as,!!! ∅!! ∈!!+ ∅!! ∈!!+!2∅!∅! ∈!" .! By! subtracting! the! energy! per! lattice! site! from! the! energy! of! the!unmixed!state!(which!is!given!by,!!! ∅! ∈!!+ ∅! ∈!! )!we!may!obtain!the!energy!of!mixing:!(2)!! !!"# = !2 ∅!! − ∅! ∈!!+ ∅!! − ∅! ∈!!+ 2∅!∅! ∈!" ! (1.4)!This!equation!can!be!simplified!by!introducing!a!single,!dimensionless!parameter!χ,!which! characterises! the! strength! of! the! energetic! interaction! between! a! and! b,!relative!to!their!selfFinteractions.!This!interaction!parameter!χ!is!given!as:!! ! = !2!!! 2 ∈!"−∈!!−∈!! ! (1.5)!and!is!the!energy!change!(in!units!of!!!!),!when!a!molecule!of!a(!is!taken!from!an!environment!of!pure!a(and!placed!in!an!environment!of!pure!b.!Therefore!Umix!may!be!simplified!to:!! ! !!"# = !∅!∅!! (1.6)!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "Using! the! equation! for! the! Gibbs! free! energy!∆! = ∆! − !∆! !and! combing!Equations!1.3!and!1.6,!the!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing!is!given!as:!! ! !!"#!!! = ∅!!"∅! + ∅!!"∅! + !∅!∅!! (1.7)!This!expression!enables!us!to!calculate!the!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing!for!a!system!of!two!liquids.!This!thesis!is!concerned!with!understanding!the!phase!behaviour!of!polymer! blends,! as! such! Equation! 1.7,! must! be!modified! to! deal! with! polymers.! For!a!system!containing!two!polymers!(a(and!b),!each!polymer!will!posses!a!degree!of!polymerisation!N,!when!the!number!of!monomer!units!is!increased!from!1! to!N,! the! entropic! component!of! the!Gibbs! free! energy! remains! the! same! (as! a!single!site!in!space!is!either!occupied!by!a!molecule!of!a!with!a!probability!of!∅! ,!or!by!a!molecule!of!b!with!a!probability!of!∅!),!whilst!the!energetic!component!of!the!Gibbs!free!energy!will!increase!by!a!factor!of!N.!The!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing!per!polymer!molecule!may!be!written!as:!(2)!! ! !!"#!"#!!! = ∅!!"∅! + ∅!!"∅! + !"!!∅!! (1.8)!The!Gibbs! free! energy!of!mixing! for! a!blend!of! two!polymers! is!more! commonly!written! in! terms! of! per! monomer! unit,! rather! than! per! polymer! molecule! is!commonly!referred!to!as!the!FloryFHuggins!free!energy:!(2)!! ! !!"#!"#$!!! = ∅!! !"∅! + ∅!! !"∅! + !"!!∅!! (1.9)!The! interaction! parameter! χ! is! usually! greater! than! zero,! so! this! term! acts! to!separate! the! polymers! into! separate! phases.! Conversely,! the! first! two! terms!represent! the! entropy! of! mixing,! act! to! mix! polymers! of! different! types.! For!polymer!blends!the!entropy!of!mixing!is!proportional!to!the!inverse!of!the!number!of!monomers!and!so!is!very!small.!Thus,!unless!χ!is!very!small,!phase!separation!is!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "very!common!for!polymer!blends.!The!phase!behaviour!of!a!polymer!blend!may!be!understood!by!plotting!the!free!energy!of!mixing!as!a!function!of!composition!using!Equation!1.9,!for!an!arbitrary!blend!of!polymers,!where!Na!=!Nb!=!10!and!χ!=!0.015,!0.02,! 0.025! and! 0.035! and! is! shown! in! Figure!1.1.! The! curve! with! χ! <! 0.02! is!concave,!with!a!single!minima,!whilst!curves!where!χ!>!0.02!exhibit!one!maximum!with!two!inflection!points.!
!
Figure 1.1. Gibbs free energy of mixing as a function of volume fraction for 
χ = 0.035 (cyan), 0.025 (blue), 0.02 (red) and 0.015 (black), where Na = Nb = 100. !  
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "
 
!
Figure 1.2. Free energy curve for the case where blend is stable at all compositions. Figure!1.2!shows!the!free!energy!curve!for!the!case!when!χ(<(χ! ,!for!a!system!with!a!starting!volume!Ω,!where!the!volume!fraction!of!polymer!a! is!ϕ!and!polymer!b! is!
ϕ(–!1,!as!the!blend!is!symmetric.!Providing!the!system!remains!in!the!homogenous!mixed!state,!the!free!energy!of!mixing!is!given!by!Equation!1.9,!which!corresponds!to!point!R,!Figure!1.2.! If! the!solution!were!to!separate! into! two!distinct!phases,!a!and!b,!with!volume!fractions!ϕa(and!ϕb,!respectively.!Following!the!conservation!of!mass!and!volume,!the!volumes!of!these!phases!would!be!given!by:(4)!! Ω! = Ω!!! + Ω!!!! (1.10)!! 1 = Ω! + Ω!! (1.11)!The!total!energy!of!the!phase!separated!system!may!be!given!by:!! Δ!!"# = Ω!Δ!!"# !! + Ω!Δ!!"# !! ! (1.12)!! Δ!!"# = ! − !!!! − !! Δ!!"# !! + ! − !!!! − !! Δ!!"# !! !
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "Which! corresponds! to! point! R’! in! Figure!1.2! and! has! a! higher! energy! than! the!miscible!state!R.!For!a!concave!free!energy!curve,!separation!from!a!homogenous!mixed! phase! to! form! two! separate! phases! will! always! result! in! an! higher! free!energy!and!as!such!the!system!will!be!miscible!at!all!compositions.!!
!
Figure 1.3. Free energy curve for the case where phase separation is favourable. 
Enlarged section showing the distinction between regions that are metastable ϕa, 
and those that are unstable ϕb. If!the!free!energy!curve!is!convex,!as!in!Figure!1.3,!then!there!will!be!some!starting!compositions,!which! if! they!phase!separate,!will! result! in!a! lowering!of! the!Gibbs!free!energy!of!the!system.!The!transition!from!R!to!R’,!resulting!in!the!formation!of!two! coexisting! phases,! a! and! b! is! shown! in! Figure!1.3.! The! locus! of! the! points!satisfying!!"/!∅ =((0,!as!a!function!of!temperature!is!known!as!the!bimodal.(2)!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "! The! curvature! of! the! Gibbs! free! energy! function!!!!/!∅!!may! either! be!either!positive!or!negative.!This!is!shown!in!Figure!1.3,!where!at!a!composition!of!
ϕb!the!transition!from!Gb!to!Gb’,(is!favourable!due!to!the!decrease!in!the!free!energy!of!the!system.!As!such!this!composition!is!unstable.!However,!at!a!composition!of!
ϕa!the!transition!from!Ga!to!Ga!requires!an!increase!in!energy,!in!order!to!access!a!composition!at!a!global!energy!minima.!Therefore!in!this!case!the!system!is!locally!stable!with!respect!to!small!composition!fluctuations.!However,!the!system!will!be!globally!unstable,!but!requires!an!activation!energy!to!be!surmounted!in!order!to!separate!into!two!separate!phases.!Such!compositions!are!termed!metastable.!The!limit! of! local! stability! is! defined! by! the! condition! that! the! curveture! of!!!!/!∅! =!!0;!the!locus!of!these!points!is!known!as!the!spinodal.(2)!The!critical!point!is!defined! as! the! curveture! where !!!!/!∅! = !! 0! and! is! the! point! where! the!coexistence!curve!and!spinodal!meet.!!For! a! polymer! blend! the! value! of! the! critical! interaction! parameter! χc! is!given!by:!!! χ! = 12 1!! + 1!! ! (1.13)!For! χ( <! χc,! both! polymers! are! miscible,! whilst! for! the! case! where! χ( >! χc! phase!separation!will!occur.(3)!The!critical!composition!where!the!miscibility!gap!begins!is!located!at:!! !! = 1+ !!!!
!!! (1.14)!
Knowledge!of!the!relationship!between!the!shape!of!the!free!energy!of!mixing!as!a!function! of! composition! and! the! phase! behaviour! of! the! mixture! allows!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "construction! of! a! phase! diagram.! A! generic! phase! diagram! for! a! symmetrical!polymer! melt! (where,( Na( =! Nb)! is! shown! in! Figure!1.4,! illustrating! the! stable,!metastable! and!unstable! regions.! Such! a! phase! diagram!allows!predictions! to! be!made!as!to!how!a!mixture!of!two!polymers!at!a!particular!composition!will!behave!when! the! system! is! quenched! from! one! region! to! another.! In! the! case! of! an!asymmetrical! polymer! blend! where! Na( ≠! Nb! the! phase! diagram! will! be!asymmetric,(5)!possessing!a!critical!composition,!ϕc!that!is!no!longer!at!0.5.!
!
Figure 1.4. Generic phase diagram of a symmetrical polymer blend showing the 
stable, meta-stable and unstable regions. When!a!binary!polymer!blend! (polymer!a! and!polymer!b)! is! processed! from! the!melt! the! system! is!miscible! at! high! temperatures.!When! the! system! is! quenched!from!a!high!temperature!to!a!lower!temperature!the!system!will!lie!within!either!a!metastable! or! unstable! region! where! phase! separation! processes! will! occur,!resulting! in! the! formation! of! ! wellFdefined! morphologies.! Such! melt! processing!methods!are!often!not!appropriate!for!polymers!that!may!thermally!decompose!at!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "high! temperature,! such! as! the! highly! conjugated! polymers! employed! in! organic!electronic! applications.! Solution! casting,! where! two! polymers! are! dissolved! in! a!common! solvent,! which! is! subsequently! removed! via! evaporation,! offers! an!alternative!processing!route!that!negates!the!need!for!high!temperatures.!! The!Gibbs!free!energy!of!mixing!for!a!binary!mixture!!(Equation!1.9)!may!be!expanded!for!a!ternary!system!containing!two!polymers!(a!and!b,!respectively)!and!solvent!(s)!as:(! Δ!!!!! = !!!! ln !! + !!!! ln !!+ !! ln !! +!!"!!!!+!!"!!!!+!!"!!!!! (1.15)!Providing!the!solvent!employed!is!good!for!both!polymers,!the!ternary!system!can!be!simplified!as!a!pseudoFbinary!system,!where!the!system!may!be!described!as!a!solution!of!polymer!a! and!a! solution!of!polymer!b.! In! such!a! system,! the! solvent!acts!to!lower!the!amount!of!unfavourable!interactions!between!the!polymers!and!the!system!will!form!homogenous!single!phase.(6)!As!solvent!is!removed!from!the!system,! interactions! between! the! polymers! increase,! and! at! a! critical! value! the!mixture! will! become! immiscible! and! phase! separate.! The! case! of! evaporating!solvent! from! the! system! is! therefore! analogous! to! the! temperature! quench.! The!phase!diagram!for!ternary!systems!is!often!plotted!as!a!two!dimensional!triangle,!with!a!component!at!each!corner,!as!shown!in!Figure!1.5.!
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Figure 1.5. Theoretical phase diagram for ternary blend system (F8BT + TFB + p-
xylene) and the chemical structures of F8BT, poly(2,7-(9,9-di-n-octylfluorene)-alt-
benzothiadiazole), and TFB, poly(2,7-(9,9-di-n-octylfluorene)-alt-(1,4-phenylene-
((4-sec-butylphenyl)imino)-1,4-phenylene)). Taken from reference (7). 
1.2$Phase$transitions$
Phase! separation! occurs! when! a! system! undergoes! a! change! in! temperature,!interaction!parameter!or!composition,!pushing!the!system!from!the!stable!region!of! the!phase!diagram! into!either! the!metastable!or!unstable!regions!of! the!phase!diagram.! The! following! section! discusses! the! different! mechanisms! of! phase!separation,!which!depend!upon!the!“quench”,!from!the!stable!to!the!metastable!or!unstable!regions.!
1.2.1$Nucleation$and$growth$As! stated! in! the!previous! section! a! polymer!blend!quenched! into! the!metastable!region! of! the! phase! diagram! is! stable! with! respect! to! small! composition!fluctuations.! Phase! separation! under! this! regime! occurs! when! a! drop! of! the!minority!phase!spontaneously!comes!into!being!within!the!coexisting!phase,!which!must! then! subsequently! grow! to! reduce! the! free! energy! of! the! system.(2)! This!
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1.2.2$Spinodal$decomposition$When!a!polymer!blend!is!quenched!to!the!unstable!region,!phase!separation!occurs!via! spinodal! decomposition.! In! this! case! the! system! is! sensitive! to! composition!fluctuation! and! any! small! changes! in! composition! are! amplified,! resulting! in! the!formation!of! a!phase! separated!morphology,! lying!at! a! coexisting! region.(2)!This!mechanism! differs! from! that! of! nucleation,! in! that! phase! separation! occurs!uniformly!throughout!the!material,!as!opposed!to!occurring!at!specific!nucleation!sites.!The!patterns!formed!via!spinodal!decomposition!are!random,!but!do!posses!a!characteristic!length!scale.!This!characteristic!length!scale!is!intermediate!between!long! and! shortFwavelength! fluctuations! and! is! shown! in! Figure!1.6.! LongFwavelength! fluctuations! grow! slowly,! due! to! the! large! distance! material! has! to!diffuse!from!a!peak!to!a!trough.!Where!as,!shortFwavelength!fluctuations!generate!a! large! increase! in! interface,! with! a! corresponding! free! energy! penalty! and!therefore!do!not!grow.(2)!An!intermediateFwavelength!fluctuation!therefore!grows!the!fastest,!which!depends!upon!the!interplay!between!enthalpy!and!entropy.!!
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! !
Figure 1.6. Schematic showing why concentration fluctuations of an intermediate 
length scale grow fastest a) an intermediate length scale, b) long wavelength 
fluctuation and c) small wavelength fluctuation. Taken from reference (2). The!formation!of!a!dominant!wavelength!fluctuation!results! in!the!formation!of!a!morphology!with! an! average! domain! size,!R(t),! separated! by! an! interface!with! a!width!w(t).!How!R(t)(and!w(t)!evolve!with!time!is!illustrated!in!Figure!1.7.!Initially,!during! the! early! stages! of! spinodal! decomposition,! all! interfaces! are! essentially!identical!and!grow!in!accordance!with!the!dominant!wavelength!fluctuation.!At!an!intermediate! stage,!where! the! system!approaches!a! coFexisting! composition,!R(t)(increases,! whilst! w(t)! decreases.! Finally,! the! interfaces! become! sharp! at! their!equilibrium!values,!whilst!R(t)!continues!to!increase.!This!latter!process!is!known!as!coarsening!and!will!be!discussed!in!greater!detail!in!the!following!section.(2)!
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!
Figure 1.7. Composition profiles illustrating the evolution of the average domain 
size, R(t) and interfacial width, w(t) change with time for a system undergoing 
spinodal decomposition. Taken from reference (2). The! dynamics! of! spinodal! decomposition!may! be! described! by! the! CahnFHilliard!equation,! which! is! a! modified! diffusion! equation.(2)(8F10)! CahnFHilliard! theory!has!been!extended!to!polymer!melts!using!FloryFHuggins!theory!by!de!Gennes,(11)!Pincus(12)! and! Binder(13)! and! has! been! extensively! utilised! to! model! spinodal!decomposition!in!polymer!blends.(14)!
1.2.3$Coarsening$and$coalescence$Independent!of!the!initial!process!of!phase!separation,!be!it!nucleation!and!growth!or! spinodal! decomposition,! the! domains! formed! will! subsequently! grow! and!coalesce,! which! is! driven! by! the! decrease! in! interfacial! energy! associated! with!larger!domains.!As!such,!the!morphology!observed!is!simply!a!magnification!of!an!earlier!morphology.(2)!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "When!the!morphology!of!the!system!comprises!of!a!number!of!discrete!islands!of!polymer!a,!within!a!matrix!of!polymer!b,!(or!vice!versa)!diffusional!mass!transfer!occurs! from! regions! of! high! interfacial! curvature! to! regions! of! low! interfacial!curvature!and!larger!domains!grow!at!the!expense!of!small!domains.!This!process!where!smaller!domains!are!absorbed!into!larger!domains!is!known!as!coarsening!or!Ostwald!Ripening,!which!is!depicted!in!Figure!1.8.(15)!
!
Figure 1.8. Droplet morphology before and after Ostwald ripening. 
1.2.4$Polydispersity$effects$So! far! polymer! chains! have! been! considered! to! be! completely! monodisperse.!However,! the! majority! of! polymers! employed! in! organic! electronic! devices! are!highly! polydisperse,! possessing! a! wide! molecular! weight! distribution,! due! to!complex/sensitive! synthesis! routes.! A! polymers! polydispersity! may! be!characterised! by! the! moments! of! the! molecular! weight! distribution! function,!namely,!the!number!average!molecular!weight!(Mn),!weight!averaged!(Mw)!and!the!z!averaged!(Mz),!which!are!defined!as:,!!! !! = !!!!!! ,! (1.16)!! !! = !!!!!!!!! ,! (1.17)!! !! = !!!!!!!!!!! (1.18)!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "where!Ni!is!the!number!of!polymer!chains!with!a!molecular!weight!Mi.!A!number!of!theoretical!studies!have!extended!the!CahnFHilliard!theory!of!spinodal! decomposition! to! allow! for! polydisperse! components.(16,! 17)! Clarke!showed! that! the! of! the! growth! rate! of! the! reciprocal! length! scale! of! phase!separation!(Q)! is!commensurate!with! the!behavior!of!monodisperse!systems!and!that!for!shallow!quenches!through!the!phase!diagram!the!early!stages!of!spinodal!decomposition!are!slower!for!more!polydisperse!polymers.(18)!Mumbay(and!Sher!derived!an!equation!for!the!critical!point,! for!a!polydisperse!binary!sytem,!where!both!polymer!components!(a(and!b)!are!polydisperse:(19)!! ∅! = !!,! !!,!!!,! !!,! +!!,! !!,!! (1.19)!
1.2.5$Crystallisation$A!crystal!is!built!up!of!regularly!repeating!‘structural!motifs’,!which!may!be!atoms,!molecules! or! groups! of! atoms,! molecules.(20)! Crystallisation! may! occur! in!polymers! depending! upon! their! architecture.! For! example,! polystyrene! may!crystallise! depending! upon! its! tacticity.! Atactic! polystyrene! (Figure!1.9a)! has!phenyl! side! groups! randomly! orientated! about! the! chiral! centres! along! the!polymer! backbone.! These! random! orientations! disrupt! packing! and! thus! inhibit!crystallisation.!Isotactic!polystyrene!(Figure!1.9b)!readily!crystallises,!as!all!of!the!phenyl!side!group!lie!at!the!same!position!on!each!monomer.(3)!!
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Figure 1.9. Structures of a) atactic polystyrene, b) isotactic polystyrene. Specific!interactions!such!as!hydrogen!bonding!and!πFπ!stacking!tend!to!promote!crystallinity.(21)!Many!conjugated!polymers!posses!solubilising!alkyl!side!groups,!which! may! intermesh! (as! shown! in! Figure!1.10),! leading! to! ordering! between!polymer! chains! However,! it! also! possible! that! alkyl! sidegroups!may! disrupt! the!packing! of! the! main! chain.! Polymers! are! semiFcrystalline! as! different! portions!along!the!chain!are!able!to!participate!with!different!initial!nuclei,!prohibiting!the!formation!of!a!perfect!polymer!crystal.(22)!!
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Figure 1.10. Regio-regular poly[(3-hexylmethoxy)thiophene] showing how the alkyl 
chains between polymers may intermesh and π-π stacking of aryl units. Taken 
from and adapted from reference (3).  The!basic!unit!of!polymer!crystals!is!the!chainFfolded!lamella,!possessing!a!lamellar!thickness! l,!much!smaller!then!the!chain!length!(shown!in!Figure!1.11a).! !Lamella!organise!into!higher!order!structures!known!as!spherulites,!comprising!of!sheaves!of! individual! lamella! that! radiate! and! branch! from! a! central! nucleus! (shown! in!Figure!1.11b).!(23)!! Chain!folded!lamella!form!through!a!process!involving!the!straightening!and!subsequent!packing!of!portions!of!polymer!chains.!An!optimum!lamella!thickness!l,!is!observed!owing!to! the!balance!between!the!entropic!drive!to!reduce!extensive!chain!straightening!(which!would!produce!thick!lamellae)!and!the!energetic!desire!to! minimise! excessive! interfacial! energy! and! unfavourable! interactions! from!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "surface! folds! (resulting! from! thin! lamellae).(2)! The! free! energy! curve! of! this!process!is!shown!in!Figure!1.12.!! Polymers!may!also!form!fibrillar!crystallites,!provided!they!are!subjected!to!sufficient! shear.! Fibrils! may! act! as! distinct! crystallisation! sites,! resulting! in! the!formation!of!an!“shishFkebab”!morphology.! !
!
Figure 1.11. Schematic showing a) chain-folded lamella, with a thickness l and b) 
how lamellae may arrange, branching from a central nucleus, forming a 
spherulite. Taken and adapted from reference (2). 
!
Figure 1.12. Schematic showing how the Free energy changes when a stem of 
polymer joins a growing crystal. Taken from reference (2). 
1.2.6$Marangoni$effects$When! thin! layers! of! fluid! (open! to! the! air)! are! heated! from! below,! hexagonal!patterns!of!convective!cells!form.!Such!patterns!where!first!observed!by!Bérnard!in!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "1900!and!are!shown!in!Figure!1.14.(24,!25)!This!effect!was!originally!attributed!to!buoyancyFdriven! convection! and! was! confirmed! by! the! theoretical! work! of!Rayleigh.(26)!!! The!free!surface,!at! the!airFfluid! interface!has!a!surface!tension,!which!can!come!to!exert!a!dominant!influence!on!pattern!formation.!The!surface!tension!of!a!liquid! is! inversely! proportional! to! temperature! and! so! if! the! temperature! of! a!liquid! varies! spatially,! surface! flows! may! be! setFup! because! regions! of! higher!surface!tension!(cooler!regions)!pull!warmer!regions!up!to!the!surface.!When!there!is! heterogeneity! in! the! horizontal! balance! of! surface! tension,! result! in! a! surface!flow! forming!hexagonal!patterns,!where! fluid! is!pulled!up! from!below! to! replace!that! which! is! pulled! laterally! across! the! surface! to! regions! of! higher! surface!tension.(27)! Such! surface! tension! gradients! where! studied! in! the! nineteenth! by!Marangoni!and!are!termed!Marangoni!effects.!
!
Figure 1.13. Shows an image of Bérnard cells, induced through Marangoni flows. 
Taken from reference (25). !  
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initially attributed to buoyancy forces. Later on Lord Rayleigh [104] confirmed 
through linear st bility analysis that the formation of convective cells is related 
to buoyancy forces. However, the conditions in his findings do not strictly 
apply to Benards’ set up[105]. It took 50 years for Benards incorrect 
conclusion to be dismissed. It was shown experimentally by Block[106] and 
theoretically by Pearson[107] that those convection cells within fluids less than 
1 mm are not strictly buoyancy driven and but rather are the result of changes 
in surface tension due to small variations in either temperature or 
c centration. This onvect  mecha ism is usually named Marangoni 
convection in recognition of his previous work[105]. 
 
Figure (2.18) Honey-comb like cell pattern observed in Benard convection open 
to air. J.A Maroto et al, 2007 [105]. 
Surface tension is a function of temperature and concentration. Surface tension 
is higher in mixtures or at low temperatures. Figure (2.19) shows the effect of 
temperature on surface tension of selected liquids. The Marangoni effect is 
created when there is a gradient in surface tension in a solution. During the 
spin coating, the evaporation of the solvent from a solution can establish either 
a composition gradient or evaporative cooling; both these are based on a 
capillary effect. Solvent evaporates faster from the top than the bottom of the 
solution. Therefore the top of the solution has higher polymer concentration 
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1.2.7$Colloidal$ordering$So!far!we!have!considered!how!polymer!melts!and!solutions!may!order!via!phase!separation! and! crystallisation.! Colloidal! dispersions,! where! polymer! particles!(<10!μm)! are! dispersed! in! a! liquid!medium!may! similarly! selfFassemble! to! form!two! or! threeFdimensional! periodic! structures! known! as! colloidal! crystals! or!synthetic!opals.!These!structures!often!posses!significant!longFrange!order!and!will!diffract! light! of! similar! wavelengths! to! the! structure,! resulting! in! striking!opalescent! interference! effects(2)! and! have! potential! applications! in! optical!devices/switches,(28F31)! as! macroporous! templates,(32)! and! as! monolayers! for!nanolithography.(33)!!Colloidal! dispersions! posses! a! rich! variety! of! phase! behavior,! mimicking!that! of! simple! atomic! liquids! and! solids,! where! as! the! particle! concentration! is!increased!transitions!from!colloidal!fluid,!to!fluid!and!crystal!coexisting!phases!to!full! crystallization!may! be! observed,(34)!which! can! be! described! by! an! effective!hardFsphere!model.(2)!!The! hardFsphere! model! considers! an! assembly! of! perfect! spheres! that!interact!with! an! energy! potential! of! zero,! unless! they! overlap,! in!which! case! the!energy!potential!is!infinite.!As!a!result!the!Boltzmann!weights!may!either!be!unity!or!zero,! independent!of! temperature!and!so!any!ordering!of! the!system!is!driven!purely! by! entropy.! The! maximum! obtainable! volume! fraction! of! random! close!packing! is! around! 0.63.! Whereas,! for! a! regular! close! packed! structure! the!maximum! volume! fraction! is! 0.74.! Therefore! at! high! volume! fractions! packing!constraints!force!the!system!to!adopt!a!more!ordered!structure.!It!has!been!shown!that! regular! close! packed! structures! form! at! much! lower! volume! fractions! than!0.74!and!that!at!a!volume!fraction!of!0.49!there!is!an!abrupt!transition!to!a!crystal!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "with!a!volume!fraction!of!0.55.(2,!34)!This!transition!is!dictated!by!the!difference!in!entropy!between!the!random!and!regular!close!packed!structures.!Despite!the!loss!of!entropy!when!the!system!undergoes!the!a!transition!from!random!close!packing!(liquid)!to!regular!close!packing!(crystalline)!owing!to!the!long!range!order,!due!to!the!difference!in!densities!of!the!two!structures!the!regular!close!packed!structure!allows! each! individual! sphere!more! space! locally.! Thus! regular! close! packing! is!more!entropically!favourable!than!the!random!close!packing.!Such!transitions!from!liquid! (isotropic)! to! crystalline!may! occur!when! the! concentration! of! a! colloidal!dispersion!is!increased,!when!the!dispersing!liquid!is!allowed!to!evaporate.!There!are!two!different!forms!of!close!packed!structures,!faceFcentred!cubic!(FCC)!and!hexagonal!close!packed!(HCP),!which!both!posses!the!maximum!packing!density.!FCC!and!HCP!structures!differ!in!the!way!subsequent!layers!are!positioned!on! top!of! the! first! layer.!The! layers!of!a!HCP!structure!are!positioned!ABABAB…,!whilst! the! layers! of! an! FCC! structure! are! positioned! ABCABC…,! as! illustrated! in!Figure!1.14.! Colloidal! crystals!most! readily! adopt!HCP! structures,!with! a! random!sequence!of!closeFpacked!planes,!possessing!a!large!number!of!stacking!faults.(2)!! !
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Figure 1.14. Schematic showing hexagonal close packed and face centered regular 
close packed structures, illustrating how hexagonal structures are layered A, B, A, 
whilst face centred cubic structures are layered A, B, C. Well! ordered! two! dimensional! particle! arrays! often! spontaneously! form!when! a!colloidal!dispersion! is!deposited!on!a! solid! substrate,!where! the! selfFassembly!of!particles!may!occur!via!convective!assembly.!This!process! involves!the!formation!of! crystal! nucleus! through! attractive! capillary! forces,! and! subsequent! crystal!growth!driven!by! convective! particle! flux! caused!by!water! evaporation! from! the!ordered! crystalline! regions.(35)! In! addition! to! well! ordered! two! dimensional!arrays,!colloids!may!form!well!ordered!two!and!three!dimensional!rings!which!may!order! via! two! different!mechanisms.! The!most! common! of! these!mechanisms! is!responsible!for!the!“coffee!ring!effect”,!where!some!particles!will!irreversibly!stick!to!the!substrate!at!the!drop!periphery!under!the!action!of!capillary!force,!pinning!the!contact!line,!resulting!in!evaporation!from!the!edge!being!compensated!by!flow!from! the! interior,! which! drags! suspended! particles! to! the! drop! periphery.(36)!Alternatively,! in! some! cases! surface! forces! may! induce! film! destabilization! and!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "hole! formation.! The! rim! of! the! expanding! hole! in! the! wetting! film! drags! the!particles!away,!arranging!them!into!annular!rings.(37)!! In!addition!to! the!HCP!and!FCC!structures!a! large!number!of!other!crystal!morphologies! may! be! adopted! through! employing! binary! colloidal! dispersions,!containing! particles!with! two! distinct! lengthFscales.(38)! Such! systems! provide! a!convenient! frameFwork! to! study! solvent! evaporation! induced! crystallisation!directly,!using!microscopy!techniques.!
1.3$Spin$coating$
SpinFcoating! is! a! facile! thin! film! production! technique! widely! employed! for! the!fabrication! of! organic! electronic! devices! such! as,! organic! photovoltaics,(39F42)!organic! light! emitting! diodes(1)! and! organic! field! effect! transistors.(43,! 44)! The!process! involves! depositing! a! polymer! solution! onto! a! substrate! that! is!subsequently! rotated! at! high! speed! (typically! between! 1,000! &! 10,000! rpm).!Initially,!film!thinning!occurs!due!to!rotational!forces(45)!(hydrodynamic!thinning)!and!solution!is!ejected!from!the!edge!of!the!rotating!surface.!At!some!point,!due!to!increasing!viscosities,!an!equilibrium!is!reached!where!hydrodynamic! thinning! is!minimal,! and! instead! film! thinning! predominantly! occurs! through! evaporation!(evaporative!thinning).(46)!A!number!of!parameters!affect!the!interplay!between!hydrodynamic!and!evaporative!thinning!of!a!polymer!solution,!including!viscosity,!vapor! pressure,(47)! molecular! weight,! acceleration! rate(48)! and! the! rotational!rate.(49,!50)!SpinFcoating!a!polymer!solution!(e.g.!Polymer!a!+!solvent)!usually!results!in!the! formation! of! a! uniform! film! with! a! continuous! morphology.! When! ternary!mixtures! (e.g.! Polymer!a! +! Polymer!b! +! Solvent)! are! spinFcoated,! often! complex!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "processes! of! selfFassembly! take! place,! such! as! phaseFseparation,(51F53)!crystallization,(54)! stratification,(47,! 55F57)! and! agglomeration,! resulting! in! the!formation! of! intricate! morphologies! that! evolve! towards! thermodynamic!equilibrium,! but! which! ultimately! become! frozen! due! to! rapidly! increasing!viscosities.(2,!47)!This!process!is!shown!schematically!for!both!binary!and!ternary!blends!in!Figure!1.15.!The!propensity!of!polymer!blends!to!self!assemble,!forming!wellFordered!morphologies!during!spinFcoating!is!highly!desirable,!particularly!for!organic! electronic! devices,! such! as! organic! photovoltaics,! where! a! morphology!with!a!large!amount!of!interface!between!phases!and!interconnectivity!is!required!for!the!generation!and!separation!of!charges.(21)!!
!
Figure 1.15. Overview of the spin-coating process for a) solvent and b) a ternary 
mixture consisting of two incompatible polymers dissolved in a common solvent. There! have! been! many! attempts! to! model! the! spin! coating! process,! the! first! of!which!was!proposed!by!Emslie,!Bonner!and!Peck;!commonly!referred!to!as!the!EBP!model.8! This! consists! of! a! viscous! fluid! on! a! rotating! plane! and! is! based! on! the!assumptions! that! the! fluid! shows! Newtonian! character,! the! rotating! plane! is!infinite! in! extent,! the! rotating! plane! is! horizontal! and! that! the! liquid! layer! is!radially! symmetric! so! that! shear! resistance! is! only! applicable! in! the! horizontal!planes.!In!their!analysis!EBP!gave!the!thinning!rate!as:!
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!
!
where!h!is!the!film!thickness,!t!is!time,!ρ(is!the!solution!density,!!ω!is!the!rotation!rate!in!radians!per!second!and!η!is!the!solution!viscosity!in!kg!sF1!mF1.!!In!the!early!stage!of!spin!coating!known!as!hydrodynamic!thinning,!the!rate!of! thinning! is! sufficiently! described! by! Equation! 1.20.! ! However,! later! on! in! the!process!contributions!from!solvent!evaporation!dominate!film!thinning!behaviour.!Meyerhofer! was! the! first! to! estimate! the! effect! of! solvent! evaporation! on! the!thinning!rate,!by!simply!adding!an!evaporation!term!to!Equation!1.20:9!! !ℎ!" = !−2!!!ℎ!3! − !! (1.21)!
!
! !ℎ!" = !−2!ℎ!! (2.1)!
!where! e! is! the! evaporation! rate! [ml! sF1! cmF2]! and! is! dependant! upon! the! rate! of!rotation! and! the! rate! of! diffusion! through! a! vapour! boundary! layer! above! the!spinning!substrate.!!Equation! 1.21! was! not! solved! analytically,! instead! Meyerhofer! assumed!spin!coating!was!a!twoFstage!process;!where!the!first!stage!was!dominated!by!flow!and! the! second! stage! was! dominated! by! evaporation.! This! assumption! allowed!prediction!of!the!final!coating!thickness!in!terms!of!several!key!solution!properties.!Over! the! years! this! model! has! been! improved! through! taking! into! account! the!concentration!profile!that!develops!in!the!film.10!!! $
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1.4$Development$of$in#situ$studies$of$spin$coated$thin$films$
In( situ! studies! have! been! a! key! tool! in! furthering! our! understanding! of! the! selfFassembly!processes!that!occur!during!spinFcoating.!Yet!despite!intensive!research!in! this! area,! we! still! do! not! fully! understand! the! complex! interplay! between!processes! such! as! phase! separation,! crystallisation,! selfFstratification! and!agglomeration.! A! summary! of! the! key! analytical! developments! over! the! past! 20!years!is!given!in!Table!1.1.!The!most!widely!employed!techniques!for!conducting!in(situ(studies!of!spin!coating! have! been! based! upon! interferometry.! For! this! technique! a! narrow!bandwidth! light! source! (usually! a! laser! (Δλ!<!1nm))! is! incident! on! the! substrate!and!the!fluctuations!in!specular!reflectivity!are!recorded.!Through!analysis!of!the!variations! in! specular! reflectivity! over! time! it! is! possible! to! extract! drying! rate!curves!using!Bragg's! law!(constructive!interference!occurs!when,!2!"!!"#$ = !",(where! n! =! refractive! index! of! the! film,! d! is! the! film! thickness,! θi( is! the! angle! of!incidence!relative!to!the!normal,!λ!is!the!wavelength!and!m!is!an!integer!value).14,!15!"This! approach! is! greatly! simplified! by! many! polymers! having! similar! refractive!indices! to!organic!solvents!(i.e.!polystyrene! !=!1.592,!poly(methyl!methacrylate!=!1.491,!toluene!=!1.496!at!20!°C!).!The! first! in( situ! studies! of! spin! coated! polymer! films! were! conducted! by!Graves! and! coFworkers.(58,! 59)! The! motivation! behind! the! study! was! to!understand!the!effect!of!substrate!surface!topography!on!spinFcoating,!as!previous!manufacturing!steps!employed! in!semiconductor! fabrication!often! left!an!uneven!surface! topography! on! the! substrate.! Their! strategy! was! to! make! systematic!comparisons! between! film! profiles! over! topography,! taken! during! the! process,!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "against! model! predictions! of! the! wet! film! profile.! Their! experimental! setFup! is!shown! in! Figure!1.16.! A! laser! was! directed! onto! the! spinning! substrate! and! the!resultant! interference!patterns!where!recorded!using!a!conventional!35Fmm!film!camera.!The!laser!and!35Fmm!camera!where!synchronised!so!as!to!image!the!same!point! once! per! revolution.! The! spin! coating! experiment! produced! a! series! of!photographs,!each!showing!a!contour!map!of!the!thin!film!at!a!preselected!point!on!the!wafer! at! a! certain! time.! The! space! between! interference! fringes! showed! the!differences!in!height!between!two!points,!and!not!the!absolute!thickness.!
!
Figure 1.16. a) Schematic of set-up. As the slit on the wheel attached to the spindle 
passes between the light emitting diode and the photodiode, a TTL signal is sent to 
the synchronisation control, which triggers the excimer laser. A 20 ns pulse of light 
from the excimer pumped dye laser is passed to the illuminator of the microscope. 
The interferometric images are captured by a 35-mm camera; b) Interferogram of 
50 µm line 17 s into spin; c) Interferogram of 500 µm line 1.5 s into spin-cating. 
Taken from reference (58). This!study!indicated!that!an!applicable!model!proposed!by!Stillwagon!and!Larson!for! spin! coating!over! topography!with!azimuthal! symmetry17!was! found! to!be! in!good!agreement!with!the!obtained!experimental!profiles!of!thin!films.!Predictions!for! dry! profiles,! assumed! constant! throughout! the! film,! where! found! to! be!inaccurate! for! small! feature! sizes! on! substrate! topography.! The! ability! of! the!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "technique! to! measure! film! profiles! was! hindered! by! the! coherence! of! the! laser!producing! speckle,! internal! reflections! within! the!microscope,! and! the! exposure!time!of!the!photographic!film.!
1.4.1$Specular$reflectivity$Horowitz!utilised!an!interferometric!approach!similar!to!that!of!Graves.!However,!rather!than!photographic,!film,!Horowitz’s!setFup!utilised!two!photo!detectors!and!an! analogue! to! digital! converter! to! record! the! intensity.! The! ratio! between! the!reflected! intensity! and! the! incident! intensity! gave! a! value! for! reflectivity.! An!example! plot! of! the! modulating! reflectance! as! a! function! of! time! is! shown! in!Figure!1.18!for!a!spinFcoated!sol!gel!solution.!(60,!61)!! !
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Figure 1.17. a) Double-beam experimental set-up with a He-Ne laser followed by 
Att. (attenuator), M. mirror, BS. Beamsplitter, L 1-3. condenser lenses, ch.1 
incident intensity at photodiode 1 (reference), transmitted intensity at photodiode 
2 (sample), b) “Optospinogram” for a sol-gel solution spun-cast in a saturated 
solvent atmosphere. Taken from reference (60).  Changes! in! optical! thickness! as! a! function! of! time! where! obtained! from! the!“optospinogram”( by! counting! a! quarter! wave! every! time! reflectance! evolved!between! two! successive! extremes.! Plots! of! optical! thickness! against! time! for! the!solFgel! in! air/saturated! solvent! atmosphere! showed! film! thinning! occurred! at! a!faster! rate! for! the! sample! in! air! compared! to! the! saturated! solvent! atmosphere.!This! study! indicated! that! the! role!of! evaporation!could!not!be!disregarded!when!modelling! the! spinFcoating! process! and! disproved! the! early! assumption! of! a!separate! solvent! evaporation! stage! after! convection! has! ceased! as! proposed!originally!by!Meyerhofer.(46)!Birnie! further! utilised! laser! interferometry! to! study! solvent! thinning!behaviour! on! spinning! silicon! wafers.(62)! In! contrast! to! the! work! of! Horowitz,!relative! reflectivity! was! measured! rather! than! absolute! reflectance,! to! allow!interference! fringe! counting.! As! the! bright/dark! interference! fringe! spacing! only!measured!thinning!rate,!thickness!was!determined!once!thinning!had!proceeded!to!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "a! completely! dry! wafer! by! counting! back! from! the! reference! point,! the! last!intensity!maximum!corresponded!to!the!time!when!the!wafer!first!became!dry.!A!plot! of! log! thickness! against! log! time! for! methanol,! ethanol,! butanol! and! butyl!acetate! emphasized! the! similarity! found! for! solutions! thinning! in! this! geometry!and!is!shown!in!Figure!1.18.(
(
Figure 1.18. Thickness development for several volatile fluids spun-cast at 
2000 rpm. Taken from reference (62). These! results! indicated! that! the! process! is! initially! dominated!by!mass! flow! and!later! in! the! process! solvent! volatility! dominates,! as! indicated! by! each! sequence!reaching!the!dry!state.!By!plotting!thinning!rate!(dh/dt)!as!a!function!of!two!times!the! cube! of! film! thickness! (2h3)( (Figure!1.19)! (commonly! referred! to! as! a!Meyerhofer! plot),! Birnie! was! able! to! determine! both! fluid! viscosity! and! the!evaporation! rate! for! a! variety! of! solvents.! Analysis! of! the! evaporation! data!substantiated!an!earlier! conclusion!of! the! spinFspeed!dependence!of! evaporation!rate,!and!confirmed!that!evaporation!rate!is!limited!by!vapour!diffusion!though!the!laminar!boundary!layer!above!the!disk.(46)!
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Figure 1.19. Meyerhofer plot for pure butanol spun-cast at 2000 rpm. The line is a 
linear regression to the observed data. Taken and modified from reference (63). The! flow! behaviour! was! found! to! be! largely! consistent! with! the! EBP! model,!however,! Meyerhofer's! modification! was! required! to! account! for! evaporating!fluids.! Simultaneous! extraction! of! both! flow! and! evaporation! constants! was!achieved!by!performing!a! linear!regression! fit.!Evaporation!rates!where! found!to!vary!as!a!function!of!the!squareFroot!of!spin!speed!as!predicted!by!Meyerhofer.!The!evaporation! constants! derived! for! several! solvents! showed! a! strong! correlation!between!their!evaporation!rates!and!their!room!temperature!vapour!pressures,!as!would!be!expected.!Birnie! followed! on! from! this! study! by! investigating! the! flow! and!evaporation!rate!of!mixed!solvent!solutions!and!a!solFgel!preFcursor!solution.(63)!The!time!evolution!of!fluid!thickness!for!a!series!of!two!component!solutions!was!studied!as!in!the!previous!study.!MethanolFbutanol!mixtures!where!studied,!due!to!their! relative! differences! in! volatility.! In! addition! a! solFgel! solution! was! tested!using! the! same! methodology,! as! a! measure! to! test! the! effectiveness! of! this!experimental!approach!to!industrially!relevant!systems.!!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "As! in! the! previous! study,!Meyerhofer! plots! for! pure! butanol! and! pure!methanol!were! linear.! However,! butanolFmethanol! mixtures! exhibited! more! complex!behaviour.! Figure!1.20( shows! the! Meyerhofer! plot! of! a! 1:1! mixture! for!butanol:methanol.! Two! distinct! regions! where! observed,! instead! of! one! as! with!pure! solvents.! Early! on! in! the! spinning! process! the! slope! and! intercept! yield!viscosities! and! evaporation! rates! that! are! intermediates! between! that! of! pure!butanol!and!pure!methanol.! !The!second!region!present,! later!on! in! the!spinning!process,! corresponded! to! an! evaporation! rate! and! viscosity! of! that! expected! of!pure!butanol.!It!was!assumed!that!this!second!stage!represents!a!transition!where!viscosity! and! evaporation! behaviour! are! both! changing! toward! those! of! pure!butanol.! For! solvent! mixtures! which! where! more! unbalanced! (1:9! or! 9:1! –!butanol:methanol)!the!second!transition!region!was!more!difficult!to!resolve.!This!behaviour! was! attributed! to! the! higher! component! solvent! dominating! both!viscosity!and!evaporation!behaviour.(63)!!
 
Figure 1.20. Meyerhofer plot for a 1:1 (by volume) methanol:butanol solution 
spun-cast at 2000 rpm. Solid line is a regression to early data points, while the 
dashed line shows the expected response for pure butanol. Near the end of coating 
process the fluid behaviour changes gradually by evaporation of methanol, leaving 
behind a butanol-rich liquid. Taken and modified from reference (63). 
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "The!solFgel!precursor!solution!showed!behaviour!consistent!with!a!single!thinning!region! (with! exception! to! the! latter! data! points).! However,! the! later! data! points!suggested! that! the! solvent! depletion! effect! (as! observed! in! butanolFmethanol),!occurs! for!solFgel!coatings.!Therefore!the!majority!of! the!thinning!behaviour!may!be!modelled,! until! the! final!moments! of! the! spinFcoating!process.! Comparison!of!the!solFgel!precursor!evaporation!and!viscosity!values!to!that!of!pure!methanol!and!butanol,! suggested! that! there! was! no! substantial! polymerisation! of! the! solFgel,!during!the!majority!of!the!spin!coating!process.!However,!the!evaporation!constant!was! below!what!might!was! expected! for! a! solution!with! a! significant! fraction! of!methanol,!which!indicated!that!evaporation!may!be!slowed!by!the!formation!of!gelFlike!skin!on!the!film!surface.!Birnie! hypothesised! that! if! a! volatile! solvent! is! necessary! to! stabilise! the!precursor!components,! then!an! instability!might!occur!before!the!coating!has!set!completely,!leaving!behind!inferior!coatings.!Therefore!improved!coating!solutions!may!require!selection!of!an!alternate!solvent!system!with!associated!modification!to! other! solution! chemical! parameters.! ! It! was! suggested! that! lower! volatility!solvents!may!be!employed!for!the!production!of!defect!free!coatings.(63)!
1.4.2$Specular$reflectivity$combined$with$offHspecular$scattering$Jukes!et(al.!integrated!a!light!scattering!setFup!with!a!spin!coater!to!measure!both!specularFreflectivity! and! offFspecular! scattering! as! shown! in! Figure!1.21.(64)!Specularly! reflected! light! was! detected! by! a! photodiode! and! the! offFspecular!diffraction!pattern!was!collected!on!a!screen!and!recorded!by!a!CCD!camera.!This!allowed!both!the!evolution!of!film!thickness!and!the!development!of!lateral!phase!separated!structures!to!be!monitored!as!a!function!of!time.!As!in!previous!studies,!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "specular!reflectivity!interferometry!was!used!to!monitor!changes!in!film!thickness,!while!offFspecular!scattering!allowed!observation!of!the!onset!of!phaseFseparation!and!subsequent!lengthFscale!evolution.!
!
Figure 1.21. Experimental set-up for in situ light scattering consisting of a HeNe 
laser (633 nm), spin coater rotation stage, photo-diode detectors screen and a CCD 
camera. Taken from reference (57). Blends! of! polyfluorene! derivatives! where! studied;! poly(9,9'FdioctylfluoreneFcoFbenzothiadiazole)! (F8BT)! and! poly(9,9FdioctylfluoreneF2,7FdiylF1,4FphenyleneFbis(NF(pFsecFbutylphenyl)! iminoF1,4Fphenylene)! (PFB).! The! F8BT/PFB! is! a! blend!of! two! conjugated! polymers! (PFB! is! a! hole! acceptor! and! F8BT! is! an! electron!acceptor),!which!was!of!interest!due!to!applications!in!blendFbased!photodiodes.!! When! the! F8BT:PFB! blend! was! spunFcast! the! speculary! reflectivity! data!exhibited! a! series! of! peaks! and! troughs! corresponding! to! constructive! and!destructive! interference! conditions! of! the! reflected! light! as! the! film! thickness!decreased.! The! final! film! thickness! was! determined! via! AFM,! which! allowed!deduction! of! the! time! dependence! of! the! film! thickness.! A! linear! change! in!refractive!index!with!time!from!the!mixed!polymer/solvent!state!to!the!final!solid!polymer! film!was!assumed,! in!order! to! correct! for! the! changing! refractive! index.!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "Figure!1.22! shows! specular! reflectivity! data! and! a! corresponding! thicknessFtime!curve!extracted!from!this!data.!
!
Figure 1.22. Specular reflectivity for a 44:56 F8BT:PFB blend spun-cast at 
2000 rpm from a 2 wt% solution in xylene. The inset shows the thickness-time 
curve extracted from these data. Taken from reference (64).  The! offFspecular! scattering! data! provided! information! on! the! development! of!lateral! structure! in! the! film! and! the! obtained! scattering! patterns!where! radially!symmetric! throughout! the! phaseFseparation! process.( Figure!1.23! shows! radially!averaged! scattering! data! as! a! function! of! time,! from! the! first! frame! where!significant! scatter! is! observed! (9.2! s),! until! scattering! pattern! ceases! to! evolve!(10.2! s)! due! to! the! formation! of! a! solid! film! as! vitrification! occurs.! The! point! at!which! the! scattering! was! first! detected! corresponded! to! the! cloudpoint,! i.e.! the!onset! of! lateral! phase! separation! in! the! system.! At! the! cloudpoint! there!was! no!drop! in! the! specular! reflectivity! intensity! (Figure!1.22),! showing! that! it! is! not!possible! to!detect!phase! separation!via! reflectivity!alone!and!also! indicating! that!multiple!scattering!events!where!not!likely!to!be!a!significant!complication.!
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!
Figure 1.23. In situ light scattering taken during the spin-coating of a 44:56 
F8BT:PFB blend from a 2 wt% solution in xylene at 2000 rpm. The data shown 
are for a portion of the spinning event from the “cloud point” to the point where 
the length scale stops evolving. The inset shows the time dependence of the peak 
wavevector qmax. Taken from reference (64). The! scattering! data! showed! two! prominent! features;! firstly,! scattering! exhibited!pulsations! in! intensity! with! a! periodicity! mirroring! the! oscillating! specular!reflectivity!intensity.!Intereference!effects!occurring!due!to!film!thinning!therefore!affect! both! specular! reflecivity! and!offFsepcular! scattering.!By! accounting! for! the!subsequent! periodic! modulation! of! overall! scattering! intensity,! the! scattering!curves! initially! showed! a! strong! similarity! with! that! would! arise! from! the!scattering!in!bulk!phase!separation!systems.!A!scattering!peak,!characterised!by!a!wellFdefined!intensity!maximum,!grows!smoothly!out!of!the!background,!in!a!way!strongly! reminiscent! of! spinodal! decomposition.(64)! However,! as! phase!separation! proceeds,! the! behaviour! deviated! from! that! of! conventional! bulk!separation.! Figure!1.23( inset! shows! that! the!q! value! of!maximum! scattering! as! a!function! of! time,! qmax! moved! to! a! higher! value! as! phase! separation! proceeded,!implying! that! the! overall! length! scale! decreased! as! phase! separation.! Further!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "analysis! of! Figure!1.23( showed! that! the! average! size! of! the! phase! separated!domains!(as!deduced!from!qmax),!is!initialy!5.7!μm,!rapidly!shrinking!to!a!final!size!of!~!3.6!μm.!This!result!was!in!stark!contrast!to!behaviour!seen!in!the!bulk,!where!qmax! decreases! (lengthscale! increases)! as! a! result! of! coarsening! as! discussed! in!Section!1.2.3.!The!size!of! the!domains!roughly! followed!a! t1/2!dependence!on! the!spinning! time.! The! result! was! surprising! as! it! directly! contradicted! the! model!proposed! by! Walheim! et( al,! where! domains! nucleate! from! the! initially!homogeneous!mixture! below! a! critical! solvent! concentration! and! the! grow! until!their!size!reaches!the!thickness!of!the!film.(51)!! The! proposed! explanation! for! these! results! was! that! an! initial! lateral!structure!may! form,! (not! from! bulkFlike! phase! separation! within! the! film),! as! a!result!of!an!instability!in!transient!wetting!layers!at!the!surface!and!substrate.!The!spinning! fluid!may! initially! form! a! layered! structure,! driven! by! the! difference! in!surface! energy! between! the! two! polymer! solutions.! As! the! solvent! evaporates,!surface! and! interfacial! tensions! that! stabilise! the! configuration! are! continuously!changing,! resulting! in! the! development! of! interfacial! instabilities! (the! origin! of!which! was! not! clear).! These! instabilities! lead! to! dewetting! and! breakup! of! the!layered!arrangement!and!the!development!of!the!lateral!domain!structure!with!an!exact!morphology!dependent! on! the! initial! composition! of! the! blend.! The! lateral!structure!is!detected!as!soon!as!the!layers!began!to!break!up.!!! Evidence! in! support! of! this! proposed!mechanism! came! from! reports! that!spinFcoating! the! same! polymers! from! isodurene,! a! highly! viscous! and! volatile!solvent!results!in!the!formation!of!a!bilayer!with!the!lower!surface!energy!F8BT!on!top.(65)! In! this! instance! the! structural! evolution!was! frozen!at! the! layered! stage!before! lateral!domains! can!develop.!More!direct! evidence!of! this! layering!during!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "the! spin! coating! process! was! found! through! detailed! analysis! of! the! time!dependence!of!specular!reflectivity!in!blends!of!polystyrene:polyisoprene.(66)!! This!study!showed!that!the!dynamics!of!phase!separation!occurring!during!the! spinFcoating! of! polymer! blends! may! be! studied! in( situ! via! light! scattering!techniques.! The! results! of! this! experiment! where! explained! by! two! possible!mechanisms:! one! in!which!morphology!arose!by! the!unstable! growth!of! either! a!composition! fluctuation! and! another! in! which! the! morphology! results! from! an!interfacial!instability!initiated!by!the!loss!of!solvent.!A!single!length!scale!is!initially!selected,! but! contrary! to! the! normal! situation! in! bulk! spinodal! decomposition!following!a!temperature!quench,!this!length!scales!subsequently!appears!to!shrink!rather!than!grow.!Using! this! technique! Heriot! and! Jones! went! on! to! investigate! phase!separation! in!a!model!polymer!blends! system,(57)!Specular! reflectivity!data!was!obtained! for! both! pure! PMMA! and! a! PS:PMMA! (1:1)! blend! and! the! offFspecular!scattering!was!plotted!as!a!intensity!graph!for!the!PS:PMMA!blend!and!is!shown!in!Figure!1.24.!!The!plot!shared!the!same!features!as!the!F8BT/PBT!data,!in!that!there!was!a!smooth!appearance!of!a!broad!scattering!peak!as!in!the!case!of!bulk!phaseFseparation.! As! previously! seen! unlike! bulk! phaseFseparation,! there! was! a!superimposed! rise! in! scattering! intensity,! a! periodic! increase! and! decrease! in!overall! intensity!(with!a!period!matching!specular!reflectivity)!and!the!scattering!vector!qmax!moved!to!a!higher!value!as!phase!separation!proceeded.!
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!
Figure 1.24. Contour plot showing the radially averaged light-scattering intensity 
out of the specular direction for PS:PMMA (1:1) blend film. Taken from 
reference (57). The! appearance! of! scattering! with! a! wellFdefined! peak! scattering! vector! is!indicative! of! the!development! of! lateral! structure!within! or! at! the! surface! of! the!film,! in!Figure!1.24(the! length!scale!characterising! the! lateral! structure! is!around!30!µm.!Two!mechanisms!where!proposed!to!account!for!the!production!of!such!a!peak.! The! first! is! the! bulk! mechanism! of! spinodal! decomposition,! where!composition! fluctuations! are! amplified! by! a! process! that! selects! the! fastest!growing! length! scale! (Section! 1.2.2).! The! second! was! that! the! initial! phaseFseparation!within!the!film!occurs!perpendicular!to!the!plane!of!the!film,!resulting!in! a! lateral! interface! between! layers! of! different! composition.(67)! This! interface!then! becomes! unstable! leading! to! a! wavelengthFselective! amplification! of! a!capillary!wave!in!a!process!analogous!to!spinodal!deFwetting.(68)!As! in! previous! studies! the! periodic! modulation! in! intensity! observed! in!these! experiments! was! attributed! due! to! the! thinFfilm! geometry.! As! the! film!continues! to! thin,! interference! effects! cause! a! periodic! variation! with! film!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "thickness!of!the!electricFfield!intensity!at!the!position!of!the!roughening!interfaces!from!which!scattering!arises.!!! A!more!detailed! analysis!was!performed!on! the! specular! reflectivity!data,!which! offered! support! in! favour! of! the! second! suggestion! for! the! mechanism!producing! the! wellFdefined! scattering! peak! observed! in! Figure!1.24.! The! fringe!visibility,!shown!in!Figure!1.25!was!calculated!as!(Rmax!!F!Rmin)!/!(Rmax!+!Rmin).!For!the!pure!PMMA!film!there!was!little!variation!throughout!the!process,!only!a!slow!decrease!in!fringe!visibility,!followed!by!a!sharper!increase!in!visibility,!which!was!attributed!to!a!coarsening!of!the!film.!For!the!PS:PMMA!film!at!early!stages!of!the!spinning! process,! the! blend! showed! a! systematic! modulation! of! fringe! visibility!with! time! that!was!not!observed!with! the!pure!polymer.!This!was! interpreted! to!indicate! that! the! film! split! into! two! layers,! one! rich! in! PS! and! the! other! rich! in!PMMA.!Later!in!the!spinning!process,!at!a!time!corresponding!to!the!onset!of!offFspecular!scattering!(phase!separation),!the!fringe!visibility!decreased!whereas!the!average!reflectivity!remained!constant,!which!was!accounted!for!by!assuming!the!average! roughness! of! the! free! surface! increases,! leading! to! a! reduction! in! the!reflectance!of!that!interface.!
!
Figure 1.25. Fringe visibility for PMMA and PS:PMMA (1:1) with corresponding 
models. Taken from reference (57). 
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "These! effects!were!modelled! (semiFquantitatively)!based!on! the! assumption! that!the!effect!of!smallFlengthFscale!roughness!on!the!reflectance!of!the!top!surface!may!be!accounted!for!by!a!DebyeFWallerFlike!factor!as!derived!for!xFrays.(69)!Analysis!indicated! that,! during! the! initial! phase! of! the! instability,! the! root!mean! squared!(RMS)! roughness! increased! to! a! value! of! 120! nm,! at! a! time!when! the! total! film!thickness!was!3.44!μm.!The!end!of!this!phase!was!marked!by!an!abrupt!shift!in!the!position! of! the! peak! in! offFspecular! scattering! intensity,! corresponding! to! a!decrease!in!the!characteristic!length!scale!from!a!value!of!53!to!25!μm.!! The!reflectivity!profile!during!film!thinning!was!modelled!using!a!classical!expression! for! the! reflectivity! of! a! dielectric! film! on! a! substrate,! for! both! pure!PMMA!and!a!PS:PMMA!blend.! Solvent! concentration!was!assumed! to!be!uniform!throughout!the!film,!and!interfacial!roughness!was!included.!The!model!fitted!the!obtained!data!for!pure!PMMA!well,!except!that!it!showed!lower!visibility!than!the!experimental!data,!as!the!model!did!not!take!into!account!concentration!gradients!within! the! film.! The!model! for! the! PS:PMMA! blend,! did! not! fit! the! experimental!data!as!well.!However,!the!model!did!capture!the!most!striking!features!of!the!data!(i.e.! the!periodic!modulation!of! fringe! intensity).!The!conclusions! from!this!study!are! summarised! in! Figure!1.26.! Initially! wetting! layers! form! at! the! airFfilm! and!filmFsubstrate!interfaces!(i)F(iii).!When!the!thickness!decreases!to!a!critical!value,!the! interface! between! these! wetting! layers! becomes! unstable! and! thermally!excited! capillary!waves! are! amplified!with! a!mechanism! to! select! a! length! scale,!resulting! in! the!observed!offFspecular! scattering! (iv)! and!a! final!phase! separated!structure.!!! Heriot! and! Jones! speculated! that! an! instability! at! the! polymerFpolymer!interface!arose!because!of!a!solventFconcentration!gradient!through!the!film.!Due!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "to!the!solvent!at!the!film!surface!evaporating!at!a!faster!rate!than!the!solvent!in!the!bulk! can! diffuse! through! the! film,! resulting! in! a! significantly! lower! solvent!concentration!at!the!surface!compared!to!that!of!the!substrate.(68)!The!interfacial!tension! at! a! polymerFpolymer! interface! is! a! strong! function! of! the! solvent!concentration,(70)!so!if!an!interface!is!in!the!plane!of!the!film,!it! is!very!probable!that!it!would!be!subject!to!a!MarangoniFlike!instability.!
 
Figure 1.26. A schematic model describing the film formation during the spin-
coating process, and the final film morphology. Taken from reference (57). As!the!film!thinned!further!the!instability!is!expected!to!grow!(independent!of!its!origin),! leading! to! an! increase! in! the! offFspecular! scattered! intensity! and! an!increase! in! the! roughness! of! the! top! surface! of! the! film.! At! some! point,! the!amplitude!of!the!instability!becomes!such!that!the!liquidFliquid!interface!meets!the!surface.!At! this!point! there! is! a! rapid!movement!of! the! contact! lines! to! yield! the!laterally!phase!separated!structure!shown!in!step!(v)!of!Figure!1.26.!This!stage!is!marked!by!a!decrease!in!surface!roughness!and!an!abrupt!change!in!the!peak!in!the!scattering! pattern.! Simultaneously,! or! subsequently,! as! the! total! polymer!concentration! is! increasing! and! the! equilibrium!phase! boundaries! change,! phase!separation! may! be! initiated! in! one! or! both! phase,! leading! to! a! hierarchical,!secondary!phase!separation!step.(57)!!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "! In! order! to! further! explore! the! role! of! evaporation! on! the! structural!development! of! a! spinFcoated! PS:PMMA! blend! an! environmental! cell! was!implemented!into!the! laser!scattering!setFup!by!MokarianFTabari!et(al.! (shown!in!Figure!1.27a).(47)! This! approach! controlled! evaporation! rates! where! obtained!through! controlling! the! solvent! atmosphere,! differing! from! Birnie’s! earlier!experiments,!where!the!evaporation!rate!was!varied!through!changing!the!solvent.!Experimental! curves! for! the!evolution!of! film! thickness! for!a!variety!of! values!of!the! nominal! applied! vapour! pressure! are! shown! in! Figure!1.27b! and! show! two!distinct!stages!of!film!thinning!behaviour.!Firstly,!early!on!the!spinFcoating!process!hydrodynamic!thinning!in!which!the!solvent!does!not!strongly!effect!the!thinning!rate.!Secondly,!an!evaporation!dominated!stage!in!which!the!rate!of!thinning!could!be! systematically! changed! through! controlling! the! solvent! vapour! pressure.! The!evaporation! rate! was! extracted! from! the! thicknessFtime! profiles! using!Meyerhofer's!model.!As!expected!increasing!the!nominal!vapour!pressure!lead!to!a!decrease!in!the!evaporation!rate.!
!
Figure 1.27. a) Schematic diagram showing the integrated light scattering set-up 
with an integrated spin coater and environmental cell; b) Thickness-time profiles 
for toluene at different evaporation rates. The evaporation rate, e, is controlled by 
changing Pt, the nominal toluene vapour pressure inside the cell. The points and 
lines are data and fits, respectively. Taken from reference (47).  
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "The! structure! evolution! for! films! spun! from! mixtures! of! PS! and! PMMA! at!controlled!evaporation!rates!was!then!studied!using!specular!reflectivity!and!offFspecular!scattering.!Figure!1.28(shows!the!offFspecular!scattering!data!and!optical!micrographs! of! films,! taken! at! the! centre! and! near! the! edge! of! the! sample! for!PS:PMMA!blends!spun!at!different!evaporation!rates.!
!
Figure 1.28: a-c) radially integrated off-specular scattering profiles as a function of 
time for PS:PMMA blends spin-coated at evaporation rates of; 3.15, 1.03 and 
0.42 μm s-1. Corresponding micrographs of the resultant morphology at the centre 
and off centre are shown to the right [b-c), e-f) and h-i)] of the off-specular data. 
Taken from reference (47). Figure!1.28bFc(show!the! typical!spinFcast! film!morphologies! for!a! film!spun! in!an!ambient! atmosphere.! At! the! centre! of! rotation! (b)! there! are! isotropic! islands! of!PMMA! in! a! cellular! pattern,! whereas! off! centre! (c)! the! structure! is! radially!orientated!striations.!The!isotropic!island!and!stirations!have!a!similar!length!scale!(~50!µm),!which!is!an!indication!that!hydrodynamic!forces!break!the!symmetry!of!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "the! instability!when! the! shear! forces! are! sufficiently! large,!without! affecting! the!dynamics! of! the! phase! separation! lengthscale.! Figure!1.28a! is! a! intensity! plot!showing!the!radially!averaged!offFspecular! light!scattering!intensity!for!the!blend!film!spun!cast!in!an!ambient!environment,!at!the!greatest!evaporation!rate!studied!(e! ! =! 3.15! µm!sF1).! The! q(t)! profile! provides! information! on! structure! evolution!during! film! formation.! The!profile! shows! three!different! regions.! First,! a! smooth!and!broad!scattering!peak!shifts! towards! the! largest! scattering!vector!with! time,!indicative!of!the!onset!of!instability!in!the!film.!This!was!then!followed!by!the!break!up!of!that!structure!and!the!formation!of!a!pattern!~12!µm.!Finally!a!fixed!pattern!with!a!length!scales!of!~!50!µm!forms.!
( Figure!1.28d–f,!show!data!at!a!decreased!evaporation!rate!(e!=!1.03!µm!sF1),!which!has!a!different! scattering!pattern!and! final! structure! to! that!observed!at!a!higher!evaporation!rate.!The!q(t)(profile!(Figure!1.28d)!shows!no!dominant!q,!nor!scattering!ring!and!takes!longer!to!develop!a!fixed!structure!(6.5s!instead!of!3.5!s).!Figure!1.28e–f!show!the!absence!of!a!strong!cellular!pattern!in!the!centre!and!that!striations! start! to! disappear.! Exploiting! slower! evaporation! rates,! showed! the!above! trend! continued! and! at! one! extreme! e! =! 0.42! µm! sF1! there!was! no! lateral!phase! separation.! As! shown! in! Figure!1.28g,( the!q(t)! profile! does! not! reveal! any!dominant!q,(indicative!of!a!lack!of!any!specific!length!scale!in!the!film.!!Evaporation!in! this! film! was! very! slow! taking! 13!s! for! the! toluene! to! fully! evaporate.! The!conclusions!drawn!were!that!at!a!low!evaporation!rate,!the!concentration!gradient!in! the! film!was!not! large!enough!to! trigger!a!Marangoni! instability.!The! interface!oscillates!between!rough!and!smooth!but!the!magnitude!of!the!instability!is!never!large!enough!to!break!up!the!film,!resulting!in!stratification.!Selective!washing!was!performed!on! the! film! formed!at! the!slowest!evaporation!rate,!which! indicated!a!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "PMMA! layer! at! the! substrate! with! a! PS! layer! on! top.! These! layers! where!quantitatively! analysed! using! ion! scattering! techniques! of! forward! recoil!spectrometry! (FReS)! and! nuclear! reaction! analysis! (NRA),! which! showed! clear!stratification!of!the!film,!with!segregation!of!PS!to!the!airFfilm!interface!and!PMMA!towards!the!siliconFfilm!interface!! The! conclusions! from! this! study! where! that! at! high! evaporation! rates!(e!=!3.5!µm!sF1),!the!film!was!unstable!during!evaporation,!resulting!in!lateral!phase!separation.!For!evaporation!rates!between!1.5!and!1.8!µm!sF1!striations!in!the!film!may!develop.!Decreasing!the!evaporation!rate!below!e(=(1.6!µm!sF1!suppresses!the!instability,! allowing! vertical! phase! separation! to! proceed.! For! these! low! rates! of!evaporation,! the! solvent! remained! in! the! film! long! enough! to! allow! the! polymer!surface!energies!to!dominate!and!control!the!final!morphology.!However,! for! fast!evaporation!in!which!diffusion!cannot!reFequilibrate!the!concentration!through!the!film,!large!solvent!concentration!gradients!exist!near!the!surface!of!the!film.!Such!gradients! destabilise! the! polymer! flow! causing! the! breakup! of! the! (transient)!wetting!layer!in!a!MarangoniFtype!instability,!leading!to!lateral!phase!separation.!
1.4.3$Video$observation$studies$
In(situ!studies!utilising!scattering!based!methods!provide!data!in!reciprocalFspace,!where! data! is! in! the! form! of! the! Fourier! transform! of! an! image.! Therefore!information!on!the!morphological!development!is!inferred!from!the!changes!in!the!observed!lengthFscale!of!the!scattering!sample.!! In! 2009! Birnie! developed! a! technique! for! mapping! the! evolution! of!thickness! profiles! during! spinFcoating,! through! combining! colour! video!observations!with! laser! interferometry.(71)!Building!upon!previous!work,!where!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "colour! video! images! where! used! to! determine! the! final! film! thicknesses! of!transparent! coatings! on! silicon.(72)! As! with! previous! specular! reflectivity! based!techniques,! this! colour! mapping! technique! utilises! the! intereference! effects!causing!a!thinning!film!to!exhibit!distinct!colours!as!it!thins.!Laser!interferometry!was!performed!at!the!centre!of!rotation!to!determine!fluid!thickness!as!in!previous!experiments,(60,!62,!63)!to!provide!a!calibration!for!the!colour!video!observations.!Laser! interferometry!was! performed! at! normal! incidence! and! video! observation!was! performed! away! from! the! normal! incidence.! The! video! camera! captures! a!colour! image! by! detecting! the! varying! intensities! of! the! reflected! incident! red,!green! and! blue! (RGB)! light! at! a! particular! position! on! the!wafer.! By! linking! the!evolution! of! colour! intensity! at! the! centre,! to! the! corresponding! fluid! thickness!measured! by! interferometry,! Birnie!was! able! to! extend! the! intensity! analysis! to!nearby! positions! on! the!wafer! and! by! comparison! determine! the! fluid! thickness!profile!at!a!particular!time.!! NFpropyl! alcohol! was! used! to! test! this! experimental! study,! as! it! had! a!sufficiently! low! volatility! to! allow! 60! distinct! RGB! intensity! variations! to! be!detected,! which! where! used! to! generate! colour! matching! calibration! points.! A!typical! fluid! height! vs! time! plot!was! generated! as! previously! described! for! laser!reflectivity! experiments.! Then! the! fluid! thickness! at! the! centre! of! rotation! was!matched!to!the!colour!of!the!fluid!at!an!instant!in!time,!thus!a!thickness!value!was!assigned!to!a!particular!colour.!From!the!interferometrically!determined!thickness!vs.! time! dependence,! each! (R*,! B*)! value! was! assigned! a! particular! thickness,!where!R*!and!B*!are!the!scaled!fractional!red!and!blue!colour!balance!values!of!a!given!pixel.!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "! Thinning!was!first!tracked!qualitatively!by!following!the!progression!of!the!yellowish!zone!that!starts!in!the!centre!of!Figure!1.29a.!This!coloured!zone!spreads!radially,!resulting!in!the!appearance!of!a!colourful,!growing!ring!as!shown!by!the!expanding! yellow! ring! in! Figure!1.29bFc.! The! yellow! colour! was! matched! to! a!corresponding!film!thickness!from!laser!interferometry!and!they!assumed!that!the!ensuing!yellow!rings!where!indicative!of!the!fluid!reaching!the!same!thickness!at!radial! positions! further! from! the! wafer! centre.! The! process! was! conducted! for!every!observable!colour!displayed!at!the!film!centre,!in!order!to!dynamically!map!the!film!thickness!across!the!entire!wafer!throughout!the!bulk!of!the!latter!stage!of!spinFcoating.!The!resultant! fluid! thickness!profile!as!a! function!of! radius! for! four!different! time! intervals! is! shown! in! Figure!1.30.! As! expected! from! the! colour!variations!visible!in!Figure!1.29,!there!is!a!substantial!increase!in!fluid!thickness!as!the!radius!increases.!At!each!time!step!there!is!an!incremental!loss!of!solution!due!to!evaporation!and!hydrodynamic!flow.!
!
Figure 1.29. Frames captured from a video sequence taken of n-propanol spinning 
on a 50 mm diameter silicon wafer rotating at 2000 RPM. The three images occur 
sequentially separated by 66.7 ms (every other frame from this sequence), a),b), 
and c) correspond to 3.87, 3.93, and 4.00 s into the spin-coating process, 
respectively. Taken and modified from reference (71). 
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!
Figure 1.30. Thickness profile for fluid for four different frames 3.87, 3.93, 4.00, 
and 4.07 s into the spin-coating (from top to bottom). Taken from reference (71). In! 2011! Ebbens! &! Howse! developed! a! direct! imaging! approach! capable! of!obtaining! micrometerFscale! lateral! and! nanometer! vertical! precision! metrology!during!the!spin!coating!of!a!phase!separating!polymer!blend,!providing!lateral!inFplane!information!in!realFspace!with!height!information!inferred!from!interference!information.(73)!! The!method!employed!synchronised!stroboscopic!LED! illumination!with!a!high! sensitivity! electronFmultiplying! chargeFcoupled! device! camera! (EMCCD)!connected! to! an! episcopic! optical! microscope! to! optically! observe! structure!evolution!of!polymer!blends!during!spin!coating.!The!sample!was!irradiated!with!a!filtered! high! intensity! near! monochromatic! green! LED! (Δλ! ~! 10! nm),! which!allowed! interference! reconstruction! of! threeFdimensional! topographies! of! the!spinFcoated!film!as!it!dries!and!phase!separates!with!nanometre!precision.(73)!The!experimental! setFup,! is! somewhat! similar! to! Graves',! in! that! a! light! source! was!synchronously! triggered! with! a! charge! coupled! device! and! a! series! of!stroboscopically!frozen!images!where!recorded.!Images!were!recorded!once!every!full! revolution,! allowing! for! a!movie! of! the! evolution! of! phase! separation! at! the!same! location! to! be! recorded! [This! technique! is! discussed! in! further! detail! in!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "Chapter! 2].! An! illumination! source! with! a! narrow! bandwidth! was! used! so! that!interferometric!height!reconstruction!could!be!performed,!as!such!contrast!in!the!stroboscopic! images! reflects! instantaneous! height! differences! at! the! sample!surface!and!is!as!a!consequence!of!constructive/destructive!interference.!High! molecularFweight! polystyrene! (PS)! and! polyisoprene! (PI)! blends! in!
orthoFxylene! where! studied! in! order! to! generate! better! understanding! of! the!processes! involved! in! the! fundamental! phase! separating! behaviour! of! polymer!blends.! The! high! molecularFweights! of! the! polymers! and! relatively! low! vapour!pressure!of!orthoFxylene!ensured!that!lengthscales!were!optically!visible!and!that!the!phase!separation!and!drying!where!relatively!slow.! !Figure!1.31!shows!extracts! from!a!movie,!which!directly!observes,! in!realFspace,!the!evolution!of!microstructure!during!the!spinFcoating!of!a!polymerFblend,!with!resolution!and!clarity!comparable!to!that!obtained!from!conventional!optical!microscopy!of!a!static!sample.!As!the!height!of!the!film!is!continuously!decreasing!due! to! hydrodynamic! flow/solvent! evaporation,! periodic! interference! contrast!inversions! occur! according! to! Bragg's! law! (as! seen! in! the! final! two! frames! of!Figure!1.31).!Early!on! in! the!spinning!process! (the! first! frame,! t!=!8!s)! the! image!shows! no! contrast,! as! the! surface! is! flat! and! uniform.! After! approximately! 12!s!onwards,! weak! largeFscale! fluctuations! roughly! 100! µm! in! length! become!observable,! which! then! become! increasingly! dominated! by! shorter! scale!fluctuations!of!approximately!20!µm,!which!appear! to!have!a! fixed!position!until!the! final! dry! film! at! 17.2! s! reflecting! the! expected! stages! of! the! spinFcoating!process.! The! radially! averaged! Fourier! transformed! data! shows! the! evolution! of!the! two! lengthscales! during! the! spin! coating! process.! The! longer! length! scale!decreased! in! length! as! the! film! dried,! converging! with! the! length! scale!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "corresponding!to!the!obvious!phase!separated!domain!structure.!The!images!and!FFT!analysis!in!Figure!1.31!indicated!the!final!phaseFseparated!structure!appeared!very! early! and! evolved! very! little! once! the! liquidFliquid! transition! had! occurred,!despite!the!fact!solvent!evaporation!occurred!for!a!further!5!s.!It!was!believed!that!the! larger! length! scale! structure! was! likely! to! be! caused! by! Marangoni! type!instabilities,!due!to!solvent!evaporation.!However,! in!the!case!of! the!PS/PI!blend,!Marangoni! type! instabilities! had! little! influence! on! the! final! structure.! This!technique!provides!a!new!method!to!explore!the!extent!to!which!phase!separation!and!Marangoni!phenomena!interFrelate!to!form!the!resultant!final!morphology!in!a!range!of!polymer!systems.!
!
Figure 1.31. a) a series of unprocessed stroboscopic optical reflectance images 
recorded during spin coating of a 1:1 blend of PS:PI (2% wt at 1500 rpm) from 
ortho-xylene are shown. The images were illuminated with narrow-bandwidth 
green light at the indicated times during the spin-coating process b) 
Corresponding background-corrected 2D Fourier transforms are shown 
underneath each frame, with the radial integral of the Fourier transform for a 
section of the movie above. Taken from reference (73). 
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "Analysis!of!the!intensity!variation!at!each!image!pixel!as!function!of!time!allowed!the!corresponding!drying!rate!of!the!film!to!be!determined!and!mapped!across!the!entire! field! of! view,! through! using! methodology! analogous! to! that! of! spatially!averaged! specular! laser! methods! previously! mentioned.! This! required! the!assumption!of!flat!uniform!film!morphology!at!a!sufficiently!early!stage!of!the!film!formation,! to! be! used! as! a! starting! point! where! all! oscillations! of! the! specular!reflectivity!intensity!would!be!inFphase.!!The!drying!curves!extracted!from!this!analysis!revealed!a!consistent!difference!in!the!drying!rate!between!optically!“bright”!and!“dark”!domains!as!seen! in! the!dry!film! under! monochromatic! light.! Resulting! in! the! predicted! height! difference!between!these!locations,!such!that!optically!“dark”!regions!dried!at!a!slower!rate,!resulting! in! a! higher! film! height! than! the! “bright”! regions.! Applying! the! same!analysis! to! the! homopolymer! samples! revealed! that! the! pure! PS! homoFpolymer!dried!completely!within!12!s!of!spin!coating,!whereas,!the!pure!PI!homoFpolymer!took! 22! s! to! dry.! The! blend! dry! film! end! point! lay! at! the!midpoint! of! these! two!values.!The!drying!rate!over!the!final!6!s!was!faster!for!PS!than!PI,!and!ellipsometry!indicated!that!the!final!PS!film!thickness!was!less!than!that!for!PI.!Suggesting!the!faster! drying! “bright”! domains! where! PS! rich! and! the! slower! drying! “dark”!domains!where!PI!rich.!This!assignment!was!confirmed!via!selective!washing,!and!verified!that!such!drying!rate!curve!analysis!can!facilitate!material!identification.!
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Figure 1.32. (Top) 2D relative height reconstructions during spin coating a PS:PI 
blend at 1500 rpm obtained from pixel by pixel drying curve arrays generated 
from fringe counting the stroboscopic optical images. (Bottom) 3D surface 
morphology reconstructions. Taken from reference (73). !Through!application!to!every!pixel!value!the!method!was!extended!to!reconstruct!by!interpolation!the!absolute!quantitative!sample!height!across!the!whole!field!of!view!at!all!stages!during!the!drying!process,!as!shown!in!Figure!1.32.!
( The! validity! of! the! assumption! of! uniform! film! morphology! with! a! low!roughness! as! the! start! point! for! the! analysis! was! tested! by! comparing! the! final!reconstructed!morphology!with!AFM!metrology!carried!out!at!the!same!region!of!the!final!sample!surface.!CrossFsection!analysis!revealed!a!quantitative!agreement!between! the! reconstructed! and! “real”! AFM! data! in! the! zFdirection! within! 10%!accuracy.! Figure!1.33! schematically! illustrates! how! the! biFcontinuous! phaseFseparated!morphology!appeared!well! before! the! end!point!of! the!drying!process!and! that! no! significant! lateral! translation! occurred! after! this! point.! Apparent!features! in! the! final! surface! topography! where! initially! visible! early! on! in! the!spinning!process!where! the! film! thickness!was!greater! than!2!µm! (~10x!greater!than! final! thickness).! FFT! analysis! of! the! raw! optical! images! (Figure!1.31),!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "indicated! features! at! this! length! scale! where! first! visible! after! 11! s! after! spin!coating!begins!(6!s!before!the!sample!dried).!The!early!surface!structure!observed!supported! the! theoretical!prediction! that! that!phase! separation!originated!at! the!surface!first!and!that!the!original!structure!forms!a!motif!to!direct!the!subsequent!phase!separation!of!solvent!richer!underlying!regions.(74)!! The!morphological!reconstructions!confirmed!that!phase!separation!in!the!PS:PI! system! followed! a! straightforward! spinodal! decomposition! process,! with!little! influence! by! Marangoni! instabilities.! However,! fine! details! of! the! phaseFseparated!morphology!develop!over!fractions!of!seconds!of!the!drying!process!and!appear!fixed!once!formed.!
!
Figure 1.33. (Left) Schematic of cross section during the phase separation process. 
(Right) Quantitative reconstructed surface topography at 0.25 s intervals (start 
time 13 s). Estimated polymer content labeled on right-hand axis. Taken from 
reference (73). 
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "Recently,!Chou!et(al.!employed!a!combination!of!video!microscopy,! time!resolved!spectroscopic! reflectometry,! with! grazing! incidence! small! and! wide! angle! xFray!scattering! (GISAXS! and! GIWAXS,! respectively)! to! study! the! blend! of! polyF(3Fhexylthiophene)! (P3HT)! and! [6,6]Fphenyl! C61Fbutyric! acid!methyl! ester! (PCBM),!which! is! the! most! widely! studied! system! for! bulk! heterojunction! (BHJ)! organic!solar! cells.(75)! Video! microscopy! was! used! to! observe! solution! spreading! and!ejection! across! the! solution! and! spectral! reflectometry! provided! information!regarding! film! thickness!evolution.! !P3HT! lamellar! crystallization!was!monitored!via! wide! angle! scattering,! whilst! phase! separation! of! PCBM! from! P3HT! was!detected!via!small!angle!scattering.!!The! experimental! setFup! and! data! for! a! P3HT:PCBM! (1.7:1)! blend! are! shown! in!Figure!1.34.!The!video!microscopy!images!(top!left)!reveals!a!rapid!spreading!and!loss!of!solution!via!ejection,!which!leads!to!the!formation!of!a!uniform!liquid!layer!at! ~0.5! s.! The! thickness! evolution! of! this! layer! (top! right)! was! monitored! via!reflectivity!measurements,!which! shows! that!within! 0.5! s! the! fluid! rapidly! thins!from!~1!mm!to!~12!μm.!As! in!earlier!studies! initial! thinning!was!predominately!attributed! to! hydrodynamic! forces! and! later! on! in! the! process! (3.6! s,! ~2! μm)!thinning!was!driven!by!solvent!evaporation.!!The! in( situ! GIWAXS! measurements! (bottom,! first! row)! show! the!crystallization!of!P3HT!lamellae,!represented!by!the!formation!of!the!(100)!Bragg!sheet,! whilst! the! GISAXS! (bottom,! second! row)! measurements! show! the!agglomeration! of! PCBM.! Analysis! of! the! (100)! peak! in! the! GIWAXS! data! (yellow!ellipse)! and! the! low! q! region! in! the! GIWAXS! data! (green! box)! indicated! that!crystallisation! and! phase! separation! occur! simultaneously,! early! on! in! the! spinFcoating! process! (<1! s).! The! kinetics! of! the! process! were! found! to! be! highly!
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "dependent!upon!the!composition!of! the!blend.!P3HT!crystallisation!was! found!to!be! slowed! with! increasing! PCBM! content! and! was! completely! inhibited! above!50!wt%!PCBM.!!!
!
Figure 1.34. Visual timeline of the spin-coating process of P3HT:PCBM blend 
(62.5 wt%:37.5 wt%) recorded via video microscopy (top left), spectroscopic 
reflectometry (thickness profile top right) and grazing incidence small and wide 
angle scattering (bottom). Taken from reference (75).  
1.5$Summary$















( < 1 second), though formation kinetics depend upon the blend 
composition. The formation of BHJ layers with compositions 
ranging from pure P3HT to pure PCBM reveals that the crystal-
lization of P3HT is signifi cantly slowed down by the presence of 
PCBM for  ∼ 25 wt% or more and is almost completely hindered 
when PCBM reaches 50 wt% or more, forming what appears 
to be a kinetically trapped glassy solid solution. This trend cor-
related well with the PCE of  as-cast fi lms , where the optimal 
blend ratio was found to be signifi cantly PCBM-defi cient. These 
results suggest that both entropic and enthalpic forces drive the 
phase separation of P3HT:PCBM blends. 
 We have probed the spin-coating of a P3HT:PCBM solu-
tion with a blend ratio of 62.5 wt% P3HT - 37.5 wt% PCBM 
(24 mg/ml in chlorobenzene; 60 ° C; Mw  ∼ 45 kDa) using sev-
eral fast probing techniques, as shown in  Figure  1 . Thin fi lms 
cast from the same solution yielded a maximum PCE of 1.4% 
for the as-cast devices, while devices annealed prior to the elec-
trode deposition, reached a PCE  = 3.3% (Figure S1). Upon 
 Figure  1 .  Visual timeline of the spin-coating process of a P3HT:PCBM blended solution (62.5 wt%:37.5 wt%) recorded by multiple fast probes. The 
red panel (upper left) shows the ejection and thinning of a liquid drop of P3HT:PCBM (100  µ L). The corresponding solution thickness during the spin-
coating is illustrated in the yellow panel (upper right) for the blend as well as for the pure solvent. The blue panel (bottom) summarizes the GIWAXS/
GISAXS setup (left) and results (middle). The green and red sub-panels show the time-resolved GIWAXS and GISAXS patterns, respectively, at relevant 
time steps during the spin-coating process of the blended solution. The yellow dotted ellipse and rectangle at 7 seconds mark the areas of interest in 
order to evaluate the kinetics of the lamellar crystallization of P3HT and phase separation of the P3HT:PCBM blend (see Figure  2 ). The gray sub-panel 
shows energy fi ltered cross-sectional transmission electron micrographs (EFTEM) of the as-cast blended fi lm, complemented with the sulfur S and 
carbon C maps, respectively. The bright regions in the S and C maps represent higher S and C content, respectively. 
Adv. Mater. 2013, 25, 1923–1929
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" Chapter!1!–!Introduction! "" "the!validity!of!the!EBP!model! in!the!early!stages!of!the!process!and!Meyerhofer's!extension! of! the! EBP!model! to! include! evaporation! rate! and! showed! that! a! two!stage!process!adequately!described!the!spin!coating!of!simple!solvents!and!binary!solvent!mixtures.! The!work! conducted!by!Heriot!et(al.! combined! reflectivity! and!light! scattering! techniques,! in! order! to! investigate!more! complex! polymer! blend!systems,! which! cast! insight! into! the! processes! of! phase! separation.! The! results!indicated!that!in!some!cases!phase!separation!in!thin!films!may!not!occur!via!the!same!mechanisms!as! in! the!bulk!case.!The! later!work!of!Birnie,!Ebbens!&!Howse!and!recently!Chou!et(al!have(utilised!novel!experimental!approaches!to!investigate!further! intricacies!of! the!processes!that!occur!during!the!spinFcoating!of!polymer!blends.!Such!studies!have!only!become!possible!due!to!the!development!of!highly!sensitive! detector! technology,! which! are! able! to! detect! low! intensity!images/diffraction!patterns.!
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Chapter 2.  
Stroboscopic 
microscopy !
Parts!of!this!chapter!were!published!in:!!Toolan,!D.!T.!W.,!Hodgkinson,!R.!&!Howse,! J.!R.! “Stroboscopic!microscopy—direct!imaging! of! structure! development! and! phase! separation! during! spinFcoating”.!
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As! discussed! in! Chapter! 1! the!majority! of! in( situ! spinFcoating! studies! have! been!based!upon! laser! interferometry!and!scattering,!providing! information! regarding!film!thinning!behaviour!and!morphological!development,!respectively.!However,!a!fundamental! drawback! of! techniques! based! upon! scattering! is! that! results! are!based! in! reciprocal! space,! and! as! such,! information! regarding! morphological!development! must! be! inferred! from! changes! in! the! observed! scattering! length!scale,!which!opens! the!potential! for!ambiguity! in!how!data! is! interpreted.! In! this!chapter! I! will! explain! how! the! technique! of! stroboscopic! microscopy! may! be!utilised! to! obtain! information! (in! real6space)! regarding! topographical,!compositional!and!crystalline!development!during!spinFcoating.!! The! stroboscopic!microscopy! technique! allows! information! regarding! the!processes! taking! place! during! spinFcoating! to! be! obtained! in! “realFspace”,!eliminating! the! need! for! behaviour! to! be! inferred! from! changes! in! an! observed!reciprocal! lengthscale! obtained! through! scattering.! Microscopy! images! are!collected! at! the! centre! of! rotation,! once! per! complete! revolution! of! the! rapidly!rotating! sample! by! applying! a! short! light! pulse! (~! 50! μs),!which! allows! a! static!image!to!be!obtained!a!despite!the!high!rotation!rate.!The! technique! utilises! a! standard! reflection!microscope,!with! a!DC!motor!mounted!directly!underneath! the!microscope!objective,!a!highFpowered!LED!and!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
a When! the! sample! is! rotating! at! 1500! rpm! upon! illuminated!with! a! 50! μs! light!pulse,!there!will!be!0.785!μm!of!movement!at!a!distance!of!100!μm!from!the!centre!of!rotation.!
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high!sensitivity!EMCCD!camera!that!are!both!electronically!synchronised!with!the!motor’s! rotation.!This!setup,!along!with! the!signal!processing! flow!structure! that!synchronises!the!motor,!LED!and!camera!is!represented!in!Figure!2.1.!
!
Figure 2.1. From right to left) Schematic of the stroboscopic microscope set-up, 
showing the signal processing flow structure i-vi, where i) shows oscillations in the 
motor current, v) is the pulse used to trigger the LED and frame collection and vi) 
is used as a tachometer to accurately control the rotation rate. 
Synchronisation! between! the! spinFcoater,! LED! and! camera! is! achieved! by!monitoring! periodic! oscillations! in! the! motor! current! that! arises! due! to! the!commutator! action.! A! current! waveform! is! measured! through! measuring! the!voltage!drop!across!a!resistor!(Figure!2.1!i).!A!waveform!of!6!cycles!per!revolution!is! typical!of!motors!used! to!date.!The!voltage!waveform!displays! sharp!dips!at! a!key! points! per! cycle! as! the! motor! brushes! pass! between! the! commutators.! A!hardwired! inverting! differentiator! (Figure! 2.1! ii)! and! inverting! threshold!comparator! detect! these! sharp! dips,! producing! a! pulse! train! (Figure! 2.1! iii).!Spurious!peaks!are!removed!by!using!these!pulses!to!trigger!a!fixedFduration!pulse!generator.!The!resulting!signal!(Figure!2.1!iv)!is!used!as!a!tachometer!and!fed!into!
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a!LabView!programme!to!measure! the!rotation!rate.!Motor!rotation! is!controlled!via!LabView,!through!a!feedbackFloop!that!assesses!the!desired!rotation!rate!with!the! rotation! rate! obtained! from! the! tachometer! pulse! train,! varying! the! motors!supply! voltage! accordingly! and! stabilising! the!motors! rotation! rate.! The! cleaned!pulse!train!(Figure!2.1!iv)!is!divided!down!via!a!decade!counter!(Figure!2.1!v)!and!squareFwave! pulses! of! a! predefined! length! (dictated! by! the! desired! illumination!pulse! time)!are!generated! from! it! (Figure!2.1!vi)! and! subsequently!used! to!drive!the!illumination!LED!and!trigger!the!camera.!This!approach!allows!the!use!of!any!DC!motor!to!rotate!the!substrate!and!synchronise!both!illumination!and!detection.!The!LED!and!camera!are!typically!pulsed!for!50!μs,!depending!upon!experimental!conditions! (rotation! rate,! objective! employed);! such! an! illumination! time! is!sufficient!to!capture!a!static!image!at!the!same!point!once!per!rotation.!By!selecting!appropriate! LEDs! and! optical! filters! the! technique! can! be! used! to! provide!information! regarding! topographical! development,! compositional! development!and!crystallisation.!These!modes!of!operation,!along!with!representative!data! for!each,!are!shown!below!in!Table!2.1!and!will!be!discussed!in!sections!2.1!to!2.3.!A!typical!experimental!run!involves!placing!the!substrate!on!top!of!the!spinFcoater!chuck,!focusing!the!microscope!on!“imperfections”!on!the!substrate!surface!and!then!depositing!a!solution!onto!the!substrate.!The!microscope!objectives!used!in!this!work!have!depth!of!fields!between!1.13!and!2.76!μm.!In!many!cases!the!selfFassembled!structures!formed!during!the!spinFcoating!of!a!polymer!blends!are!out!of! focus,! due! to! the! combination! of! a! small! depth! of! field! and! that! focusing! is!performed!before!the!any!structure!has!formed.!!
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2.1!Topographical!mode!of!operation!
Thin!polymer! films!often!exhibit! vibrant! colours,! due! to! interference! effects! that!arise!due!to!constructive/destructive!interference!occurring!between!the!air/film!and!film/substrate!interfaces.!Such!interference!effects!occur!due!to!Bragg’s!law!of!diffraction:!! !" = 2!"!!"#$! (2.1)!where!m( is! an! integer! value,! λ! is! the! wavelength! of! the! incident! light,! n( ! is! the!refractive! index,! d! is! the! film! thickness! and! θ! is! the! angle! from! the! normal!incidence.!
Table 2.1. Optostrobometer modes of operation and representative data.  
Mode#of#
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The! implications! of! this! equation! are! that! as! a! polymer! film! thins! during! spinFcoating,!consecutive!constructive!maxima!and!destructive!minima!will!be!observed!every! time! the! film! thins! by! a! value! of! the! incident! wavelength! divided! by! two!times!the!refractive!index.!!The!topographical!mode!of!operation!exploits!these!oscillations!in!intensity!as!a!function!of!thickness!in!order!to!obtain!information!regarding!the!film!height!at!each!individual!pixel!value!on!the!detector!and!thus!through!image!processing!it!is!possible!to!generate!threeFdimensional! topographies! from!the!series!of! images!taken! during! spinFcoating.! The! sensitivity! of! this! topographical! approach! relies!upon! the! wavelength! distribution! or! “monochromaticity”! of! the! illumination!source.! The! LEDs! employed! to! generate! the! required,! short! lived,! stroboscopic!pulses! typically!have!a! full! half!width!maximum!(FHWM)!of!20!nm,! as! shown! in!Figure!2.2!for!the!red,!redForange!and!amber!LEDs.!!
!
Figure 2.2. Emission spectra of various coloured Cree LEDs. Taken from 
reference (1). 
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The!effect!of!this!Gaussian!wavelength!distribution!is!that!when!a!film!thins!during!spinFcoating,! the! magnitude! of! the! intensity! difference! between! consecutive!constructive! and! destructive! interference! will! increase! as! the! film! thins.! This!enveloping! effect! is! clearly! shown! in! Figure! 2.3,! which! shows! the! mean! pixel!intensity!over!a!whole!image!as!a!function!of!time!for!a!spinFcoated!polymer!film.!!
!
Figure 2.3: Profile showing enveloping of oscillations in spectral reflectivity 
obtained using an LED with a comparatively large FHWM (20 nm). Taken from a 
series of in situ optical reflectance images recorded for a blend of PS:PMMA spun-
cast at 1500 rpm from ortho-xylene, illuminated with a red LED λmax = 620 nm, 
FHWM = 20 nm. 
An! expression! for! the! relative! reflectance! of! a! thin! film! with! a! thickness! (d)!illuminated!with!a!Gaussian!wave!number!spectrum!was!derived!by!Koyama(et(al:!(2)(! !!(!)!! = !!"! + !!!! + 2!!"!!" cos 2!!!!! + ! ! !"∆!! ! ! (2.2)!
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where!r1,!r2!and!r3!are!the!reflection!coefficients!of!the!first!medium!(air),!film!and!the! substrate,! respectively,! n! is! the! refractive! index! of! the! film,! k0! is! the! central!wavenumber!of!the!illumination!and!Δk!is!the!full!half!width!maximum!(FHWM)!of!the!illumination!wavenumber!spectrum.!! As! such! reflectance! is!modulated! by!cos 2!!!!! !as! a! function! of! the! film!thickness!d!and!the!amplitude!of!the!modulated!component!decays!with!increasing!
film!thickness!according!to!! ! !"∆!! ! .!(2)!! Therefore! the! optimum! illumination! source,! would! be! completely!monochromatic,! producing! a! large! difference! in! the! intensities! between!maxima/minima,!with!minimal!enveloping!at!large!film!thicknesses!(as!found!early!on! in! the!spinFcoating!process).! In!addition,! for!a! longer!wavelength! illumination!source!the!consecutive!maxima!will!be!spaced!further!apart!in!time!as!a!film!thins,!facilitating! the! acquisition! of!more! data! points! between! the! consecutive!maxima!and!increasing!the!accuracy!of!the!position!(in!time)!of!the!maxima!intensities.!!In! this! setFup! a! near! monochromatic! red! LED! (λ( =! 620! nm,! Δλ( =! 20! nm!FWHM)! is! employed! as! the! illumination! source! and! constructive! maxima! will!therefore! be! observed! every! time! the! film! thins! through! intervals! of! 206.67! nm!(for! a! film!with! an! average! refractive! of! 1.5).! ! The! dynamic!microscopy! images!taken!during! spinFcoating!periodically! flash! from!bright! to!dark!as! the! film! thins!and! the! contrast! in! the! observed! images! reflects! a! combination! of! the!topographical!height!differences!between!regions!and!the!refractive!index.!! For! comparison! between! LED! illumination! and! laser! illumination!reflectivity!data!obtained!by!Heriot!and!Jones!using!a!HeNe!laser!(λ(=(633!nm)!is!
  




Figure 2.4: Profile showing oscillations in spectral reflectivity obtained using an 
LED with a small FHWM (~0.2 nm). Taken for a 10 wt% PMMA in toluene, spun-
cast at 1500 rpm illuminated with a HeNe laser (λmax = 633 nm, FHWM ~ 0.2 
nm).(3) 
A! series! of! stroboscopic! microscopy! images! taken! during! spinFcoating! may! be!postFprocessed!to!generate!drying!rate!curves!(film!thickness!as!a!function!of!time)!analogous!to!those!obtained!from!specular!reflectivity!measurements.!Drying!rate!curves! are! generated! via! an! automated! fringe! counting! programme! developed!using! LabView.! The! data! is! normalised! between! zero! and! one! and! is! then!interpolated!to!improve!the!accuracy!of!a!peakFpicking!algorithm.!The!data!is!then!squared! so! that! both! maxima! and! minima! are! detected! by! the! peak! picking!algorithm,!which! logs!the!position!(in!time)!of! the!maxima!and!minima.!A!drying!curve!is!produced!by!subtracting!a!thickness!of!! = !!!!,!at!every!point!where!peaks!where! detected! (the! value! is! half,! as! both! consecutive! maxima! and! minima! are!measured).!The!drying!curve!is!then!set!on!an!absolute!scale!by!adjusting!the!final!
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end! height! to! correspond! to! averaged! data! obtained! by! ex( situ! characterisation!methods!(such!as!atomic!force!microscopy!(AFM)!scratch!testing).!!! After! initial! hydrodynamic! thinning,(4)! changes! in! the! film! thickness! are!predominantly!caused!by!removal!of!solvent! from!the!system.(5)!As! the!effect!of!solvent! is! merely! to! dilute! the! polymers! and! so! diminish! the! number! of!unfavourable! contacts! between! segments! of! different! types,(6)! it! is! possible! to!calculate!the!volume!fraction!of!polymer!as!the!percentage!change!in!the!absolute!film! height,! which! is! calculated! from! the! obtained! drying! curves! (based! on! the!assumption!of!~97%!solvent!content!when! interference! is! initially!observed!and!~0%!solvent!content!in!the!final!cast!film).!!In! Chapter! 3! I! will! present! results! of! the! observation! of! the! phase!separation!of!PS!with!poly(methyl!methacrylate)!(PMMA)!as!a!function!of!rotation!rate!obtained!using!this!interferometry!approach.(7,!8)!
2.2!Compositional!mode!of!operation!!
One! of! the! drawbacks! with! the! above! mentioned! interferometric! mode! of!operation! is! that! constructive! interference! is! dependent! upon! optical! thickness!(=!n(×(d),!where!d!is!the!thickness!and!n!is!the!refractive!index.!As!such,!observed!“structural!developments”!cannot!be!exclusively!attributed!to!either!topographical!or!compositional! fluctuations!alone.!Through!studying! the!observed! fluorescence!of! a! fluorescent! polymer! in! a! polymer! blend! comprising! of! fluorescent! +! nonFfluorescent!polymers,!the!observed!contrast!reflects!composition,!exclusively.!The!stroboscopic!fluorescence!setFup,!utilises!an!illumination!source!with!a!wavelength!matching! the! excitation! wavelength! of! the! fluorophore! studied,! with! an!
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appropriate! filterFcube! (excitation! filter,! dichroic! mirror! and! emission! filter)! to!effectively!separate!the!excitation!from!the!emitted!wavelengths.!!Fluorescence! is! the! spontaneous! emission! of! radiation! occurring! within!nanoseconds!of!absorption!of!excitation!radiation.!!Fluorescence!occurs!when!light!radiation!is!absorbed,!exciting!an!electron!from!the!ground!singlet!state!(S0),!to!a!higher! singlet! state! (S1,2…).! The! electron! will! lose! some! energy! via! vibrational!relaxation!(heat)!and!will!nonradiatively!decay!to!the!lowest!electronically!excited!state.!A!radiative!transition!then!occurs!as!the!electron!returns!to!the!ground!state.!Fluorescence! occurs! at! longer! wavelengths! (lower! energies)! than! the! incident!radiation!as!the!radiative!decay!occurs!after!vibrational!energy!has!been!discarded!to!the!surroundings,!which!is!known!as!Stokes’!shift.(9)!The!sequence!of!steps!that!lead!to!fluorescence!and!characteristic!absorption!and!emission!spectra!are!shown!in!Figure!2.5.!!
!
Figure 2.5. Schematics showing; a) steps leading to fluorescence, b) characteristic 
absorption and fluorescence spectra. Taken and adapted from (9). 
The! fluorescent! polymer! chosen! for! this! work! this! work! was! poly(9,9’Fdioctylflourene)! (PFO).! The! fluorescence! spectra! of! PFO! (Figure! 2.6),! shows! the!
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absorbance! occurs! between! 340! and! 400! nm! and! emission! between! 400! and!460!nm.!A!UV!LED!(λmax!=!360!nm)!is!employed!to!excite!PFO,!with!a!Nikon!UVAF2!filter!cube!to!separate!the!excitation!and!emission!wavelengths.!
!
Figure 2.6: The absorption (dotted line) and photoluminescence emission (solid 
line) spectra for poly(9,9’-dioctly flourene). Taken from reference (10). 
In! addition,! I! have! further! developed! this! technique! to! employ! realFtime! fast!Fourier!transform!(FFT)!analysis!of!the!acquired!images!in!a!feedback!loop,!which!subsequently!controls!the!rotation!rate,!in!order!to!obtain!targeted!morphologies.!This!approach!will!be!discussed!in!more!detail!in!Chapter!4.!!In!Chapter!4!I!will!show!how!I!have!used!this!florescence!approach!to!study!the! compositional! dependence! of! phase! separation! in! blends! of! PFO! and! PS.!Further,! I! will! show! how! in( situ! feedback! protocols! can! be! used! to! control! the!phase! separation! processes.! This! mode! of! operation! was! also! employed! in!Chapter!5! to! investigate! the! effect! of! polydispersity! on! the! phase! separation! in!blends!of!PFO!and!PS.!!
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2.3!Crystallisation!mode!of!operation!
As!discussed! in!Section!1.2.4,!polymer!chains!often!crystallise! through!either!πFπ!stacking! or! the! formation! of! chain! folded! lamellae! that! may! additionally! self!organise! to! form!high!order!structures!known!as! spherulites! that!grow!out! from!central!nuclei.!Spherulites!are!highly!birefringent!(as!shown!in!Figure!2.7)!due!to!their! high! degree! of! anisotropic! ordering! and! are! therefore! typically! studied!through!polarised!light!microscopy.!
!
Figure 2.7. A series of spherulites of poly(ethylene glycol) imaged under crossed 
polarisers. 
Electromagnetic! radiation!propagates! through! space!with!oscillating! electric! and!magnetic!field!vectors!alternating!in!sinusoidal!patterns!that!are!perpendicular!to!one!another!and!to!the!direction!of!wave!propagation.!In!the!case!of!nonFpolarised!light,! the! electric! field! vectors! vibrate! in! all! directions.!Whereas,! for! plane! (also!referred! to! as! linear)! polarised! light! the! electric! field! vectors! are! restricted! to! a!single!plane,!with!respect!to!the!propagation!direction.!.!A!polarising!light!filter!(or!polariser)!only!allows!light!of!a!single!vibration!direction!to!pass!through,!resulting!in!planeFpolarised!light.!If!a!second!polariser!is!introduced!(termed!the!analyser),!
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after! the! first,! the! intensity! transmitted! through! the!analyser! is! given!by!Malus’s!law:(11)!! !! = !!!"#!!! (2.3)!where!θ!is!the!orientation!of!the!analyser!with!respect!to!the!polariser.!When!the!analyser!is!orientated!at!an!angle!of!90°,!I90°(=!0,!due!to!the!fact!that!the!electric! field! of! the! polarised! light! from! the! polariser! is! perpendicular! to! the!transmission! axis! of! the! analyser.! When! the! polariser! and! analyser! filters! are!aligned! perpendicularly! they! are! termed! to! be! crossed,! a! schematic! of! which! is!shown!below!in!Figure!2.8.!!
!
Figure 2.8.  Schematic showing a birefringent crystal placed between two 
polarizers whose vibration directions are perpendicular to each other (and 
oriented according to the arrows next to the polariser and analyser labels). Taken 
from (12). 
Isotropic!samples,!such!as!nonFcrystalline!polymer!films,!have!only!one!refractive!index! and! no! restriction! on! the! vibration! direction! of! the! light! passing! through!them.!Whereas! anistropic! samples! posses! distinct! axes! and! so! interactions!with!light!are!dependant!upon!the!orientation!of!crystalline!ordering!with!respect!to!the!incident! light.!When! an! anisotropic! sample! is! placed! between! the! polariser! and!
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analyser,! image! contrast! arises! from! the! interaction! of! the! plane! polarised! light!with! the! birefringent! (or! doubly! refracting)! specimen,! producing! two! individual!wave! components,! termed! the! ordinary! and! extraordinary.! These! wave!components!are!orientated!perpendicularly! to!each!other!and!will!have!different!velocities.!The!ordinary!component!travels!at!the!same!velocity!in!every!direction!through!the!sample,!whilst!the!velocity!of!extraordinary!component!is!dependant!upon! the! propagation! direction! of! the! sample.! The! result! of! these! differing!velocities! is! that! the! two! components! will! become! out! of! phase! and! this! phase!difference! increases! with! increasing! crystal! thickness.! The! ordinary! and!extraordinary! wave! components! will! recombine! with! constructive/destructive!interference! effects! and! only! those! components! parallel! to! the! polarisation!direction! of! the! analyser! will! be! observed.! The! birefringence! of! a! material! is!defined! by! the! difference! in! the! refractive! indices! of! the! ordinary! and!extraordinary!components!and!increases!with!increasing!crystal!thickness.!When! a! polymer! spherulite! is! imaged! using! polarised! light!microscopy! a!‘Maltese!cross’!shape!is!observed,!as!shown!in!Figure!2.7.!This!pattern!occurs!due!to!the!large!degree!of!crystalline!ordering!orientated!360°!from!the!central!nucleus!altering!the!polarisation!of!the!incident!light.!(13)!In!order!to!study!the!growth!of!spherulites!during!the!spinFcoating!of!semiFcrystalline! polymers! a! highFintensity! white! LED! with! crossed! polarisers! was!incorporated! into! the! stroboscopic! microscopy! setFup,! providing! information!regarding!crystallisation!kinetics!during!processing.!!In! Chapter! 6! I! will! show! the! effect! of! concentration! and! the! rate! of!acceleration!on!the!crystallisation!of!a!model!polymer!system!poly(ethylene!glycol)!(PEG).! I! will! further! show! the! interplay! between! phase! separation! and!
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crystallisation! in! PEG:PS! blends! by! employing! tandem! experimental! runs! of!normal!monochromatic!interferometry!(phase!separation)!with!crossed!polarisers!(crystallisation).!
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3.0$Introduction$
Whether!a!polymer!blend!is!processed!via!melt!or!solution!processing!techniques,!the! variable! in! all! cases! is! the! interaction! parameter! χ,! which! characterises! the!strength! of! the! interactions! between! the! components! of! the! polymer! blend.! As!discussed!in!Section!1.2,!the!strength!of!this!interaction!is!controlled!via!either!the!temperature! of! the! system! (χ! ∝! 1/T)! in! a! simple! binary! component!(polymer:polymer)! system,! or! via! the! addition! of! solvent! in! ternary! system!(polymer:polmer:solvent).(1,! 2)! Rapid! changes! in! χ,! equivalent! to! large! jumps!through! the! phase! diagram! can! be! achieved! through! rapid! temperature!quenches.(3)!However,!in!the!case!of!ternary!systems,!when!solvent!is!present,!the!path,!or!steepness,!of!the!jump!is!limited!by!the!time!required!to!physically!remove!the! solvent.! In! such! systems,! variable! quenches! in! χ! are! possible,! for! films!prepared!by!spin!coating,!where!the!quench!is!highly!dependant!upon!the!rate!of!evaporation! and! hence! the! rotation! rate.! Faster! spin>speeds! have! the! effect! of!increasing! the! rate! of! evaporation! of! the! solvent! from! the! surface! of! the! film,!through!increased!air!flow.!! Numerous! studies! have! shown! that! the! characteristic! final! length>scale! of!phase>separated! morphologies! decreases! with! increasing! spin! speed.(4>6)!However,!all!of! these!studies!have!been!based!upon!ex#situ!measurements!of! the!final! cast! film! and! so! the! mechanism! by! which! morphological! development!proceeds!must!be!inferred!from!an!informed!hypothesis.!Due!to!the!large!number!of! parameters! that! have! been! shown! to! affect! the! final! morphology,! (molecular!weight,(7)! tacticity,(8)! viscosity,(9)! substrate! surface! chemistry,(10)!topography(11)!and!the!process!parameters!spin>speed(12)!and!acceleration(13))!
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this! approach! is! challenging.! Walheim! et# al.# observed! that! the! morphologies! of!polymer!blends!spin>coated!at!decreasing!spin>speeds!appeared!to!exhibit!similar!domain! structures!with! an! increasing! length>scale.! This!was! attributed! to! longer!drying! times,! allowing! longer! diffusion! times! and! a! higher! degree! of! phase!coarsening.(4)!! In!this!chapter!I!show!how!I!have!employed!the!technique!of!stroboscopic!interference!microscopy,(14)! to! study! the! effect! of! spin>speed! on!morphological!development! in! a! blend! of! PS:PMMA! spin>coated! from! a! low! vapour! pressure!solvent,! ortho>xylene.! This! approach! has! allowed! direct! observation! of! the!bicontinuous! morphologies! formed! through! spinodal! decomposition,! which!subsequently!coarsen!and!coalesce.!I!am!able!to!show!how!spin>speed,!and!hence!the!rate!of! the!quench! through! the!phase!diagram,!controls! the!amount!of!phase!coarsening!allowed!to!take!place,!which!determines!the!characteristic!length>scale!of! the! final!bicontinuous!morphology.!Through!post!processing!the! in#situ!optical!micrographs!(as!outlined!in!Section!2.1)!it!is!possible!to!obtain!quantitative!drying!rate! information!and!polymer!volume! fraction!over! the! course!of! the!process,! at!different!spin>speeds.!!
3.1$Experimental$
The!technique!of!stroboscopic!microscopy!in!an!interference!set>up!was!employed!(as! described! in! Section! 2.1),! where! a! extra! long! working! distance! (ELWD)!20x!objective,! 620! nm! LED! (Cree! X! lamp)! and! an! Andor! Neo! sCMOS! where!employed! (quantum!efficiency!of!55%!at!620!nm,! field!of! view!of!183!x!180!μm!when!used!in!conjunction!with!a!ELWD!objective!x20,!NA!0.45).!
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Solutions! of! poly(methyl! methacrylate)! (PMMA)! (Polymer! Laboratories! Mp! =!685,000!Da!(Mp!is!the!molecular!weight!at!the!peak!maximum),!Mw/Mn!=!1.1,!part!no:!20240)!and!polystyrene!(PS)!(Polymer!Source!Inc.!Mw!=!641,000!Da,!Mw/Mn!=!1.11,!sample!no:!P2767>S)!were!made!up! in!ortho>xylene!(Aldrich)!at!3!wt%!and!stirred!continuously!for!24!hr.!The!solutions!were!then!mixed!at!1:4!volume!ratios!prior! to! spin! casting.! Silicon! substrate! (100)! was! cleaned! in! piranha! solution!(H2SO4:H2O2,! 1:1)! for! 6! hrs,! followed! by!multiple! rinsing!with! distilled!water.! A!square! of! freshly! cut! Si! (10! x! 10! mm)! was! placed! on! the! spin>coater! and! the!focusing!was!adjusted!to!“imperfections”!on!the!substrate!surface.!50!μl!of!solution!was!dispensed!onto!the!substrate!and!then!spun!at!the!designated!speed,!with!data!collected! for!600!exposures,!corresponding! to!24!seconds!(at!1500!rpm)!and!6.6!seconds!(at!5500!rpm).!
3.2$Results$and$Discussion$
Real>space! stroboscopic! interference! images,! reciprocal! space! Fast! Fourier!transforms! (FFTs)! and! the! radially! averaged! FFT! intensity! plot! show! the!morphological! development! of! a! PS:PMMA! blend! spun>cast! at! 1500! rpm!(Figure!3.1!and!Figure!3.2,!Movie!3.1).a!!Faint! structure! is! first! visible! in! both! the! real>space! and! FFT! images! at!5.04!s! (Figure!3.1i! and! Figure!3.2).! The! real>space! image! reveals! that! a! phase!separated! bicontinuous!morphology! is! present,! which! has! a! corresponding! well!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!a All! movies! related! to! this! thesis! are! available! at!http://www.youtube.com/user/danieltwtoolan!!!Movie!3.1!is!available!at!http://youtu.be/ShvR3X8NJow.!!
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defined! ring! in! the! FFT! data,! indicating! a! dominant! length>scale! of! ~! 4.2! μm!(1.5!±0.4! μm>1).! This! bicontinuous! morphology! is! indicative! of! spinodal!decomposition.!The!initial!structure!appears!faint!due!to!the!film!being!thick,!and!the!difference!between!maxima!and!minima!is!much!smaller!compared!to!that!of!a!thinner! film.! After! 5.04! s! the! dominant! length>scale! of! the! bicontinuous!morphology! grows! and! domain! coarsening! begins! to! take! place! (Figure!3.1ii>v).!The!growth!of!the!dominant!length>scale!is!highly!visible!in!the!radially!averaged!FFT! data! (Figure!3.2),! where! Qb!rapidly! decreases! from! ~1.5! to! ~0.5! ±0.1!μm>1!pixels.! The! real>space!data! shows! that! a! bicontinuous!morphology! is!maintained!throughout! this! process.! After! 8s! the! growth! of! domains! is! considerably! slower!than! initially! observed! and! the!morphology! resembles! that! of! the! final! cast! film.!However,! much! slower! large! scale! domain! coarsening! occurs! until! ~14! s!(Figure!3.1vi>xi).!This!process!is!highlighted!in!Figure!3.3,!which!has!an!outline!of!the!final!morphology!overlaid!on>top!of!the!real>space!images.!Domain!growth!and!coarsening!is!driven!by!an!increase!in!the!χeff!as!the!film!thins!through!the!loss!of!solvent,!which!in!turn!causes!polymer!diffusion!from!areas!of!low!concentration!to!those!of!high!concentration!in!order!to!minimise!the!interfacial!energy.!!!!! !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!b!Where!Q!is!the!reciprocal!lengthscale!(d!=!(2π)/Q)!
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Figure 3.1. Direct observation of phase separation in blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by 
volume) spun-cast (3 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene, (i-xii) 0.00, 5.04, 5.48, 
6.00, 6.52, 7.04, 7.60, 8.16, 8.72, 9.84, 12.56 and 15.60 s. 
FIGURE 3 (a) Direct observation of phase separation in blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by weight) spun-cast (3 wt % at 1500 rpm) from
o-xylene, (i–xii) 0.00, 5.04, 5.48, 6.00, 6.52, 7.04, 7.60, 8.16, 8.72, 9.84, 12.56, and 15.60 s, respectively; (Movies for all presented
data available in Supporting Information) and (b) corresponding radial integrals of Fourier transformed data as a function of time
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Figure 3.2. Radial averages of Fourier transformed data as a function of time of 
PS:PMMA (1:4 by volume) spun-cast (3 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene. 
 
!
Figure 3.3. Stroboscopic optical reflectance images overlaid with the final 
morphology of the dry film at (a-e) 8.16, 8.72, 12.56 13.84 and 15.60 s, respectively, 
highlighting the ripening process. 
caused by a break-up in structure occurring before the final
structure is formed. Analysis of the frames in our real-space
data either side of this phenomenon indicate that there was
no apparent change in morphology of the film. Figure 2
shows the mean intensity, the range (defined as IMax2 IMin)
and the standard deviation for the morphological develop-
ment of the PS:PMMA blend spun-cast at 1500 rpm. At the
point where structure is not observable, the range reaches a
minimum, as such the contrast between domains is also at a
minimum and no structure is observable. We, therefore, at-
tribute the observed phenomena to both domain optical
thicknesses generating destructive interference, and thus no
signal is reflected from either domain. Consequently, there
appears to be no structure in the thinning film.
Our analysis shows that in the system studied here, there is
no break-up in structure and that the effect is of a conse-
quence of the illumination wavelength and film thickness
leading to a point where structure is not discernable for a
short period.
Figure 5 shows the final morphologies and radial integra-
tions of the FFT of the stroboscopic images for films spin-
FIGURE 4 Stroboscopic optical reflectance images overlaid with the final morphology of the dry film at (a–e) 8.16, 8.72, 12.56
13.84, and 15.60 s, respectively, highlighting the ripening process.
FIGURE 5 Final optical reflectance images (top) and radially integrated Fourier transformed data as a function of time (bottom)
showing the morphological development for blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by weight) spun-cast at (a) 1500, (b) 2000, (c) 3000, (d) 4000,
(e) 5000, and (f) 5500 rpm spun-cast from 3 wt % o-xylene.
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FIGURE 3 (a) Direct observation of ph se separation in blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by weight) sp -cast (3 wt % at 1500 rpm) from
o-xylene, (i–xii) 0.00, 5.04, 5.48, 6.00, 6.52, 7.04, 7.60, 8.16, 8.72, 9.84, 12.56, and 15.60 s, respectively; (Movies for all presented
data available in Supporting Information) and (b) corresponding radial integrals of Fourier transformed data as a function of time
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Figure 3.4. Profiles of pixel intensity for final bright and dark pixels taken from 
in situ optical reflectance images for blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by volume) spun-
cast (3 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene, highlighting an interference 
phenomenon at 14 s, leading to an apparent loss of structure. At! 14! s! there! is! an! apparent! “loss”! of! structure! in! the! radially! averaged! data!(Figure!3.2).!Mokarian>Tabari! et#al.(15)! observed! a! similar! phenomenon! in! laser!scattering!data!studying!blends!of!PS:PMMA,!spun>cast!in!an!environmental!cell!to!control!the!evaporation!rate!(Figure!1.28).!The!loss!in!structure!was!thought!to!be!caused!by!a!break>up!in!structure!occurring!before!the!final!structure!was!formed.!Analysis!of!the!frames!in!the!real>space!data!either!side!of!this!phenomena!indicate!that! there! was! no! apparent! change! in! the! morphology! of! the! film!(Figure!3.3!d!and!e).!
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Figure 3.5 Final optical reflectance images (top) and radially averaged Fourier 
transformed data as a function of time (bottom) showing the morphological 
development for blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by volume) spun-cast at (a) 1500, (b) 
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Figure 3.6 Final optical reflectance images (top) and radially averaged Fourier 
transformed data as a function of time (bottom) showing the morphological 
development for blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by volume) spun-cast at (a) 4000, (b) 
5000, (c) 5500 rpm spun-cast from 3 wt% ortho-xylene. Figure! 3.5! and! 3.6! (Movies! 3.5! >! 3.6c)! show! the! final! morphologies! and! radial!average! of! the! FFT! of! the! stroboscopic! images! for! films! spin>coated! at! speeds!between! 1500! and! 5500! rpm.! All! of! the! films! exhibit! a! well>defined! phase!separated,! bicontinuous! morphology,! independent! of! spin>speed.! As! observed!previously!by!Walheim!et#al.(4)!the!dominant!length>scale!of!the!final!morphology!decreased!with!increasing!spin>speed.!The!radially!averaged!FFT!data!shows!that!morphological! development! proceeds! in! a! similar! manner! for! all! of! the! films!independent! of! spin>speed:! all! films! exhibit! an! initial! “faint”! length>scale! with! a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!c !Movies! for! blends! spun>cast! at! various! speeds! are! available! at:!
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high!value!of!Q,!corresponding!to!small!scale!structure.!The!Q!value!then!proceeds!to! decrease! as! a! function! of! time! and! corresponds! to! the! process! of! domain!coarsening! shown! in! Figure! 3.2! and! Figure! 3.3.! Both! the! onset! of! the! initial!observable! length>scale! and! the! point! at! which! the! morphology! is! fixed! are!inversely! proportional! to! spin>speed.! Therefore! higher! spin>speeds! cause! phase!separation! to! occur! at! an! earlier! point! in! time! from!where! the! process! initially!starts!as!well!as!fixing!the!morphology!through!earlier!vitrification.!Such!processes!are!related!to!the!depth!of!the!quench!through!the!phase!diagram.!Quantitative! drying! and! polymer! volume! fraction! curves! are! shown! in!Figure!3.7!and!3.8! respectively,! for!polymer!blends!spun>cast!between!1500!and!5500! rpm.! Drying! height! curves! where! obtained! by! subtracting! a! thickness! of!! = !!!!,!between!maxima!and!minima!and!offsetting!the!final!height!with!averaged!
ex#situ! film!thickness!measurements!made!via!AFM.!The!polymer!volume!fraction!curves! where! obtained! from! the! drying! height! curves! and! are! based! on! the!assumption!of!an!initial!homogenous!mixture!(3!wt%!polymer),!when!consecutive!maxima/minima!are!first!observed!and!that!the!film!is!completely!free!of!solvent!(100!wt%!polymer).!Drying!height!data! (Figure!3.7)! is!presented! for!both!bright!and!dark!phases!in!the!in#situ#optical!micrographs.!Whether!a!phase!appears!bright!or! dark! is! determined! by! the! Bragg! equation,! for! our! experimental! set>up!constructive!interference!occurs!at!multiples!of!206.67!nm.!The!initial!height!of!the!films! at! the! point! when! successive! constructive/destructive! interference! was!observed!decreased!with!increasing!spin>speed.!This!is!caused!by!a!greater!degree!of! hydrodynamic! thinning! for! polymer! blends! spun>cast! at! higher! speed.! The!drying! rate! curves! show! that! as! spin>speed! increases! the! rate! of! film! thinning!
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increases,!due!to!increased!air>flow.!At!spin>speeds!of!5000!and!5500!rpm!there!is!only! a! small! increase! in! the! rate! of! film! thinning,! indicating! the! system! is!approaching!the!limit!at!which!solvent!can!diffuse!to!the!surface!of!the!film.!!The! standard! error! of! the! drying! height! data!was! calculated! based! on! six!regions!on!three!different!samples.!The!error!was!found!to!have!a!maximum!value!of! 15! nm! over! the! whole! drying! process,! indicating! the! homogeneity! and!reproducibility! of! polymer! films! produced! via! spin>coating.! As! such,! error! bars!have! not! been! plotted! in! Figure! 3.7! due! to! the! difference! in! the! orders! of!magnitude!of!the!error!and!the!film!height.!! !
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Figure 3.7. Quantitative drying curves obtained from stroboscopic interference 
image time stacks for blends of PS:PMMA (1:4 by volume) spun-cast at 3 wt% 
from ortho-xylene at speeds of 1500 (black), 2000 (blue), 3000 (magenta), 4000 
(green), 5000 (grey) and 5500 rpm (red) for both bright (circles) and dark 
(squares) phases in the movies showing that as spin-speed increases the rate of film 
thinning increases. 
!
Figure 3.8. Graph showing volume fraction of polymer vs time for a 3 wt% 
PS:PMMA (1:4 by volume) in ortho-xylene spun at speeds of 1500 (black), 3000 
(magenta) and 5500 rpm (red) showing the depth of the quench through the phase 
diagram. 
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The!curves!of!volume!fraction!of!polymer!for!blends!spun>cast!between!1500!and!5500! rpm! provide! information! regarding! the! nature! of! the! quench! through! the!phase!diagram!and!show!that!as!the!spin>speed!increases!the!rate!that!the!polymer!blend! is!quenched! is!greater!and!so! the!resultant!morphology! is! “frozen”! further!from! equilibrium.! In! contrast,! a! blend! spun>cast! at! a! slower! spin>speed,! is!quenched!much!more!slowly!and!the!system!is!able!to!adopt!a!morphology!with!a!larger! lengthscale! in! order! to! minimize! the! interfacial! energy.! The! rate! of! the!quench! is! therefore! critical! in! dictating! the! dominant! length>scale! of! the! final!morphology,! as! it! determines! the! degree! of! phase! coarsening! that! occurs! to!minimise! the! interfacial! energy,! explaining! the! relationship! between! the!spin>speed,!quench!and!the!dominant!length>scale.!The! direct! observation! of! domain! growth! in! this! study! is! contrary! to!observations! made! by! Ebbens! et# al,(14)! studying! the! phase! separation! of! PS:PI!spun!from!ortho>xylene,!at!1500!rpm.!The!PS:PI!blend!was!studied!using!the!same!experimental!set>up!discussed!in!this!work,!apart!from!the!use!of!a!green!LED!with!a! 10! nm! bandpass! filter! as! the! illumination! source.! For! the! PS:PI! blend! spun! at!1500!rpm!from!ortho>xylene!the!final!structure!appeared!to!be!fixed!early!on!in!the!drying! process.! The! alternate! behaviour! observed! between! blends! of! PS:PMMA!and! PS:PI! may! be! ascribed! to! the! difference! in! the! surface! free! energies! of! PS,!PMMA!&!PI.! In! the!blend!of! the!PS:PMMA!blend!there! is!a! large!difference! in! the!surface! free! energies! of! the! homopolymers! and! as>such! there! is! a! large! driving!force! for! domain! coarsening.! On! the! other! hand,! in! the! blend! of! PS:PI! there! is! a!!smaller!difference! in! the! surface! free!energies!of! the!homo>polymers,! and! so! the!driving!force!for!domain!coarsening!is!reduced!and!so!the!morphology!appears!to!
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be! simply! controlled! by! phase! separation! as! opposed! to! a! combination! of! phase!separation!and!coarsening.!Dalnoki>Veress! studied! phase! separation! in! high! molecular! weight! PS:PI!spun>cast! from! toluene! at! spin>speeds! ranging! from! 700! to! 7000! rpm.(5)! Their!study! revealed! a! decrease! in! domain! area!with! increasing! spin>speed.! From! the!information!obtained! in! this!study!and!of! that!by!Ebbens,! I!believe!that!a!steeper!quench! in! a! PS:PI! blend! through! employing! either! a! higher! vapour! pressure!solvent!or!a!higher!spin>speed,!may!result!in!the!observation!of!a!morphology!with!a!smaller!characteristic!length>scale.!
3.3$Conclusions$
I!have!been!able!to!directly!observe!bicontinuous!morphologies!grow!and!coarsen,!using! the! technique! of! high>speed! stroboscopic! interferometry.! Furthermore!we!have! been! able! to! obtain! quantitative! drying! and! χeff! curves,! allowing! me! to!quantify!the!depth!of!the!quench!into!the!two>phase!region!of!the!phase!diagram,!at!spin>speeds!ranging!from!1500!to!5500!rpm.!I!have!shown!that!for!the!blend!of!PS:PMMA!spun>cast!from!ortho>xylene!the!process!of!morphological!development!occurs! in! the! same! manner! independent! of! spin>speed.! However,! spin>speed!affects! the! characteristic! length>scale! of! the! final! morphology! by! affecting! the!amount!of!phase!coarsening!which!can!occur!before!vitrificaiton!occurs.!Therefore!blends!spin>coated!at!a!high!spin>speed!and!thus!a!high!rate!of!evaporation!had!a!significantly! smaller!degree!of!phase! coarsening! than!blends! spun>cast! at! slower!speeds.!
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4.0$Introduction$
As! discussed! in! Chapter! 2,! one! of! the! drawbacks! of! using! near! monochromatic!illumination! is! that! the!contrast! in! the!resulting! images! is!a!consequence!of!both!topography!and!refractive!index,!both!of!which!change!during!phase!separation.!In!addition! it! is! not! possible! to! determine!which! phase! is! polymer!a! or! polymer!b,!respectively.!The!process!of!spinodal!decomposition!(Section!1.2.2)!occurs!through!the! amplification! of! compositional! fluctuations! and! in! order! to! study! such!processes!it!would!be!hugely!beneficial!to!be!able!to!resolve!the!composition!of!the!polymer!components!during!spinEcoating.!!In!this!Chapter,! I!have!employed!stroboscopic!microscopy! in!a! fluorescent!mode! of! operation! (Section! 2.2)! to! study! the! development! of! compositional!fluctuations! and! the! effect! of! composition! on! phase! separation! in! blends! of!fluorescent!and!nonEfluorescent!polymers,!poly(9,!9’!–!dioctyl!flourene)!!(PFO)!and!PS,!respectively.!Through!studying!a!fluorescent!and!nonEfluorescent!polymer,!it!is!possible!to!map!composition!directly!to!intensity.!A!maximum!pixel!intensity!will!occur!only!in!regions!containing!the!fluorescent!polymer!and!any!variations!in!this!detected! fluorescence!must! be! due! to! the! presence! of! a!mixed! phase! containing!both!fluorescent!and!nonEfluorescent!polymer.!Such!compositional! information!is!not! accessible! through! “normal”! interferometry,! which! is! more! sensitive! to!topographical!fluctuation!than!composition!fluctuation!due!to!the!similarity!of!the!polymers!refractive!indices.!!PFO! and! related! coEpolymers! have! been! investigated! for! applications! in!LEDs! and! OPVs! and! numerous! studies! have! utilised! fluorescence! microscopy,!atomic!force!microscopy!and!scanning!nearEfield!optical!microscopy!to!investigate!the! interplay! between! the! final! phaseEseparated! morphology! and! device!
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performance.(1,! 2),(3,! 4)! Arias! et(al( utilised! in(situ! fluorescence! microscopy! to!study! vitrification! in! poly[(9,9’EdiEnEoctylfluorenylE2,7Ediyl)EaltE(benzo[2,1,3]thiadiazolE4,8Ediyl)]!(F8BT)!and!poly(9,9’EdioctylfluoreneEcoEbisEN,NE(4Ebutylphenyl)EbisEN,NEphenylE1,4Ephenylenediamine)! (PFB)! films! during!solventEcasting!onto!a!static!substrate,!and!were!able!to!observe!liquid!coalescence!and!coarsening!as!a!solvent!front!swept!across!the!film.(2)!!Further,! this! chapter! also! investigates! the! potential! of! including! real! time!processing! of! the! acquired! images! to! enable! feedback! over! the! spinEcoating!parameters! in! order! to! control! and! direct! the! processes! of! phase! separation!occurring!during!spinEcoating.!!
4.1$Experimental$
The!technique!of!stroboscopic!microscopy!in!an!fluorescence!setEup!was!employed!(as!described!in!Section!2.2),!comprising!of!an!extra!long!working!distance!(ELWD)!60x! objective! (NA!=! 0.7),!UV! illumination! from!a! 360nm!LED! (Ledegin),! a!UV2A!(Nikon)! beam! cube! to! separate! the! excitation! and! emission! wavelengths,! with!Andor!iXON!(897+)!and!Zyla!detectors,!which!have!fields!of!view!of!132!x!132!μm!&!104!x!104!μm!when!used!in!conjunction!with!the!60x!objective,!respectively.!
In(situ(feedback!was!performed!through!realEtime!analysis!of!stroboscopic!fluorescence!images!captured!using!LabView,!which!took!an!radial!integral!of!the!FFT!of! the!stroboscopic! image!giving!a!plot!of! intensity!vs!Q.!An! increase! in!spin!speed!was!triggered!when!a!peak!in!the!high!Q!region!was!detected!(2.5!μmE1!<!Q!<!2.8! μmE1).! Atomic! force!microscopy! images! of! final!morphologies! where! imaged!with!a!MultiMode!SPM!with!a!Nanoscope!III!controller.!
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Solutions! of! poly(9,9’Edioctylfluorene)! (PFO)! (supplied! by! Cambridge! Display!Technologies! as! CDTGreen003/22)! Mw( ~( 221,000! Da,( Mw/Mn( ~( 2.70! and!Polystyrene!(PS)!(Polymer!Source!Inc.)!Mw!=!641,000!Da,!Mw/Mn!=!1.11,!sample!no:!P2767ES! where! made! up! in! orthoExylene! (Aldrich)! at! 2! wt%! and! stirred!continuously! for!24!hr.!The!solutions!where! then!mixed!at!65:35,!60:40!&!55:45!volume!ratios!prior!to!spin!casting.!Silicon!substrate!(100)!were!cleaned!in!piranha!solution! (H2SO4:H2O2)!(1:1)! for! 6! hrs,! followed! by!multiple! rinsing!with! distilled!water.! Glass! substrate! (Fisher! Scientific)! were! used! as! received.! Each! substrate!was!placed!on!the!chuck!and!the!focusing!was!adjusted!to!“imperfections”!on!the!surface.!20!μl!of! solution!was!dispensed!onto! the! substrate!and! then!spun!at! the!designated! rpm,!with!data! collected! for!500!exposures,! corresponding! to!20! s! at!1500!rpm.!
4.2$Results$and$discussion$
In( situ! stroboscopic! fluorescence! data! for! PFO:PS! blends! spunEcast! on! silicon!substrates! at! compositions! of! 55:45,! 60:40! and! 65:35! are! shown! in! Figure!4.1!(corresponding!Movies!4.1!a!E!c,!respectivelya),!along!with!final!static!fluorescence!and!AFM!images!(Figure!4.2)!and!the!radial!integrals!of!the!Fourier!form!transform!(FFT)!of!the!respective!movies!taken!for!the!blends!(Figure!4.3).!
  
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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Figure 4.1. Direct observation of phase separation in a blends of PFO:PS (55:45, 
60:40, 65:35) spun-cast (2 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene on silicon; 
Stroboscopic fluorescence images at 8.04, 8.28, 8.72, 9.20, 10 & 15 s, respectively. 
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Figure 4.2. Fluorescence (top) and AFM (bottom) images of final morphologies of 
PFO:PS blends spun-cast at 1500 rpm from ortho-xylene on silicon at compositions 
of; a) 55:45, b) 60:40 and c) 65:35. 
 
Figure 4.3. Intensity plots of the radial intergrated Fourier transform for a 
selection of each in situ data series for PFO:PS blends spun-cast at 1500 rpm from 
ortho-xylene on silicon at compositions of; a) 55:45, b) 60:40 and c) 65:35. The 
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The!stroboscopic!fluorescence!data!for!the!55:45!blend!(Figure!4.1!left)!show!that!an!initial!bicontinuous!morphology!formed!through!spinodal!decomposition!is!first!visible! at! 7.5!s,! which! proceeds! to! grow! through! Ostwald! ripening.! The! radially!averaged!FFT!(Figure!4.3)!shows!the!lengthscale!of!the!initial!structure!~2.2!μm!(Q!=!2.8!±0.3!μmE1),!which!then!grows!rapidly!to!~14.4!μm!(Q!=!0.44!±0.1!μmE1)!until!8.68!s.!After!which!point!the!bicontinuous!morphology!breaks!up,!forming!discrete!islands!rich!in!PFO!and!a!mixed!phase!of!PFO!and!PS.!The!resultant!islands!of!PFO!then!proceed!to!grow!through!Ostwald!ripening.!The!radially!averaged!FFT!shows!that!the!rate!of!domain!growth!was!unaffected!by!the!breakEup!of!the!bicontinuous!morphology.! Secondary! domain! growth! with! an! initial! lengthscale! of! ~4.5!μm!(Q!=!1.4!±0.2!μmE1)! is! evident! on! the! radial! averaged! FFT! data! from! 10! s,! which!grows! similarly! to! the! initial! primary! lengthscale.! The!mixed! phase! observed! at!8.68!s!is!apparent!in!the!final!fluorescence!images!(Figure!4.2!a!(top)),!due!to!the!presence!of!regions!with!an!intensity!corresponding!to!neither!a!pure!PS!phase!or!a!pure!PFO!phase.!The!AFM!data!(Figure!4.2!b!(bottom))!reveals!that!the!apparent!mixed! phase! contains! sub!micron! domains! of! PFO,! below! the! resolution! limit! of!this! optical! technique. b !Therefore! we! can! assume! that! the! stroboscopic!fluorescence! images! after! 8.68! s! contain! regions! with! a! subEmicron! lengthscale.!The! data! shows! (Figure!4.1)! that! the! 55:45! blend! undergoes! spinodal!decomposition!forming!a!bicontinuous!morphology,!which!grows!through!Ostwald!ripening.! An! instability! causes! the! break! up! of! the! bicontinuous! morphology,!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
b!Optical! resolution!during!spinEcoating! is!a!product!of!dimension,! radial!velocity!and! pulse! length.! Therefore!we! are! not! able! to! resolve! domains! <1! μm,! despite!these!being!!well!above!the!resolution!limit.!
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resulting!in!the!formation!of!discrete!islands!of!PFO!with!two!distinct!lengthscales!within!a!matrix!of!PS.!The! islands!of!PFO!then!proceed!to!grow!through!Ostwald!ripening!to!form!the!final!morphology.!Data!for!the!60:40!blend!(Figure!4.1!centre)!indicates!that!phase!separation!initially! proceeds! similarly! to! the!55:45!blend.!Unlike! the!55:45!blend,! following!the! formation! of! discrete! islands! of! PFO,! phase! coarsening! reEestablishes! a!bicontinuous!morphology.!!Static!fluorescence!and!AFM!data!(Figure!4.2!b)!reveal!a! large! degree! of! secondary! islands! of! PFO!within! the! continuous! PS! phase.! The!radially! averaged! FFT! data! (Figure!4.3! b)! show! that! the! initial! onset! of! phase!separation!and!rate!of!domain!growth!occurs!similarly!to!the!55:45!blend.!As!with!the!previous!blends!the!65:35!blend!exhibits!an!initial!bicontinuous!morphology!at!7.5!s!(Figure!4.1!right),!that!grows!through!Ostwald!ripening.!Both!the!PFO!and!PS!domains! grow,! until! 9.76! s.! At! this! point! the! PFO! domains! continue! to! grow!forming!a!PFO!rich!matrix,!whilst!the!PS!domains!shrink!to!a!smaller!size,!forming!distinct! PS! islands! that! are! not! interconnected.! The! radially! averaged! FFT! data!(Figure!4.3! c)! show! the! same! trends! as! observed! for! the! 55:45! &! 60:40! blends.!Static! fluorescence! and! AFM! data! (Figure!4.2! c)! show! secondary! islands! of! PFO!within!the!PS!phase.!For! all! compositions! there! exists! a! common! bicontinuous! morphology! at!7.5!s! formed! through! spinodal! decomposition! that! then! grows! and! coarsens!though!Ostwald!ripening.!The!bicontinuous!morphology!breaks!up,!resulting!in!the!formation!of!distinct! islands!within!a!matrix.!We!believe!this!process! is!triggered!by! an! interfacial! instability! that! leads! to! the! breakEup! of! the! bicontinuous!morphology.!The!point!at!which!decay!was!triggered!was!shown!to!be!dependent!upon!composition,!occurring!at!8.68!s!for!the!55:45!blend!and!9.76!s!for!the!65:35!
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blend,!which!has!a!critical!effect!on!the!final!morphology.!When!the!breakEup!of!the!bicontinuous!morphology!is!triggered!earlier!during!spinEcoating,!as! in!the!55:45!blend,!the!viscosity!of!the!polymer!blend!is!much!lower,!so!the!rate!of!diffusion!is!greater! and!decay! triggers! the! formation! of! sub!micron! features.! In! comparison,!when! the! break! up! of! the! bicontinuous!morphology! is! triggered! at! a!much! later!stage,! as! in! the! 65:35! blend,! when! the! viscosity! is! much! greater,! the! rate! of!diffusion!is!much!slower.!As!such!the!process!of!decay!occurs!much!more!slowly,!resulting! in! the! formation! of! comparatively! large! distinct! islands! of! PS.! A! final!interconnected!morphology! is! formed! in! the!60:40!blend!as! the!break!up!occurs!sufficiently!early!to!allow!a!large!degree!of!phase!coarsening!of!the!discrete!islands!as! they!grow!through!Ostwald!ripening,!whilst!not!so!early!as! to! form!structures!smaller! than! that! first! formed! through! spinodal! decomposition.! As! the! point! at!which!decay!was!triggered!showed!a!compositional!dependence,!the!effect!is!likely!to!be!an!interfacial!instability!caused!by!the!difference!in!surface!free!energy!of!the!PFO!and!PS,!the!contact!angles!of!which!are!84.1!±0.4°!and!95.4!±0.6°,!respectively.!!The! radially! averaged! FFT! data! for! all! blends! spunEcast! on! silicon!(Figure!4.3)! shows! bright/dark! banding! corresponding! to! intensity! fluctuations!between! 13! and! 15!s,! where! the! last! of! the! solvent! is! removed! via! evaporation.!These!fluctuations!occur!due!to!interface!effects!caused!by!reflections!between!the!substrate! and! the! surface! of! the! thinning! film.! The! point! where! consecutive!constructive/destructive!interference!depends!on!both!the!wavelenth!distribution!of!the!light!and!the!film!thickness,!as!defined!by!Equation!2.2.!The!full!half!width!maximum!(FWHM)!of!the!emitted!fluorescence!from!PFO!is!approximately!80!nm!and! so! interference! effects! are! not! observed! until! late! on! in! the! spinEcoating!process,!when!the!film!is!thinner.!
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The! interference! effects! observed! for! blends! cast! on! silicon,! were! removed! by!changing! the! substrate! from! silicon! to! glass.! Glass! is! significantly! less! reflective!than!silicon!and!so! interference!effects!between! the! substrate!and! the! surface!of!the! thinning! film! are! greatly! reduced.! The!morphological! evolution!of! the!55:45,!60:40,!and!65:35!PFO:PS!blends!spunEcast!onto!glass!are!shown!in!Figure!4.4.!The!radially!averaged!Fourier!transformed!data!(Figure!4.5)!now!exhibit!no!successive!bright/dark! bands! at! any! point! during! the! spinning! process,! indicating! the!technique!is!sensitive!to!composition!at!all!points!during!the!spinEcoating!process.!!
! !
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Figure 4.4. Direct observation of phase separation in a blends of PFO:PS (55:45, 
60:40, 65:35) spun-cast (2 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene on glass; 
Stroboscopic fluorescence images at 8.04, 8.28, 8.72, 9.20, 10 & 15 s, respectively.$ $
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Figure 4.5. Intensity plots of the radial averaged Fourier transform for a selection 
of each in situ data series for PFO:PS blends spun-cast at 1500 rpm from ortho-
xylene on glass at compositions of; a) 55:45, b) 60:40 and c) 65:35. The vertical 
lines correspond to times for images in Figure 4.4. 
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observed! for! the! 65:35! blend! spun! on! silicon.! The! radially! average! data!(Figure!4.5)! show! the! initial! lengthscale! of! ~2.2! μm! (Q! =! 2.8! ±0.5! μmE1)! grows!through!Ostwald!ripening!at!a!greater!rate!that!observed!for!blends!spunEcast!on!silicon.!!The! difference! observed! in! the! onset! of! phase! separation! and! the! rate! of!morphological! development! between! samples! spun! on! silicon! and! glass! is!attributed! to! the! wetting! characteristics! of! the! two! substrates.! Glass! is! more!hydrophilic!than!silicon.!When!the!polymer!solution!is!deposited!on!the!substrate!a!greater!degree!of!wetting!will!take!place!on!glass,!compared!to!silicon,!leading!to!a!initial! film! that! is! thinner,!with! a! larger! surface! area,!which!will! alter! the! initial!dynamics!of!film!thinning,!triggering!phase!separation!to!occur!at!an!earlier!point!due,!to!coupling!between!hydrodynamics!and!phase!separation!and!increases!the!rate!of!morphological!development.(5,!6)!With! this! insight! of! how! morphological! development! proceeds! in! blends! of!PFO:PS!we!extended!our!approach!to!include!real!time!FFT!analysis!of!the!acquired!images.! This! has! allowed! us! to! precisely! follow! lengthscale! development,!facilitating! realEtime! feedback! over! the! spinEcoating! parameters! and! enabling!directed! phase! separation.! Through! the! use! of! feedback! we! have! guided! the!process! of! phase! separation! to! form! a! bicontinuous!morphology,! in! blends! that!would! not! normally! exhibit! such! a! final!morphology! as! in! the! case! of! the! 65:35!blend.!This!was! achieved! by! applying! a! threshold! to! a! high!Q! region! in! the! radially!averaged!FFT!data,!which!we!have! shown!earlier! (Figure 4.1),! corresponded! to! a!bicontinuous!morphology.!The!occurrence!of!a!peak!in!this!high!Q!region!triggered!an!increase!in!the!rotation!rate,!to!quench!the!polymer!blend!at!a!faster!rate!and!
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“freeze”!morphological! development! before! the! interconnected!morphology!was!disrupted.!!
!
Figure 4.6. Direct observation of phase separation in blends of PFO:PS (65:35) (2 
wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene on silicon with (circle) and without (square) 
feedback. a; Stroboscopic fluorescence images at 10.60, 11.60, 11.80 12.40, 13.12 
13.75 & 15.00 s.c b; radial speed in RPM as a function of time with (dotted) & 
without (solid) feedback. c; final (x20) fluorescence images. 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
c!Data!for!65:35!blend!spunEcast!without!feedback!has!been!offset!in!time!to!align!with!data!of!blend!spunEcast!with!feedback.!As!time!is!not!recorded!by!software!for!samples! ran!without! feedback! –! time! is! inferred! from! frame! number! and! radial!speed.!
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Figure!4.6!shows!in(situ!stroboscopic!fluorescence!data!and!the!spin!profiles!for!a!65:35!blend!spunEcast!on!silicon!and!the!corresponding!spin!profiles!(Figure!4.6b)!of! blends! spun!with! (Figure! 4.6! E!!)! and!without! (Figure! 4.6! E!☐)! feedback.! An!early! bicontinuous! morphology! is! observed! for! both! blends! at! 10.6! s! (Figure!4.6a!i),! which! grows! as! previously! observed.! At! 11.5! s,! the! lengthscale! of! the!morphology! triggers! an! increase! in! the! rate! of! rotation! from!1500! to!3000! rpm.!Both! films!exhibit! similar!bicontinuous!morphologies!until!12.4! s! (Figure!4.6!iii).!After!this!point!the!higher!rate!of!evaporation,!caused!by!the!higher!rate!of!rotation!in! the! feedback! sample,! triggered! an! instability,! resulting! in! the! formation! of!discrete! islands! of! PFO!within! a! continuous!matrix! of! PS! (Figure! 4.6! iv!!).! The!averaged!FFT!of!the!resultant!morphology!did!not!exhibit!a!strong!enough!peak!to!trigger! the!higher! rate!of! rotation,! so! the! rate!of! rotation! reduced! to!1600! rpm.d!The! discrete! islands! of! PFO! then! coarsened! (Figure! 4.6! ivEvi),! as! observed!previously! for! the! 60:40! blend! (Figure!4.1! ivEvi),! reEestablishing! a! bicontinuous!morphology.!At!12.6!s!feedback!triggers!an!increase!in!the!rate!of!rotation!to!3000!rpm,!leading!to!vitrification.!In!comparison!the!65:35!blend!spun!without!feedback!exhibited!a!bicontinuous!morphology!that!was!lost!as!the!PS!domains!shrank!to!a!smaller! size! (Figure! 4.6! vEvii! ☐),! losing! their! interconnectivity.! The! final! ex( situ!fluorescence!images!(Figure!4.6!c)!show!that!the!65:35!blend!spun!with!feedback!has!a!much!greater!degree!of!interconnectivity!than!the!same!blend!spun!at!1500!rpm.!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
d!Due! to! the! nature! of! the! synchronisation! between! the!motor,! camera! and! LED!changes!to!the!rate!of!rotation!lead!to!imaging!of!a!different!area!about!the!centre!of!rotation.!
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4.3$Conclusions$
We! have! observed! that! blends! spun! cast! on! either! silicon! or! glass! first! form! a!bicontinuous!morphology!as!expected!from!spinodal!decomposition,!which!grows!through! Ostwald! ripening.! At! a! point! in! time! depending! upon! composition! and!substrate,! a! decay! of! this! lengthscale! occurs,! resulting! in! a! breakEup! of! the!bicontinuous!structure!and!the! formation!of!a!morphology!comprising!of!distinct!islands! within! a! continuous! matrix.! The! point! at! which! the! bicontinuous!morphology!broke!up,!shows!compositional!dependence!and!is!likely!to!be!caused!by!an!interfacial!instability.!For!the!60:40!blend!a!large!degree!of!phase!coarsening!occurred,! acting! to! reEestablish! an! interconnected! bicontinuous! morphology.!Whilst! for! the! 55:45! blend! the! instability! was! triggered! earlier,! resulting! in! the!formation! of! a! smaller! secondary! lengthscale! and! for! the! 65:35! blend! the!instability! was! triggered! later,! resulting! in! the! interconnected! PS! domains!shrinking! as! the!matrix! of! PFO! grew.! I! have! utilised! this! insight! into! how!phase!separation!proceeds!in!blends!of!PFO:PS!to!obtain!an!interconnected!morphology!at!a!composition!which!ordinarily!would!not!be!interconnected.!This!was!achieved!through! the! use! of! real! time! FFT! analysis! of! stroboscopic! fluorescence! images!facilitating! feedback!over!spinEcoating!parameters.!This!approach!has!allowed!us!to! direct! phase! separation! in! order! to! achieve! bicontinuous! morphologies! at! a!composition,!which!would!not!readily!exhibit!such!interconnectivity.!The! technique! of! stroboscopic! fluorescence!microscopy! offers! insight! and!understanding! into! previously! unseen! processes! that! take! place! during! the! spin!coating!of!a!polymer!blend!containing! fluorescent!and!nonEfluorescent!polymers,!and!has!allowed!unprecedented!control!over! the! fast,!nonEequilibrium!processes.!
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This! technique! could! be! further! extended! for! the! study! of! a!wide! range! of! nonEfluorescent! polymer! systems,! through! doping! a! polymer! with! a! suitable!fluorophore.!!
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5.0$Introduction$
Expanding! on! the! work! conducted! in! Chapter! 4,! I! have! utilised! stroboscopic!fluorescence!microscopy!to!study!the!effect!of!polydispersity!on!phase!separation.!The! majority! of! phase! separation! studies! have! focused! on! polymer! systems!possessing! narrow! molecular! weight! distributions.! However,! the! majority! of!polymers! employed! in! organic! electronic! devices! are! highly! polydisperse,!possessing! broad! molecular! weight! distributions,! due! to! the! synthetic! routes!employed,!which!is!in!stark!contrast!to!the!research!done!on!such!systems.!A!number!of!theoretical!studies!have!extended!the!CahnEHilliard!theory!of!spinodal! decomposition! to! allow! for! polydisperse! components.(1,! 2)! Clarke!showed!that!for!polydisperse!systems,!the!Q!dependence!of!the!growth!rate!of!the!dominant! length!scale!of!phase!separation! is!commensurate!with!the!behavior!of!monodisperse!systems,!and!that!for!shallow!quenches!through!the!phase!diagram,!the! early! stages! of! spinodal! decomposition! are! slower! for! more! polydisperse!polymers.(3)!Mumby!et#al.!derived!an!equation!(Equation!1.19)! for! the!predicted!critical!composition!for!a!binary!polydisperse!system,!where!both!components!(a!and!b)!are!polydisperse,!which!is!dependent!upon!Mw!and!Mz.(4)!In! this! chapter! I! will! show! the! direct! visualisation! of! the! effect! of!polydispersity!on!morphological!development!in!spinEcoated!polymer!blends!using!stroboscopic!fluorescence!microscopy.!Blends!of!poly(9,9’Edioctyl!flourene)!(PFO)!with!polystyrene!(PS)!of!different!polydispersities!have!been!investigated.!!
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5.1$Experimental$
The!technique!of!stroboscopic!microscopy!in!an!flouresence!setEup!was!employed!(as!described!in!Section!2.2),!comprising!of!an!extra!long!working!distance!(ELWD)!60x! objective,! NA! 0.7! (Nikon),! UV! illumination! from! a! 360nm! LED! (Ledegin),! a!UV2A! (Nikon)! beam! cube! to! separate! the! excitation! and! emission! wavelengths,!with!an!Andor!iXON!(897+)!detector,!with!a!field!of!view!of!132!x!132!μm.!Solutions! of! poly(9,9'Edioctylfluorene)! (PFO)! (supplied! by! Cambridge!Display! Technologies! as! CDTGreen003/22)!Mn! ~81,000! Da,!Mw/Mn! ~! 2.70! and!polystyrenes! (PS)! with! different! polydispersities! were! provided! by! the! Topham!research! group;! Mn! 58,800! Da,! Mw/Mn! 1.68;! Mn! 58,000! Da,! Mw/Mn! 1.8;! Mn!56,000!Da,!Mw/Mn! 2.8.! Solutions! of! PFO! and! PS! were! made! up! in! orthoExylene!(Aldrich)! at! 2! wt%! and! stirred! continuously! for! 24! h.! They! were! mixed! at! the!appropriate! volume! ratios! prior! to! spinEcasting.! Silicon! substrates! (100)! were!cleaned!in!piranha!solution!(H2SO4!:!H2O2)!(1!:!1!v/v)!for!6!h,!followed!by!multiple!rinsing! with! distilled! water.! Each! substrate! was! placed! on! the! chuck! and! the!focusing! was! adjusted! to! “imperfections”! on! the! surface.! 20! μl! of! solution! was!dispensed!onto!the!substrate!and!then!spun!at!the!designated!spin!speed,!with!data!collected!for!500!exposures,!corresponding!to!20!s!at!1500!rpm.!! !
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5.2$Results$and$discussion$
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Figure 5.1. Direct observation of phase separation in blends of PFO:PS (3:7) spun-
cast (2 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene, with (left) PS Mn = 58.8k, Mw/Mn = 
1.68; (centre) PS Mn = 58.0k, Mw/Mn = 1.8; and (right) PS Mn = 56.8k, Mw/Mn = 
2.8; showing sequences of stroboscopic fluorescence images.  
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Figure 5.2. Direct observation of phase separation in blends of PFO:PS (3:7) spun-
cast (2 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene, with (a) PS Mn = 58.8k, Mw/Mn = 
1.68; (b) PS Mn = 58.0k, Mw/Mn = 1.8; and (c) PS Mn = 56.8k, Mw/Mn = 2.8; 
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of!phase!separation!occurs!at!a!later!point!in!time,!with!structure!first!observable!at!8.2!s.!! The! behaviour! of! the! blend! containing! the! highest! polydispersity!(Mw/Mn!=!2.8)! (Figure!5.1! right),! is! different! to! that! of! the! lower! polydispersity!blends.!Stroboscopic!microscopy!shows!that!the!initial!morphology!comprises!of!a!matrix! of! PFO! (bright)!with! small! discrete! islands! of! PS! (dark).! The! PS! domains!have!an!initial!size!of!~1.80!μm!(Q!=!3.5!±0.6!μmE1),!growing!to!a!size!of!13.96!μm!(Q!=!0.45!±0.1!μmE1)!as! shown! in!Figure!5.2!c.!At! this!point! the!domains!begin! to!coalesce,! resulting! in! the! formation! of! fewer,! larger! domains.! Using! this! direct!imaging! approach! we! are! clearly! able! to! identify! the! point! at! which! domain!coarsening!begins!to!occur,!in!place!of!domain!growth.!At!~10.5!s!the!morphology!strongly!resembles! the! interconnected!bicontinuous!morphologies! formed!by! the!blends! containing! PS! with! polydispersities! of! 1.68! and! 1.8,! respectively.! Phase!separation!in!the!blend!containing!PS!with!the!highest!polydispersity!occurred!at!8.9!s,!much!later!than!for!the!lower!polydispersity!blends.!Using!Equation!1.19,!the!critical!points!of!the!1.68,!1.8!and!2.8!blends!were!calculated!as!0.456,!0.459!and!0.542,!respectively.!The!observed!difference!in!the!initially! observed! morphology! may! be! ascribed! to! the! increasing! polydispersity!shifting! the!volume! fraction!of! the! two!components!away! from! the!critical!point,!resulting!in!the!morphology!appearing!more!dropletElike,!than!bicontinuous.!In!order! to!control!morphological!development!of!PFO:PS!blends,!bimodal!PS!blends!were!utilised,!so!that!the!critical!point!of!the!system!could!be!tuned.!PS!(Mw/Mn!=!1.8!&!2.8)!was!blended!at!weight!ratios!of!1:1!and!7:3,!and!stroboscopic!data! for! these! blends! are! shown! in! Figure!5.3.! The! data! for! the! 1:1! blend!(Figure!5.3!a)!show!that!phase!separation!now!initially!proceeds!via!the!formation!
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of! a! bicontinuous!morphology! (indicative! of! spinodal! decomposition),!whilst! the!data! for! the! 7:3! blend! (Figure!5.3! b)! show! that! phase! separation! still! initially!proceeds! via! a! nucleation! and! growth! mechanism.! Concomitantly,! the! onset! of!phase! separation!occurs! earlier! for! the!blends!with!higher! loadings! of! the! lower!polydispersity!PS.!The!final!morphology!of!the!7:3!blend!does!not!exhibit!the!same!degree!of!interconnectivity!as!the!pure!2.8!PS!blend. 
 
Figure 5.3. Direct observation of phase separation in blends of PFO:PS (3:7) spun-
cast (2 wt% at 1500 rpm) from ortho-xylene, with PS (a) Mn = 58k:56k (1:1); (b) 
Mn = 58k:56k (3:7); showing sequences of stroboscopic fluorescence images at 8.4, 
8.8, 9.2, 9.6, 10.0 and 11.2 s in (i) to (vi), respectively. 
5.3$Conclusions$
To!summarise,!we!have!observed!the!effect!of!polydispersity!on!phase!separation!for! spinEcoated! blends! of! PFO:PS! using! the! direct! imaging! technique! of!stroboscopic! fluorescence! microscopy.! The! results! show! that! for! low!polydispersity! systems! the! initial! phase! separated! morphology! is! bicontinuous,!indicative! of! spinodal! decomposition.! On! the! other! hand,! for! the! high!polydispersity! system,! the! initial!morphology! comprises!of!discrete! islands!of!PS!within!a!matrix!of!PFO,!indicative!of!a!nucleation!and!growth.!The!difference!in!the!morphological!development!is!attributed!to!a!shift!in!the!critical!point!of!the!phase!diagram.!We!have!further!shown!that!through!blending!polymers!of!high!and!low!
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polydispersity,!it!is!possible!to!shift!behaviour!from!nucleation!and!growth!to!the!spinodal!regime.!These! findings!are!of!particular!relevance! in!the! field!of!organic!electronics,! where! the! highly! conjugated! polymers! employed! are! often! highly!polydisperse.!Blending!polymers!of!different!polydispersities!may!offer!a!route!to!tuning!the!morphology!of!devices,!or!providing!a!way!to!make!use!of!lower!grade,!higher! polydispersity! polymers! that! may! not! necessarily! have! been! previously!thought!viable.!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !
6.0!Introduction!
The! crystalline! structure! adopted! by! conjugated! polymers! employed! in! organic!electronic! devices! effects! their! electronic! and! optoelectronic! properties.(1)! As!discussed!in!Section!1.2.5!polymers!are!semiBcrystalline!as!different!portions!along!a!chain!are!able! to!participate!with!different!crystal!nuclei!of!different!polymers,!prohibiting! the! formation!of!a!perfect!polymer!crystal.(2)!Polymer!crystallisation!proceeds!through!the!formation!of!chain!folded!lamellae!that!are!created!through!the!straightening!and!packing!of!polymer!chains.!An!optimum!lamella!thickness!is!observed! owing! to! the! balance! between! the! entropic! drive! to! reduce! extensive!chain!straightening!(which!would!produce!thick!crystals)!and!the!energetic!desire!to!minimise!excessive!interfacial!energy!and!unfavorable!interactions!from!surface!folds.(3)! To! overcome! unfavorable! interactions! lamellae! are! organised! into!spherulites!that!grow!out!from!a!central!nucleus.(4)!In! the! case! of! bulk! heterojunction! (BHJ)! organic! photovoltaic! devices,!efficiency! is! related! to! the! formation! of! a!wellBdefined! nanoscale! interconnected!phaseBseparated! morphology! with! a! high! degree! of! crystallinity,! facilitating! the!separation!and!movement!of!charges.(5)!As!such,!furthering!our!understanding!of!how!crystallisation!proceeds!during!spinBcoating!and!how!it! interacts!with!phase!separation!is!an!important!goal.!!The! most! commonly! studied! semiBcrystalline! polymer! is! poly(ethylene!glycol)! (PEG)! via! a! variety! of! techniques! such! as! quartz! crystal!microbalance,(6)!differential! scanning! calorimetry,(7,! 8)! atomic! force! microscopy,(6,! 9,! 10)! cross!polarised!optical!microscopy(11B13)!and!xBray!scattering.!Shi!et#al!have!conducted!a!number!of!studies!investigating!the!interplay!between!crystallisation!and!phase!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !separation! in! blends! of! PEG! and! PMMA,(14B16)! however,! these! studies! have!concerned!phase!separation!and!crystallisation!in!polymer!melts,!and!as!such!are!only! two! component! binary! systems,! which! do! not! show! the! rich! variety! of!morphologies!accessible! through!solution!processing!routes.!The!recent!study!by!Chou! et# al! that! employed! a! combination! of! time! resolved! spectroscopic!reflectometry! and! grazing! incidence! small! and! wide! angle! xBray! scattering! to!investigate!the!formation!of!spinBcoated!OPV!active!layers!from!solution!reported,!“importantly,! the! crystallisation! and! phase! separation! are! found! to! go! handBinBhand!from!start!to!end”.(17)!!! In! this! chapter! I! have! studied! the!process! of! polymer! crystallisation! from!solution!during!spinBcoating!for!a!model!crystalline:amorphous!blend,!in!order!to!further!investigate!the!interplay!between!crystallisation!and!phase!separation.!The!crystallisation! of! pure! PEG! was! studied! using! stroboscopic! microscopy,!incorporating!white! light! illumination!with! crossed! polarisers! (Section! 2.3).! The!interplay! between! phase! separation! and! crystallisation! in! the! model! system! of!PEG:PS,! through! performing! crossBpolarised! and! interferometric! experiments! in!tandem.!This! approach!has! enabled!me! to!directly! observe! the! effect! of! polymer!concentration! and! substrate! acceleration! on! the! crystallisation! of! PEG! from!solution! and! show! that! the! crystallisation! occurs! very! late! on! during! the! spinBcoating!process.!We!have!observed!that!for!blends!of!PEG:PS!phase!separation!and!crystallisation!are!completely!independent!processes.!For!all!compositions,!phase!separation! occurs! early! on,! whilst! crystallisation! occurs! much! later! in! the! spinBcoating!process,!indicating!that!in!the!systems!we!have!studied!these!two!process!clearly!do!not!“go!handBinBhand! from!start! to!end”.!Depending!upon!composition!and! polymer! molecular! weight! we! observe! a! rich! variety! of! different! phase!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !separation! behaviour,! including! nucleation! and! growth! and! spinodal!decomposition.! Additionally,! we! observe! the! formation! of! Bérnard! cells! and! the!effects!of!MarangoniBtype!instabilities!on!morphological!development.!!
6.1!Experimental!
The! stroboscopic!microscope! in! both! crossed! polarised! and! interferometric! setBups!is!described!in!Chapter!2.!Poly(ethylene!glycol)!(PEG)!(4!&!10k!Da)!(Aldrich)!used!as!supplied,!polystyrene!(28k)!was!provided!by!the!Topham!research!group.!Solutions! of! PEG! and! polystyrene,! where! made! up! in! chloroform! (Aldrich)! at! 8!wt%!and!stirred!continuously!for!24!h.!The!solutions!where!then!mixed!at!7:3,!1:1!and!3:7!volume!ratios!prior!to!spinBcasting.!Silicon!substrate!(100)!were!cleaned!in!piranha!solution! (H2SO4 : H2O2)! (1 : 1)! for!6!h,! followed!by!multiple! rinsing!with!distilled! water.! Glass! substrates! (Fisher! Scientific)! were! used! as! received.! Each!substrate! was! placed! on! the! chuck! and! the! focusing! was! adjusted! to!“imperfections”!on!the!surface.!30!μl!of!solution!was!dispensed!onto!the!substrate!and!then!spun!at!the!designated!rpm,!with!data!collected!for!2000!exposures.!
6.2!Results!and!discussion!
6.2.1!Crystallisation!of!PEG!In!this!chapter!I!have! investigated!the!effect!of!polymer!concentration,!molecular!weight! and! composition! on! phase! separation! and! crystallisation! (for! clarity,!information!on!all!blends!studied!in!this!chapter!is!shown!in!Table!6.1!below).! !
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Table 6.1. Polymer blends studied 
Polymer volume fraction 
wt% Polymer 
PEG (4K) PEG (10k) PS (28k) 
1 0 0 4 
1 0 0 8 
1 0 0 16 
0 1 0 4 
0 1 0 8 
0 1 0 16 
0.3 0 0.7 8 
0.5 0 0.5 8 
0.7 0 0.3 8 
0 0.3 0.7 8 !I! have! directly! observed! the! effect! of! concentration! on! the! crystallisation! of! 10k!PEG!spunBcast!at!1500!rpm!from!chloroform!(at!8!wt%)!with!a!ramp!time!of!10s!(Figure! 6.1! (top)a).! When! the! spinBcoating! process! is! imaged! under! crossed!polarisers! the! images!appear!dark!until! the! formation!of! a! two!nuclei! at!~!7.0! s,!after!which!clear!crystallisation! fronts!are!observed!as! the!spherulites!grow.!The!final! crystallised! state! is! reached! at!~!13! s.! From! such! a! series! of! images! I! have!been!able!to!obtain!the!crystal!radius,(12)!as!a!function!of!time!at!varying!polymer!concentrations! for! 4k! PEG! (Figure! 6.1! left)! and! 10k! PEG! (Figure! 6.1! right).b!For!both!4k!and!10k!PEG!as!the!concentration!is!increased!the!onset!of!crystallisation!is! delayed.! It! is! apparent! that! the! rate! of! crystallisation! remains! unaffected! by!these!changes! in!concentration! (as!shown! in!Table!6.2),!which! is! consistent!with!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
a Associated!movie!available!at!http://youtu.be/cHMhDd4Gc18.!!
b The standard error was calculated from three separate experimental runs at each 
composition. 
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !isothermal! crystallisation.(18)! These! changes! in! the! onset! of! crystallisation!with!concentration! may! be! attributed! to! the! differences! in! film! thinning,! with! the!spontaneous! development! of! crystal! nuclei! only! occurring! when! the! polymer!concentration!becomes!sufficiently!high!within!the!film.!
!
Figure 6.1. (top) Series of cross polarised stroboscopic images showing spherulite 
growth in 4k PEG, spun-cast at 8 wt%, at 1500 rpm with a ramp of 10s. (bottom) 
Spherulite radius as a function of time for 4k PEG (left) and 10k PEG (right) spun-
cast from; 4 wt% (black), 8 wt% (red) and 16 wt% (blue) chloroform. !  
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Table 6.2. Crystallisation rate for 4k and 10k PEG 
Polymer wt % 
Polymer 
Ramp [s] Crystallisation rate 
[µm s-1] 
4k PEG 4 10 21.5564 
4k PEG 8 10 18.91897 
4k PEG 16 10 17.24837 
10k PEG 4 10 20.37628 
10k PEG 8 10 19.74603 
10k PEG 16 10 19.44474 
  
6.2.2!Interplay!between!phase!separation!and!crystallisation!To!study!the!interplay!between!phase!separation!and!crystallisation!for!blends!of!4k! and! 10k! PEG! blended! with! 28k! PS! spunBcast! from! 8! wt%! chloroform! at!compositions! of! 7:3,! 1:1! and! 3:7! (PEG:PS),! in# situ! stroboscopic!microscopy! runs!were!performed!with!either!near!monochromatic!or!cross!polarised!illumination!at!each!composition.!!!
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Figure 6.2. Direct observation of phase separation and crystallisation in blends of 
4k PEG: 28k PS spun-cast from 8 wt% chloroform solution at 1500 rpm with a 
ramp of 10 s at composition of 7:3. Performed using either near monochromatic 
(top) or cross polarised illumination at each composition (bottom). 
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Figure 6.3. Direct observation of phase separation and crystallisation in blends of 
4k PEG: 28k PS spun-cast from 8 wt% chloroform solution at 1500 rpm with a 
ramp of 10 s at composition of 1:1. Performed using either near monochromatic 
(top) or cross polarised illumination at each composition (bottom). !  
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Figure 6.4. Direct observation of phase separation and crystallisation in blends of 
4k PEG: 28k PS spun-cast from 8 wt% chloroform solution at 1500 rpm with a 
ramp of 10 s at composition of 3:7. Performed using either near monochromatic 
(top) or cross polarised illumination at each composition (bottom). Figure! 6.3B6.5! shows! a! series! stroboscopic! and! cross! polarised! images! for!PEG(4K):PS(28K)!8!wt%!in!chloroform!spunBcast!at!1500!rpm!with!a!ramp!of!10!s!for!blends!with!volume!ratios!of!PEG:PS!at!7:3!(Figure!6.2),!1:1(Figure!6.3)!and!3:7!(Figure! 6.4).! Stroboscopic! interferometry! frames! (Figure! 6.3)! for! the! 7:3! blend!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !show!that!at!2.67!s!relatively!large!(~!100!μm)!hexagonal!&!pentagonal!cells!form.!Such! pattern! formation! occurs! readily! in! nature! and! is! commonly! referred! to! as!Bérnard! cells,(19)! with! such! behavior! indicative! of! Marangoni! effects.! Phase!separation! proceeds! to! take! place! at! 2.94! s,! within! the! Bérnard! cells! through! a!nucleation! &! growth! mechanism,! producing! discrete! islands! of! one! phase! that!subsequently! coarsen! (2.94! B! 3.53! s),! resulting! in! the! formation!of! larger! islands!within!the!cells.!At!5.74!s!the!phaseBseparated!morphology!appears!predominantly!fixed.!The!crossBpolarised!data!confirms!that!no!crystallisation!of!the!PEG!domains!occurred!during!the!phase!separation!process.!After!5.74!s!the!crossBpolarised!data!show! that! crystallisation! proceeds! through! the! growth! of! a! spherulitic! crystal!front,!until!all!of!the!PEG!domains!appear!crystallised!at!~18!s.!! Data!for!the!1:1!blends!(Figure!6.3)!show!that!an!initial!bicontinuous!phase!separated!morphology! is! formed!at!2.76!s! that!subsequently!grows!and!coarsens!(2.76! B! 3.92! s).! The!phase! separated!morphology! appears!mostly! fixed! at! 3.92! s,!earlier!than!the!PEGBrich!(7:3)!blend.!Crystallisation!is!first!observed!at!8.01!s,!and!as! with! the! previous! blend! the! crystallisation! front! grows! until! all! of! the! PEG!domains!appear!crystallised!at!16.42!s.!! Data!for!the!PSBrich!(3:7)!blends!(Figure!6.4)!show!a!much!more!disordered!morphology!with!no!common!length!scale.!Crystallisation!is!first!visible!at!~19!s,!and! unlike! the! 7:3! &! 1:1! blends,! dendrite! type! crystals! form! in! favour! of!spherulites.! Crystallisation! occurs! significantly! slower! in! the! 3:7! blend! taking!>!200! s! to! form! the! final!morphology.!Dendritic! crystal! growth!occurs! in! the!3:7!blend! due! to! the! lower! PEG! fraction,(20)! and! the! large! crystallisation! time! is!indicative!of!a!diffusionBlimited!crystallisation!process.!The!high!viscosity!observed!in!the!PEG!solutions!is!a!result!of!the!dipoleBdipole!interactions!between!the!PEG!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !chains.! As! a! result,! blends! richer! in! PEG! exhibit! higher! viscosities! and! so! for!solutions!richer!in!PEG,!diffusion!is!reduced!and!film!thinning!occurs!the!slowest.!The!Marangoni!effect!is!triggered!when!solvent!evaporation!at!the!surface!occurs!faster!than!diffusion!of!solvent!through!the!bulk.!!We!attribute!the!formation!of!the!observed!Bérnard! cells! to! the! higher! viscosity! of! the! 7:3! blend,! creating! a! thick,!solvent!rich!film,!giving!rise!to!the!observed!Marangoni!instabilities.!Figure!6.6B6.8! shows!a! series! stroboscopic!and!cross!polarised! images! for!PEG(10K):PS(28K)! in! 8!wt%! chloroform! spunBcast! at! 1500! rpm!with! a! ramp! of!10!s! for! blends! with! ratios! of! PEG:PS;! 7:3! (Figure! 6.5),! 1:1(Figure! 6.6)! and!3:7(Figure!6.7).!! !
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Figure 6.5. Direct observation of phase separation and crystallisation in blends of 
10k PEG: 28k PS spun-cast from 8 wt% chloroform solution at 1500 rpm with a 
ramp of 10 s at a composition of 7:3. Performed using either near monochromatic 
(top) or cross polarised illumination at each composition (bottom). !! !
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Figure 6.6. Direct observation of phase separation and crystallisation in blends of 
10k PEG: 28k PS spun-cast from 8 wt% chloroform solution at 1500 rpm with a 
ramp of 10 s at a composition of 1:1 Performed using either near monochromatic 
(top) or cross polarised illumination at each composition (bottom). ! !
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!
Figure 6.7. Direct observation of phase separation and crystallisation in blends of 
10k PEG: 28k PS spun-cast from 8 wt% chloroform solution at 1500 rpm with a 
ramp of 10 s at a composition of 1:1 Performed using either near monochromatic 
(top) or cross polarised illumination at each composition (bottom). Data! for! the! 10k! PEG:PS! blends! shows! that! Bérnard! cells! form! through! the!Marangoni!effect,!at!all!compositions!(7:3,!1:1!&!3:7),!due!to!the!higher!viscosity!of!these! blends! containing! higher! molecular! weight! PEG.! For! the! 7:3! blend! phase!separation! takes! place! similarly! to! that! observed! in! the! PEG(4K):PS(28k)! 7:3!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !blend,!where!the!growth!of!nucleated!domains!appears!to!be!directed!to!take!place!within!the!Bérnard!cells!and!domain!coarsening/coalescence!occurs!between!3.61!s! to! 8.44! s,! leading! to! the! formation! of! discrete! islands! of! PS.! Growth! of! the!spherulitic! crystal! structure! is! first! observed! at! 8.44! s,! by! the! appearance! of! a!single!nucleus!in!the!center!of!the!image,!the!PEG!phase!appears!fully!crystallised!within! ~18! s.! The! Bérnard! cells! formed! in! the! PEG(10K):PS(28k)! ! 1:1! and! 3:7!blends! are! not! completely! interconnected! as! observed! in! the! 4k! and! 10k! 7:3!blends.! Instead,! the! cells! are!more! spherical! (due! to! less! interfacial! interactions!between! adjacent! cells)! and! are!within! a!matrix! of! the! two!polymers,!which! are!undergoing! phase! separation.! The! data! for! the! PEG(10K):PS(28k)! 1:1! blend!(Figure! 6.6)! show! that! at! 2.67! s! nucleated! domains! are! most! prominent! at! the!interface!of!the!Bérnard!cells.!At!3.28!s!phase!separation!occurs!within!the!Bérnard!cells,! resulting! in! the! formation! of! nucleated! islands.! Despite! phase! separation!occurring! later! within! the! Bérnard! cells,! phase! separation! appears! to! progress!much!more!rapidly!inside!of!the!cells!(compared!to!outside)!and!is!apparent!by!the!fact!that!at!4.00!s!the!domains!within!the!Bérnard!cells!have!undergone!extended!coarsening/coalescence.! Domain! growth! then! proceeds! similarly! for! all! domains!until! the! final! phase! separated! morphology! is! fixed! at! ~10.00! s! and! is!characterised!by!nucleated!domains!of!PS!with! two!different! length!scales! (~5!&!~30!μm),!where!the!larger!of!these!length!scales!is!separated!by!a!large!PEG!phase.!Crystallisation! of! the! PEG!phase!was! first! visible! at! 10.61! s! and! the!morphology!appears!fully!crystallised!by!21.99!s.!Phase!separation!in!the!PEG(10K):PS(28k)!3:7!blend!occurs!similarly!to!the!PEG(10K):PS(28k)! 1:1! blend! (Figure! 6.7),! however,! initial! phase! separation!outside! of! the! Bérnard! cells! at! 2.58! s! appears! to! take! place! through! spinodal!
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! Chapter!6!–!Crystallisation! !! !decomposition! (as! opposed! to! nucleation! &! growth),! forming! a! bicontinuous!morphology.!At!2.86!s,!phase!separation!begins! to! take!place!within! the!Bérnard!cells,!occurring!from!the!interface!towards!the!centre!of!the!cell!(leaving!a!region!in!the! centre! of! the! cell! that! has! not! undergone! phase! separation).! By! 3.11! s,! a!significant! degree! of! domain! coarsening/coalescence! results! in! the! loss! of! the!bicontinuous!morphology! outside! of! the! Bérnard! cells,! discrete! islands! within! a!thin!matrix!of!another!phase!forming,!whilst,!within!the!Bérnard!cells!a!significant!degree! of! phase! separation! occurs.! Although,! this! initial!morphology! has! a! large!number!of!features!at!3.45!s,!the!majority!of!this!early!complex!morphology!is!lost,!instead! there!are!only!a! few!nucleated!domains! (~40!μm).!Crystallisation! is! first!observed! at! 16.17! s,! with! the! growth! of! spherulitic! crystallites,! which! grow! to!dominate!the!whole!of!the!morphology!by!23.36!s.!This!behavior!is!very!different!to!that!observed!in!the!PEG(4K):PS(28k)!3:7!blend,!where!dendrite!crystal!growth!was! observed! due! to! the! low! PEG! content.! As! crystal! growth! occurs! across! the!whole!morphology! for! the!PEG(10K):PS(28k)!3:7!blend,!we!attribute! this! to! selfBstratification,!triggered!by!a!MarangoniBtype!instability,!resulting!in!distinct!PS!and!PEG!layers,!stacked!on!top!of!each!of!parallel!to!the!plane!of!the!substrate.!Such!a!morphology! would! appear! completely! crystalline! under! crossBpolarises,! despite!the!low!PEG!content.!!The!behaviour!of!the!PEG(4K):PS(28k)!is!different!to!the!PEG(10k):PS(28k)!blends! due! to! the! increased! blend! viscosity! in! the! 10k! system! leading! to! the!occurrence! of! more! MarangoniBinduced! effects,! which! either! directs! phase!separation! or! at! some! compositions! leads! to! an! instability! in! selected! regions,!altering!the!course!through!the!phase!diagram.!
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6.3!Conclusions!
This! work! has! provided! new! insight! into! spin! coating! and! the! roles! that! phase!separation,! crystallisation! and! the! Marangoni! effect! plays! in! governing!morphological!development!in!polymer!blends!comprising!of!semiBcrystalline!and!amorphous!components.!The!recently!presented!data!by!Chou!et#al!suggesting!that!“phase!separation!and!crystallsation!go!hand! in!hand”,! is!clearly!not! true! for! this!system.!We!attribute! the!difference!between!these!observations! to! the!difference!in! the! mobility! of! the! crystallisable! polymers! investigated.! P3HT! has! a! stiff,!conjugated!polymer!backbone!that!is!significantly!more!rigid!than!the!PEG!studied!here.! Consequently,! P3HT! is! likely! to! crystallise! earlier! on! in! the! spinBcoating!process!than!PEG.!!This! study! indicates! that! in! a! different! polymer! blend! system! phase!separation! and! crystallisation! occur! independently! and!we! demonstrate! through!appropriate! control! over! spinBcoating! parameters! the! point! at! which!crystallisation!occurs.!We!have!been!able!to!directly!observe!the!Marangoni!effect!and! the! formation! of! Bérnard! cells,! which! lead! to! the! formation! of! different!morphologies!to!those!that!would!be!formed!from!either!standard!nucleation!and!growth!or!spinodal!decomposition!mechanisms!of!phase!separation.!These!results!offer! important! insights! into! the! complex! nature! of! the! spinBcoating! of! polymer!blends.!!
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7.0$Introduction$
So! far! I! have! investigated! selfPassembly! processes! that! occur! during! the! spinPcoating! of! polymer! solutions,! motivated! by! applications! of! polymer! blends! in!organic!electronics.!The!selfPorganisation!of! colloidal!dispersions! is!an! important!phenomena,! influencing! processes! as! varied! as! the! formation! of! dense! ringPlike!deposits!when!coffee!is!spilled!on!a!surface(1)!and!the!formation!of!highly!ordered!two! and! three! dimensional! crystalline! structures! known! as! colloidal! crystals,!which! have!potential! applications! as! photonic! bandPgap!materials.(2)!One! of! the!main! obstacles! to! exploiting! these! exciting! materials! is! developing! and!understanding! fabrication! strategies! that!allow! for! fine! control!over! the! complex!selfPassembly! processes! that! occur,! such! that! large,! defect! free! colloidal! crystals!may!be!obtained,!via!an!industrially!scalable!manufacturing!methods.!! SpinPcoating!has!been!demonstrated!as!a! facile!method!for!the!production!of! colloidal! crystals.(3P8)!As!with! the! spinPcoating!of!polymer!blends! there! are! a!large! number! of! parameters! that! affect! the! final! morphology! of! spinPcoated!colloidal! crystals,! which! include;! viscosity,! concentration,! volatility,! particle! size,!particle!size!distribution,!Péclet!number,!rotation!rate,!acceleration!rate!and!hold!times.(4,! 5,! 7,! 9P11)! Due! to! this! large! parameter! space! and! the! rapid! rotating!sample! we! still! do! not! fully! understand! how! colloidal! crystallisation! proceeds!during!spinPcoating.!Guiliani!et#al!utilised!high!speed!imaging!to!study!symmetry!transitions!that!occur! during! the! spinPcoating! of! silica! particles! (~460! nm)! from! methyl! ethyl!ketone!(MEK)!and!acetone,!where!transitions!from!sixPfold!to!fourPfold!and!back!to!sixPfold!symmetries!where!observed,!corresponding!to!either!hexagonal!(sixPfold)!
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or! square! (fourPfold)! arrangements! of! particles! in! the! substrate! plane.(12)! A!drawback!of! this!approach! is! that!as! these!symmetries!arise!as!a!consequence!of!ordering! and! it! is! therefore! not! possible! to! directly! ascertain! the! absolute!mechanism! through! which! ordering! proceeded! as! observations! are! made! in! a!scattering!geometry!and!thus!are!based!in!reciprocal!space.!There!are!numerous! factors! that! affect! structure! formation!of! spinPcoated!colloidal!crystals!which!may!be!described!as!solution!properties!and!spinPcoating!parameters.!Solution!properties! include!particle!size,!size!distribution,!dispersant!(volatility,!viscosity),!dispersant!mixture!(often!dispersant!mixtures!are!employed!to! tune! properties! such! as! solvent! evaporation! rate! profiles)! and! the! particle!concentration.(3P5)!SpinPcoating!parameters!include!the!rotation!and!acceleration!rates,! which! influence! how! the! colloidal! mixture! is! spread! and! subsequently!dries.(7,!11)!In! this! chapter! I! show! the! direct! observation! of! the! ordering! of! 5!μm!polystyrene! colloidal! dispersions! during! spinPcoating! to! form! highly! ordered!colloidal! crystals.! As! discussed! in! Section! 1.2.5! the! selfPorganisation! of! colloidal!dispersions! has! been! observed! as! a! consequence! of;! volume! fraction,! capillary!forces!and!shear! forces.!(13P17)!Importantly! it! is!possible!to!observe!a!variety!of!different! mechanisms! by! which! ordering! proceeds! and! to! what! extent! these!different!processes! control!both! intermediate!and! final!morphologies!of! colloidal!crystals.!! !
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7.1$Experimental$
The! technique! of! stroboscopic! microscopy! was! employed! (as! described! in!Section!2.1)! in! a! “pseudo! transmission”! geometry,! whereby! the! sample! was!mounted! on! a! transparent! platter! and! illuminated! by! three! LED’s! positioned! as!close! to! normal! incidence! as! possible.! A! small! DC! motor! acts! as! a! spinPcoater,!which! is!mounted!directly! under! a! 40×! objective! (Nikon!CFI! S! Plan! Fluor!ELWD!40X,!NA!0.6).!The!sample!was!illuminated!by!50!μs!pulses!of!white!light!from!three!white! LEDs! (Cree! XPLamp,! XPPG2,! cool!white).! An!Andor! iXON! (897+)!was! used,!with!a!field!of!view!of!464!×!464!μm!when!used!in!conjunction!with!the!ELWD!×40!objective.!MicrometerPsized!PS!particles,!with!a!numberPaverage!diameter!of!5.16!μm!and! a! polydispersity! of! 1.01! (determined! by! SEM)! were! purchased! from!Microbeads,!Norway.! !The!micrometerPsized!polymer!particles!are!stabilised!with!anionic! sodium! dodecyl! sulfate! surfactant! in! combination! with! a! cellulosic!stabiliser.!Glass! microscope! cover! slips! where! utilised! as! the! substrate! and! where!used! as! supplied.! Each! substrate! was! placed! on! a! transparent! perspex! chuck!(15mm!∅,!10mm!thick).!50!μl!of! the!colloidal!dispersion!was!dispensed!onto! the!substrate! and! then! spun! at! 1250! rpm,! with! data! collected! for! 1000! exposures,!corresponding!to!48!s.!
7.2$Results$and$discussion$
Figures! 7.1! –! 7.3! show! a! series! of! stroboscopic! microscopy! images! (along! with!corresponding!reciprocal!space!Fast!Fourier!transforms)!taken!during!spinPcoating!
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of! colloidal! dispersions! of! 5! μm! polystyrene! particles! in! water! at! 1250! rpm,! at!concentrations!of!25,!35!and!45!wt%,!respectively.!The! stroboscopic! data! for! the! 25!wt%! solution! (Figure!7.1,! accompanying!movie! http://youtu.be/PWJNqLlV9pA)! shows! that! initially,! the! solution! and!particles!flow!towards!the!bottom!left!of!the!image!until!~4.8!s.!During!this!initial!flow!stage!the!particles!move!in!clusters.!The!reciprocal!space!FFT!images!reveal!a!diffuse!ring,a!indicating!that!the!particles!within!these!clusters!are!arranged!loosely!and! randomly! and! do! not! posses! the! high! degree! of! order,! characteristic! of!crystalline! ordering.! We! ascribe! this! initial! radial! flow! of! the! particles! to! shear!thinning! of! both! components! of! the! colloidal! dispersion.! Between! ~5! –! 8! s,! the!particles! then!move! towards! the! top!of! the! image,! this!change! in! the!direction!of!particle!flow!arises!from!a!transition!from!shear!thinning!to!evaporative!thinning.!Shear!forces!act!as!a!result!of!the!rotation!of!the!sample!and!thus!the!direction!of!such! forces! is! fixed,! and! away! from! the! center! of! rotation.! The! change! in! the!direction!of!the!forces!acting!upon!the!colloidal!solution!gives!further!evidence!to!the! change! in! the! origin! of! the! forces! dominating! colloid! flow! and! consequent!ordering.!At!10.1!s,! the!particles!begin!to!order!due!to!capillary!effects,!where!an!ordered!monolayer! of! regularly! close! packed! particles! forms! due! to! the! random!appearance! of! holes! in! the! wetting! film,! capillary! forces! subsequently! force! the!particles! to!be!displaced!along! the!drying! fronts! as! the!wetting! film! recedes.!The!
observation! of! the! growth! of! such! drying! fronts! as! the! film! evaporates! is! consistent!
with! observations! of! Elbaum! and! Lipson,! who! studied! the! evaporation! of! water! on!
freshly!cleaved!mica.(18)!!The! morphology! becomes! fixed! at! ~16s,! comprising! of! highly! crystalline!regions!containing! large!open!voids.!The!FFT!of! the! final!structure!shows!a! large!
  




Figure 7.1. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 25 wt% colloidal dispersion in water spun-cast at 1250 rpm. Figure! 7.2,! (accompanying! movie! http://youtu.be/u0pTz6p0d08)! shows! the!structural!development!of!the!35!wt%!colloidal!dispersion,!which!initially!behaves!in! a! similar! manner! to! the! 25! wt%! dispersion,! with! directional! flow! occurring!towards!the!bottom!right!of!the!image!due!to!shear!forces.a!However!at!~8!s,! the!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
a!The! direction! of! flow! is! different! between! the! 25! and! 35! wt%! samples! and! is!related! to! the! synchronisation! between! the! motor! and! the! illumination! source,!
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FFT! image! reveals! the! onset! of! weak! 6Pfold! symmetry,! consistent! with! regular!close!packing!that!is!also!highly!visible!in!the!real!space!images.!The!onset!of!this!symmetry! appears! to! coincide!with! the! shift! from!shear! to! evaporative! thinning.!During!this!evaporative!thinning!where!the!dispersant!is!being!removed!from!the!system,!the!particle!concentration!increases.!Ordering!occurs!in!order!to!maximise!the! packing! of! the! particles! resulting! in! the! formation! of! a! more! ordered!morphology!(8!–!20!s),! the!evolution!of!which!is!highly!apparent! in!both!the!real!space!and!reciprocal!space!images.!The!FFTs!show!that!despite!the!high!degree!of!crystallinity,! the!structure! is!polycrystalline.!After!20!s,! the! film!thins! further!and!voids! form! in! the!wetting! film,! resulting! in! capillary! induced!ordering,! occurring!due!to!incomplete!particle!coverage.!! The!45!wt%!(Figure!7.3)!dispersion!exhibits!regular!close!packed!structures!at!~!2!s,!which!are!highly!apparent! in!both! the! real! and! reciprocal! space! images!(occurring! significantly! earlier! than! the! in! 35! wt%! solution),! during! the! shear!thinning!stage,!which!stops!at!approximately!8!s!as!evaporative!thinning!begins!to!dominate.! During! this! thinning! stage! a! large! degree! of! rePorganisation! of! the!colloids!occurs.!The!45!wt%!dispersion!forms!ordered!structures!earlier!on!in!the!thinning!process!due! to! the!high! initial!concentration!of!colloid!particles,!making!regular!close!packing!becomes!favorable!to!arrange!the!greater!number!of!colloid!particles.! The! morphology! becomes! fixed! at! ~15! s! and! after! this! we! observe! a!drying!front!sweep!across!the!film!as!the!last!of!the!dispersant!evaporates.!In!this!case! there! is! an! excess! of! particles! for! complete! surface! coverage! and! so! a!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!which!has!three!possible!positions!and!therefore!three!different!orientations!about!the!center!of!rotation.!!
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multilayer!is!formed!(as!opposed!to!the!monolayers!formed!by!the!25!and!35!wt%!solutions).! The! final! structure! formed! is! a! highly! crystalline,!multilayer! colloidal!crystal! containing! both! HCP! and! FCC! regions,! with! small! crystalline! regions!separated!by!defects.!
!
Figure 7.2. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 35 wt% colloidal dispersion in water spun-cast at 1250 rpm. The! 45! wt%! (Figure! 7.3,! accompanying! movie! http://youtu.be/egT_G8oiX-Q)!dispersion! exhibits! regular! close! packed! structures! at! ~! 2! s,! which! are! highly!apparent! in! both! the! real! and! reciprocal! space! images! (occurring! significantly!earlier!than!the!in!35!wt%!solution),!during!the!shear!thinning!stage,!which!stops!at! approximately! 8!s! as! evaporative! thinning! begins! to! dominate.! During! this!thinning!stage!a!large!degree!of!rePorganisation!of!the!colloids!occurs.!The!45!wt%!
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dispersion!forms!ordered!structures!earlier!on!in!the!thinning!process!due!to!the!high! initial! concentration! of! colloid! particles,! making! regular! close! packing!favourable! so! as! to! arrange! the! greater! number! of! colloid! particles.! The!morphology! becomes! fixed! at! ~15! s! and! after! this! we! observe! a! drying! front!sweeping!across!the!film!as!the!remains!of!the!dispersant!evaporates.!In!this!case!there!is!an!excess!of!particles!for!complete!surface!coverage!and!so!a!multilayer!is!formed!(as!opposed!to!the!monolayers!and!incomplete!monolayers!formed!by!the!25! and! 35!wt%! solutions).! The! final! structure! formed! is! a! highly! crystalline,!multilayer! colloidal! crystal! containing! both! HCP! and! FCC! regions,! with! small!crystalline!regions!separated!by!defects.!
!
Figure 7.3. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 45 wt% colloidal dispersion in water spun-cast at 1250 rpm. 
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The! behaviour! observed! for! the! colloidal! dispersion! spunPcast! from! water! at!varying! concentrations! show! two! distinct! ordering!mechanisms,!where! ordering!may! occur! due! to! capillary! drying! fronts! or! simply! due! to! packing! constraints!arising!due!to!high!particle!concentration,!reducing!the!interPparticle!separation.!In! order! to! investigate! the! role! of! the! dispersant! volatility,! colloidal! dispersions!were!made!up!in!ethanol!(vapour!pressure!=!5.83!kPa,!compared!to!that!of!water!=!2.30!kPa!at!20!oC)!at!similar!particle!concentrations!ranging!from!25!to!45!!wt%.!!
!
Figure 7.4. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 25 wt% colloidal dispersion in ethanol spun-cast at 1250 rpm.b 
In#situ!stroboscopic!microscopy!data!for!a!25!wt%!colloidal!dispersion!made!up!in!ethanol,! spunPcast! at! 1250! rpm! is! shown! in! Figure! 7.4! (accompanying! movie!
http://youtu.be/aPfY-tu03ZY).!Unlike! the!dispersions! spunPcast! from!water! there!is!no!apparent!radial!flow,!indicating!that!even!early!on!in!the!spinPcoating!process!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
b!Only! six! frames! are! presented! in! Figures! 7.4! –! 7.6! as! there! is! significantly! less!evolution!in!structure!between!the!frames.!
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thinning!is!already!dominated!by!evaporation!of!the!dispersant.!At!1.5!s!a!densely!packed!monolayer! forms.!The!FFT! image!reveals! that! there! is!very!weak!sixPfold!symmetry,! indicating! that! there! are! some! regular! close! packed! regions.! The!strength! of! this! symmetry! increased! between! ~2! –! 10! s,! indicating! that! the!structure! undergoes! a! degree! of! rePorganisation,! forming! crystalline! domains.!However,!after!10!s!the!strength!of!this!symmetry!appears!to!become!significantly!weaker.!Due!to!the!formation!of!a!number!of!random!close!packed!layers!on!top!of!the! initial!monolayer.! This! to! a! highly! disordered! structure,!which! forms! in! this!system!is!attributed!to!the!rapid!evaporation!of!the!dispersant!preventing!particles!being! incorporated! into! equilibrium!positions! in! the! particle! arrays,! and! instead!the! particles! become! trapped! in! nonPequilibrium,! disordered! arrangements.! In!effect,! a! skin! of! random! packed! particles! is! formed.! Similarly! to! the! 25!wt%!dispersion! in! ethanol,! when! the! 35! and! 45! wt%! (Figure!7.5! and! Figure!7.6,!respectively)! dispersions!were! spunPcast! the! particles! formed! highly! disordered!arrangements.! The! data! shows! that! as! the! concentration! increases! a! greater!number! of! particles! remain! out! of! focus,! longer! into! the! spinPcoating! process,!which! we! attribute! to! the! presence! of! Marangoni! flows.! Unlike! the! dispersions!made! up! in! water,! those! in! ethanol! do! not! posses! any! significant! order,! with!particles!arranged!in!a!fashion!similar!to!a!disordered!glass.!The!presence!of!such!flows,! coupled!with! a! higher! vapour! pressure! solvent! (than!water)! prevents! the!system!from!rePordering!to!form!ordered!colloidal!crystal!like!structures.!
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!
Figure 7.5: Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 35 wt% colloidal dispersion in ethanol spun-cast at 1250 rpm.  
!
Figure 7.6. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 45 wt% colloidal dispersion in ethanol spun-cast at 1250 rpm. Early! on! in! the! spinPcoating! of! the! 35! and! 45! wt%! dispersions! from! ethanol!(t!<!4!s),!a!large!number!of!particles!appear!out!of!focus!for!dispersions!spunPcast!from!either!water!or!ethanol!at!various!concentrations.!As!the! focal!plane! lies!on!the!substrate,!we!can!infer!that!any!out!of!focus!particles!are!therefore!above!the!
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substrate.! For! the! dispersions! spunPcast! from! ethanol,! a! larger! proportion! of!particles!are!above!the!substrate.!We!attribute!this!behaviour!to!the!occurrence!of!Marangoni!flows!that!act!to!drag!the!particles!towards!the!evaporating!surface!of!the! thinning! film.! Figure! 7.7! Show! SEM! micrographs! of! the! final! structures! of!colloidal! dispersions! spun! cast! from! water! (a! and! b)! and! ethanol! (c! and! d)! at!concentrations! of! 25!wt%! (a! and! c)! and! 45!wt%! (b! and! d).! These! micrographs!clearly!show!the!ordered!structures!that!form!when!the!colloids!where!spinPcoated!from!water,!which!are!arranged! in!regular!close!packed!arrays!and!the!relatively!disordered!structures!that!form!when!colloids!where!spunPcast!from!ethanol.!The! formation! of! a! skin! layer! of! particles! was! modelled! by! Routh! and!Zimmerman.27! The! concept! of! their! work! was! that! in! a! system! where! diffusion!dominates! the! particles! remain! uniformly! distributed.! However,! if! the! diffusive!processes!are!weak,!evaporation!of!the!dispersant!results!in!a!nonPuniform!particle!distribution!with!the!formation!of!a!skin.28!Reyes!and!Duda!performed!Monte!Carlo!simulations!showing!that!at!slow!evaporation!rates!particles!are!able!to!crystallise,!whilst!for!faster!evaporation!rates!random!close!packed!structures!will!form.29!It!is!possible!that!for!the!solutions!spunPcast!from!ethanol,!rapid!evaporation,!results!in!a!colloidal!glass! transition,30,31!where! the!particles!are! jammed!and!unable! to!reParrange!into!thermodynamically!favourable!arrangements.32!!
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Figure 7.7. Scanning electron micrographs showing the final structures of colloidal 
dispersions; a) 25 wt% in water, b) 45 wt% in water, c) 25 wt% in ethanol and d) 
45 wt% in ethanol spun-cast at 1250 rpm. Through!studying!the!assembly!processes!of!polystyrene!colloids!from!both!water!and!ethanol!we!have!been!able! to!show!how!the!dispersant!volatility!has!a! large!impact!upon!the!uniformity!and!order!of!the!final!morphology!with!the!density!of!particle!coverage!and!the!rate!of!evaporation!determining! if!ordering!takes!place!via!the!formation!of!capillary!fronts!or!through!rePorganisation.!!! In! order! to! further! explore! these! relationships! I! have! studied! colloidal!dispersions!in!mixtures!of!water!and!ethanol.!Figures!7.8!–!7.9!show!the!ordering!of! spinPcoated! 25!wt%! colloidal! dispersions!made! up! in!water:ethanol!mixtures!mass!compositions!of!6:4,!1:1!and!4:6,!having!combined!vapour!pressures!of!3.8,!4.2,!4.5!kPa!,!respectively.!! Data!for!the!6:4!(water:ethanol,!25!wt%)!dispersion!is!shown!in!Figure!7.8!(accompanying!movie!http://youtu.be/6hwLPv1BX3U).!Early!on!during!the!coating!process! (~1.25!s)! the!dispersion!behaves! in!a!similar!manner! to! that!of! the!pure!
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ethanol! dispersion,! forming! a! monolayer! (with! weak! sixPfold! symmetry),!containing!a!large!number!of!voids,!with!a!large!amount!of!particle!flow!occurring!above! the! image! plane.! As! the! film! thins! voids! become! filled! by! particles!which!sediment.! By! 3!s! the!monolayer! contains! no! voids! and! begins! to! flow! (from! the!bottom!to!the!top!of!the!image!plane)!due!to!shear!forces.!This!shear!flow!induces!further!ordering!within!the!particles,!which!can!be!readily!seen!in!the!FFT!images.!At!~10!s!a!number!of!particles!become!pinned!at!the!substrate!surface!and!much!slower!particle!flow!may!be!observed!until!~34!s,!after!which,!ordering!proceeds!via!capillary!effects!occurring!due!to!the!presence!of!voids!in!the!morphology.!!! !
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Figure 7.8. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 25 wt% colloidal dispersion in a water:ethanol mixture (6:4) spun-cast at 
1250 rpm. The!colloidal!dispersion!spunPcast!from!a!1:1!mixture!of!water!and!ethanol!(Figure!7.9,! accompanying! movie! http://youtu.be/6XxcPaE_OdY)! initially! forms! a!monolayer! on! the! substrate! surface! (~! 1! s).! The! coverage! of! which,! increases!through!the!sedimentation!of!subsequent!particles!as!a!result!of!particle!flow.!The!FFT! images! reveal! that! the!monolayer! shows!weak!sixPfold! symmetry! from!2.4! s!onwards!and!by!~3.5!s!the!monolayer!appears!to!completely!cover!the!substrate.!Particle! flow!occurs! above! the!monolayer,! until! 8.9! s,! after!which! the!monolayer!begins!to!order!due!to!the!shear!forces.!Initially,!this!process!involves!the!flow!of!particles! to! fill! any! void! spaces.! At! ~24!s! the! whole! monolayer! begins! to! flow!
  




Figure 7.9. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 25 wt% colloidal dispersion in a water:ethanol mixture (1:1) spun-cast at 
1250 rpm. Data! for! the! 4:6! dispersion! (Figure! 7.10,! accompanying! movie!
http://youtu.be/4ssdBrFJ48A)! shows! that! an! initial! ordered! monolayer! forms!early!on!(~!1!s),!which!then!rePorders!due!to!shear!forces!(1!–!5!s)!resulting!in!the!formation!of!a!highly!ordered!regular!close!packed!structure.!This!structure!forms!
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in!a!similar!manner! to! that!of! the!1:1!dispersion,!however,! in! the!case!of! the!4:6!dispersion! this! ordering! is! disrupted! due! to! excessive! shear,! resulting! in! the!formation! of! voids! and! subsequent! capillary! ordering.! This! capillary! induced!ordering! occurs! between! 20! and! 25!s! (as! described! earlier),! resulting! in! the!formation! of! a! highly! ordered! regular! close! packed! polycrystalline! structure,!containing!large!voids.!
!
Figure 7.10. Series of stroboscopic microscopy images (with corresponding FFTs) 
for a 25 wt% colloidal dispersion in a water:ethanol mixture (4:6) spun-cast at 
1250 rpm. 
For! the! water:ethanol! colloidal! dispersions! it! is! evident! that! early! on! colloids! are!
distributed! at! both! the! substrate! and! above! the! image! plane! (towards! the! filmBair!
interface)!due!to!both!particle!sedimentation!and!evaporation!inducing!the!formation!
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of! a! skin.27,33! As! the! film! thins! the! particles! become! constrained! and! only! a! single!








In!Figure!7.11!shows!a!schematic!summarising!the!results!from!this!chapter.!I!have!directly! observed! ordering! occurring! due! to! high! concentrations! of! colloid!particles!(where!volatility!is!relatively!low),!resulting!in!the!formation!of!ordered!HCP!and!FCP!arrays.!Conversely!when!the!system!in!spunPcast!from!a!much!more!volatile! solvent,! highly! disordered! nonPequilibrium! arrangements! of! particles!form.!When!spinPcoating!a!low!concentration,!low!volatility!dispersion,!ordering!is!dominated!by!the!occurrence!of!capillary!drying!fronts!that!from!the!formation!of!holes! within! the! wetting! film.! At! certain! volatility,! of! an! intermediate! value!between! that! of! water! and! ethanol,! ordering! occurs! predominantly! via! shear!forces.! Finally! when! the! volatility! is! further! increased! above! this! intermediate!value!at!the!shear!ordering!regime,!excessive!shear!leads!to!the!formation!of!holes!within!the!system!and!so!hole!formation!induces!a!large!degree!of!order.!
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Figure 7.11. Schematic summarising the observed mechanisms of colloidal 
ordering that depend upon the colloid concentration and the solvent volatility, 
where the mechanisms ordering are;  , concentration induced, capillary induced 
 , shear induced , shear collapse followed by capillary induced and  , disordered 
structures.  
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8.0!Conclusions!and!future!work!
In! this! thesis! I!have!advanced! the! technique!of!stroboscopic!microscopy! to!allow!the! study! of! topographies,! composition! and! crystallisation,! directly! during! the!spin=coating! of! a! number! of! polymer! systems,! investigating! a! number! of! key!parameters.!! The!first!parameter!investigated!was!the!effect!of!rotation!rate!on!the!phase!separation! of! PS:PMMA! blends.! I! was! able! to! directly! visualise! and! follow! the!growth! of! an! initial! bicontinuos! interconnected! morphology,! that! subsequently!coarsened! and! coalesced.! The! degree! of! coarsening! and! coalescence! that! could!occur! was! controlled! by! the! quench! through! the! phase! diagram,! which! is!dependant!upon! the! rate!of! evaporation!of! solvent! from! the! system,! as! expected!faster! rotation! rates,! lead! to! greater! evaporation! rates! and! subsequently!morphologies!with!a!smaller!characteristic!length=scale.!I!also!observed!that!a!loss!in!the!reciprocal!length=scale!in!the!system!I!have!studied!resulted!in!no!significant!change!in!the!lateral!phase!separated!morphology.!!
Future! work! (1):! The! PS:PMMA! system! that! I! have! studied! had! a! significantly!higher! molecular! weight! than! the! systems! studied! by! Heriot! and! Jones! and!Mokarian! et!al.!where! lateral! structure!was! believed! to! have! formed! through! an!interfacial! instability! in! transient! wetting! layers.! In! order! to! confirm! this!mechanism! of! structural! development! it! would! be! useful! to! study! the! same!PS:PMMA!systems!(molecular!weight,!polydispersity,!solvent,!concentration)!using!the!direct!imaging!technique!I!have!developed.!!!
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The! second! parameter! that! I! studied! was! the! effect! small! differences! in!composition!have!on!morphological!development!of!blends!of!PS:PFO.!!I!found!that!for! the! compositions! studied! all! blends! exhibited! an! initial! bicontinuous! phase=separated!morphology,! indicative!of!spinodal!decomposition!early!on!in!the!spin=coating! process.! At! a! point! in! time! depending! upon! composition,! a! decay! of! this!initial! morphology! occurs,! resulting! in! a! break=up! of! the! bicontinuous! structure!and! the! formation! of! a! morphology! comprising! of! distinct! islands! within! a!continuous! matrix.! The! point! at! which! the! bicontinuous! morphology! broke! up,!shows! compositional! dependence,! so! is! likely! to! be! caused! by! an! interfacial!instability.!The! final!morphology!obtained,!was!highly!dependent!upon!when! the!loss!of!interconnectivity!occurred.!When!triggered!a!secondary!smaller!lengthscale!is! formed! that! limits! the! amount! of! coarsening! and! coalescence! that!may! occur.!When! interconnectivity!was! lost! later! on,! the! blend! viscosity!was! too! high! for! a!substantial! amount! of! coarsening/coalescence! to! occur! to! restore! the! initial!interconnectivity.!Whilst,!when! the! interconnectivity!was! lost! at! an! intermediate!between! these! two!extremes!a! significant! amount!of! coarsening!and! coalescence!restored! a! high! degree! of! the! interconnectivity! of! the! morphology.! With! the!knowledge! that! early! on! in! the! phase! separation! process! all! the! blends! studied!exhibited! interconnected!morphologies,! I! employed! an! in! situ! feedback! protocol!that! allowed! me! to! direct! phase! separation! to! obtain! more! interconnected!morphologies,! at! compositions! that! may! not! readily! exhibit! such!interconnectivities.!
Future! work! (2):! The! observed! “loss! of! interconnectivity”! observed! for! PFO:PS!may! be! a! common! phenomena! ! occurring! for! other! blend! systems! containing!highly! conjugated! polymers,! as! such! it! would! be! interesting! to! see! if! the! same!
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behavior! is! observed! in! related! conjugated! polymer! blend! systems! (F8BT,! PFB,!P3HT,!etc…).!
Future!work!(3):!The!in!situ!fluorescent!technique!has!so!far!been!developed!for!the!study!of!one!fluorophore,!however!with!the!implementation!of!a!dual!camera!set=up! with! appropriate! beam! splitters! two! fluorophores! could! be! studied!simultaneously.! Such! a! set=up! would! allow! the! behavior! of! two! fluorescent!polymers!to!be!observed!in!greater!detail.!The! third! parameter! I! have! studied! was! the! effect! of! polydispersity! on!phase!separation!in!blends!of!PFO!and!PS,!where!PSs!of!different!polydispersities!where!blended!with!PFO!of!a!constant!polydispersity.!For! the! low!polydispersity!blends! phase! separation! was! initially! observed! to! proceed! via! spinodal!decomposition.! Whilst,! high! polydispersity! blends! formed! an! initial! droplet! like!morphology,! indicative!of!nucleation!and!growth.!The!difference! in! this!behavior!was!attributed!to!a!shift!in!the!critical!point!of!the!phase!diagram.!I!further!showed!that! through! blending! PSs! of! different! polydispersities! it! is! possible! to! tune! the!critical! point! and! control! whether! phase! separation! proceeds! via! spinodal!decomposition!or!nucleation!and!growth.!! In!order!to!study!crystallisation!processes!during!spin=coating!I!employed!a!crossed! polariser! set=up! to! study! crystallisation! of! pure! PEG! and! the! interplay!between!crystallisation!and!phase!separation!in!blends!of!PEG!with!PS.!I!found!that!independent!of!concentration!of!polymer! in!solution,! the!process!occurred!at! the!same! rate,! indicative! of! isothermal! crystalisation,! as! found! for! polymer! melts.!Through!controlling!spin=coating!parameters!such!as!the!acceleration!rate,! it!was!possible! to! control! the! point! at! which! crystallisation! occurred.! For! the! PEG:PS!blends!I!observed!that!Marangoni!effect!play!an!important!role!in!governing!phase!
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separation.! Further! we! found! that! for! this! blend! system! phase! separation! and!crystallisation!occur!completely!independently!and!not!“hand!in!hand”!as!reported!by!Chou!et!al.!
Future!work!(4):!Although!the!my!work!and!the!recent!work!of!Chou!et!al!has!cast!new!light!on!the!crystallisation!processes!that!may!occur!during!spin=coating,!we!still!only!have!a!limited!understanding!of!how!crystallisation!proceeds!during!spin=coating!and!how!the!process!is!affected!by;!i)!thin=film!confining!geometry,ii)!shear!forces!induced!by!rotation,!iii)!non=equilibrium!nature!of!the!rapid!quench,!iv)!role!of!solvent,!when!compared!to!that!of!bulk!crystallisation.!!Finally!I!progressed!my!work!beyond!that!of!polymer!blends!to!study!the!ordering!of!colloidal!dispersions.!I!have!been!able!to!identify!a!number!of!different!ordering!mechanisms! that! may! occur! depending! upon! solution! viscosity! and! the! particle!concentration.!
Future! work! (5):! My! studies! on! colloidal! crystallisation! during! spin=coating!examined! only! a! very! narrow! parameter! space! (particle! size,! particle! size!distribution,! viscosity,! volatility,! spin=speed,! acceleration! rate).! Future!experiments! should! aim! to! systematically! investigate! the! above! mentioned!parameters.!!
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